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1 Introduetion

Partly based on book chapter:
"Statistical Approaches in Environm ental Epidemiology "

by Verburg TG. Sarmemo SM & Wolterbeek HTIz.
In: (S. l.ahiri, ed.) Advan ced Trace Analysis, pp . I-69 (20 10).

Narosa Publishing House Pvt. Lid. New Delhi . India.

1.1 Motivation

It was nearly 150 years ago that William ylander (1886) noted a decrease in lichen

biodiversity in Paris. At about the same time , across the Channel, the word smog entered

common parlance and was immortalised in the statement" ...it required no seience 10 see that

there was something produced in great cities which was not fo und in the country and that was

smoky jog, or what was known as 'smog '," (Dr. Henry Antoine de Voeux , 1905; Wikipedia).

The first half of the zo" century was sprinkled by reports that began with the words "cold"

and "haze" and ended with graph s showing swift increa ses in death s and hospital admi ssion s,

mostly due to respiratory complaints among the frail. The common denominator in these

reports was the combination of thrivin g industrial activity and transitory winter inversion s

(e.g.: Meuse Valley, Belgium in 1930; Donora, Pennsylvania in 1948; London , UK I 1952;

reviewed by Lipfort. 1993). Only one of these early episodes (London 1942) recorded air

pollution levels (smoke and S02), however, no science indeed was required to prove that air

pollutien ' s effects extended weil beyond corroded monuments, traffic mayhem and extinction

of symbiotic organisms.

From the sccond half of the zo" century to our days, herculean strides have been taken to

regulat e and control industrial and vehicular emissions and impro ve fuels. This resulted in

plummeting pollution levels (10-50 times less) in the greate st part of the World that

experienced the Industrial Revolution (Greenbaum, 2003; Krewski et al, 2003). The effort

appears to have been noted by the lichens in Paris, and indeed those of London (Seaward &

Lctrouit -Galinou, 1991; Rose & Hawksworth , 1981), and it must also have been noted by

human health although no studies appear to have invest igated this issue yet (Maynard &

Cohen, 2003 ; Lipfcrt. 1997, 1998). Nevertheless, even at the comparatively low pollution

levels currently cnjoyed in most of the USA and Europe, human health effects continue to be

attributed to it, by increasingly sophisticated statistical method s and incrcasingly specialised

pollution and health indicators (Brunekreef & Holgate. 2002 ; Pope & Dockery, 2006 ).

Environmental exposure to regulated air pollutants such as PM10, S02, and 0 3 in the general

population has been associated with a narrow and borderline risk to human health . Metric s of

risk differ across studies, making comparisons somewhat difficult . cverthclcss, exces s risks

between 1-25% have been reported (Wakefield, 2003; Lipfert , 1997; WHO, 2000). The risk

appears to be fairly similar for aeute effects (time -serie s studie s) and chronic effects measured

in aggregate ecological studies and somewhat larger for chronic effects measured in multi-
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level studies of prospective cohorts, but these differences could be due to random variation

(Lipfcrt, 1995) .

Despite the relatively small risks, thc fact that air pollution exposure is universal and its

anthropogenic emission preventablo makes it a worthwhile target for public hcalth

intervention . When small mcasures of effect are trans lated into a measure of impact at thc

global scalc, as for instanee the WHO 's estimatc that half a million excess deaths per year

worldwide are due to PM exposure alone (WHO, 2005 ; Pope & Dockcry, 2006), it is difficult

not to be concemed.

Thc precautionary principle not withstanding, some verces have risen to play thc devil' s

advocate. Could thc societal costs (e .g.: industrial job losses) of incrcasing stricter air

pollution abatemcnt strategies cost more live s than thc oncs it saves (Lipfcrt, 1997; Bluestone

& Harrison, 1982)'1 Others have noted that current air pollution indicators are usually, if not

always, thc weakcst predietor of health effects. shouldn 't these stronger risk factors, such as

povcrty and social incquality, be subjected to abatement strategies first (Haycs, 2003)'1

Finally, despite thc arguable consistency and coherency of effects across studies (Bates, 1992;

Pope & Dockcry, 2006; WHO. 2000; Rothman, 2002). its smallness makes it prone to being

washed away by thc myriad of wa ys in which observational studies can be biased (e.g. :

confounding, measurement error) (Wakefield, 2003 ; Lipfert, 1999) . Confounding and

mea surcment error, like effect estirnates, could conceivably show consistency across studies

(e .g .: urban/rural gradients are global).

On thc ot her hand. thc observed effects could be just thc tip of thc iceberg. This is because

hcalth outcomes and air pollution indicators have been rather unspccific, so if more prox imal

causaI pollutants and susccptiblc popu lations were found , the effect estimates wou ld be

greater and more robust to biases.

Thus, under thc auspiccs of thc still unchallenged precautionary principle, thc current

challenges of air pollution epidemiology include: thc identification of the aspects of air

polluiion that are mo st ad vcrse, identification of symptoms and populations that are most

susccptiblc, and estimation of dosc-rcsponsc curves capablc of reeommending limit values for

public hcalth proteetion (HEI. 2002). This thesis shall address the first issue by giving thc

leading role to chemieal elcmcnts, including metals. and by asscrting, as another major

challenge of modern cpidcmiology, thc need for more and beller exposure data.

1.2 Air pollution

"811t it is noturally taxie"
New Yorker cartoon

Thc extreme air pollution episodes of thc early zo" century rose awareness towards corrosive

componcnts such as particles (dcfined as Smokc, BS. TSP, etc) . These air polluiion indicators

have thc longest monitoring history. Partiele indicators have suffered important refinements

2
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by progressively foeusing on smaller aerodynamic-sized particles because they are better able

to enter the lower respira tory system, they tend to have a more toxic co mposi tion and beca use

of the development of sampling technology (e.g .: dichotomous samplers) (Kennedy & Hinds,

2002; Grcenbaum, 2003; HEI , 2002).

owadays, the most widely monitored air pollutants include corrosive and oxidant gas es such

as S02, NO, N02 and 0 3 and particles measured as PM IO, PM2.S and increasingly finer sized

fractions.

Part ieles arc an important component of the atmosphere for they are the carriers of numerous

liquid and solid compounds. Their composition depends on the source, formation process and

the physiochemical characteristics of the atmosphere in which they arc emitted. The

fundamental ingredients of PM arc : oxidised or clemental carbon (mostly at the core), metals.

organie compounds, biologicaI material. ions and reactive gases (HEI, 2002; Ghio ct al.

1999).

It is unclear whether particles per se or some restrieted aspect of their physiochemical

properties are more closely responsible for health effects. Among the most like1y culprits are

ultrafine particles and metals ( RC, 1998; HEI, 2002; Sarnet. 2000; Oberdorster & Utell,

2002).

1.2.1 Thc mctal hypothcsis

"What components (or mixture thereof) of PM are responsible for the observed health effects"

has been deemed a priority research question in air pollution epidemiology (NRC, 1998; HEI,

2002 ; Harrison & Yin, 2000; Drchcr, 2000; Schlesinger ct al. 2006). Among the usual

suspects are metals.

Metals are released into the atmosphere by high-temperature processes such as volcanic

act ivity and comb ustion of fue l and waste. As the temperature coo ls down away from the

sourcc, the vaporised metal either fonns ncw particles or condenses over existing ones

(Avakian ct al. 2002). Chemical clcmcnts, including mctals, mayalso be released from

natural sourees such as erosion and sea spray and by anthropogenic activities such as

quarrying. In the latter cases elements tend be associated with large particles and tend be to

chemically inert (e.g.: silicates).

The metal/elemental content of pa rtic les. by rn ass, has bee n repo rted to range from less than

I% in environmental PM to as high as 20% in residual fly ash (Ghio ct al. 1999; Roosli,

2001).

Numerous toxicological studies have uncovered biochemical pathways for toxicity of metal

enriched particles (Ghio et al, 2002; Ghio & Devlin, 200 I; Dye ct al, 1999; Dye et al, 1997;

Kodavanti ct al. 1998) and meta ls in environme nta l PM (Knaap pen ct al, 2002; Gavett ct al,

2003 ; Ger lofs-Nij land ct al, 2009). In addition, numero us toxicolog ica l studies have

established plausible health outcomes that can be attributed to such exposures (extensively

reviewed by WHO IARC Monographs, EPA IRIS Reports and ATSDR Toxicological

Profiles. found online). Several chemical elements are accepted carcinogens by inhalation

3
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exposure: As (also by ingestion). Be, Cd, Cr(VI). and Ni. Pb is a probable humart carcinogcn,

whercas Co is a possible hu man carcinogen (WHO IA RC classification).

Perhaps the most compelling evidence in support ofwhat has come to be known as "thc metal

hypothesis" sterns from a collection of studies perfonned in thc Utah Valley that took

advantage of a natural experiment occasioned by the temporary closure of a steel mill eirca

1982 (reviewed by Ghio, 2004). The colleerion. which included thorough toxicological (Ghio

& Dcvlin, 200 I: Ghio et al, 1999: Kennedy ct al. 1998 ; Dye et al, 200 I). and epidemiological

investigations (Pope, 1996, 1991. 1989). dctermincd quite unequivocally that the metal

composition of PM was responsible for adverse health effects.

Epidemiological investigations in the context of environmental exposures among the generaI

population have been protraeted due to the sparse monitoring network. Besides the holistic

collcction of studies perfonned in the Utah Vallcy, and occasional epidemiological studies

(Dusseldorp ct al , 1995; Lipfert ., 1998, 1988 , 1980), it was not until recently that researchers

began using the limited but growing data on airborne chcmical elements. Most studies to date

have been of a time-series design and used souree apportionment data. rather than the

elements thcmsclvcs, as exposures (Mar et al . 2006; lto ct al. 2006; Thurston et al, 2005;

Laden et al, 2000; Claiborn ct al, 2002). Owing to thc rcquircmcnt of a wider and den ser

monitoring netwerk, only a few cross-sectional studies have been perfonned (Harrison et al,

2004; Lipfert et al, 2006).

11 is widely believed that the effects of air pollution arc probably stronger for chronie than for

aeute discases. In order to assess the chronic hcalth effects associated with long-term

exposure to metals the most appropriate de sign is the eross-sectional. This design, howcvcr,

demands exposure data over dense and wide geographical scales and for extended periods of

time. Thi s is somewhat impractical considering the costs of setting up and maintaining

dedicated monitoring networks and the more complex chemical analysis required to

detennine metal concentrations. AirBasc compiles air pollution measurements across the

European continent. From 1980-2009, there were between 3000 to 5000 monitoring stations

for PM 10 and thc traditional gaseous pollutants. For the same pcriod, there were 500-1000

monitoring stations for Pb, Cd, i and As, and at most 51 monitoring stations for other

chemical elements such as Hg (EION ET, 2011). Technological advanccrncnts, such as solar

powered monitors will certainly decrease thc costs of maintaining a sizeable metal monitoring

network (Wolterbeek et al, 2010). Another viablc, and readily availablc. approach is

biomonitoring.

1.2.2 Atmosphcric biomoni toring

In the context of "thc metal hypothcsis" and the need to ensure prolonged and spatially dense

exposure monitoring in order to assess chronic health effects. atmospheric biomonitoring

stands out as a prominent solution.

Messes and lichens arc believed to be some of the best biomonitors of several atmospheric

pollutants, including chemical elements, gases and dioxins . This belief is rooted on two

4
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characteristics of these organisms: I) they acquire nutrients virtually exclusively from

atmospheric deposition (both wet and dry). and 2) they have a simpIe physiology which

makes them relatively passive accumulators (Szczepaniak & Bizuik, 2003; Garty, 2001 ;

Godinho ct al, 2008).

The use of mosses and lichens as passive bioaccumulators of atmospheric deposition has a

long and distinguished history in Europc, espeeially in Seandinavia (Ruhling & Tylcr, 1968,

1973; sec referenees in Wolterbeek ct al, 20 I0) and has been gaining momentum in other

Contincnts in recent years (e.g .: Morocco: EI Khoukhi ct al, 2003; Argentina: Pignata et al,

2007; Ghana: yarko ct al, 2006 ; China: Lee ct al, 2005). Europe-wide moss surveys have

been performed periodically since 1977, leading to both geographical and longitudinal

descriptive studies of airborne metals (Ruhling, 1994; Steinnes cl al , 1994; Garty et al, 2009;

Buse ct al, 2003; Harmens et al, 2004). In addition, national surveys have been performed in

many countrics, often also on a periodic basis (e.g. : England: Ellison cl al, 1976; Sweden:

Ross, 1990; Germany: Markert ct al, 1996; Slovenia: Jeran ct al, 1996,2003; Portugal : Freitas

cl al, 1997, 1999; Figucira ct al, 2002; Netherlands: Sloof & Wolterbeek. 1991).

Compared to conventional instrurncntal monitoring, biomonitoring offers advantages that are

difficult to surpass: I) the ability to perform high-density sampling at virtually any desired

spatial and temporal scalc, and 2) the ability to measure a wide range of pollutants

simultaneously. This is achieved at comparatively low cost s and man-power, since

biomonitors are energetically sclf-sustainablc, require no maintenance and are not attractive

targets for vandalism.

By way of comparison, the 2000 /01 Europcan moss survey (Harmens cl al, 2004) measured

As, Cd, Cr, Cu, Fe. Hg, Ni, Pb, V and Zn at 6380 sampling sites spanning 26 countries,

resulting in a sampling density of about 1.3 per 1000 km-2 (these figures exclude Russia

because the area sampled in Russia was nol clear). This is a far cry from the less than 1000,

often much less than 100 instrumcntal monitors measuring metal concentrations throughout

Europe (ElüNET. 2011).

In addition to their potenrial for routine air pollution monitoring. mosses and lichens are

invaluable tools for "natura] expcriments" since they are present nearly everywhere at all

times (e.g.: Chemobyl accident by Sloof & Wolterbeek. 1992; closure of industrial plant:

Rusu ct al. 2006; mine exploration: Branquinho cl al. 1999).

The chief disadvantages of biomonitoring are lied up with the fact that although lichens and

mosses are relatively simple organisms. they are nevertheless far more complex than

inanimate hyper-pure filters under known and controlled ventilation protocols. The kinetics of

metal retentien. ad/absorption and excretion need 10 be undcrstood, and they may vary

depending on the biomonitor's morphology (Godinho et al, 2009a. 2009b). In addition,

several factors influence the cxtcnt to which bicmonitors capturc and retain clcmcnts,

including environmental conditions such as air quality and weathcr, and characteristics of the

biomonitor itselfsuch as its species, age and health (Godinho et al, 2004. 2008; 2011a, 2011b;

5
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Szczepaniak & Bizuik, 2003 ; Garty, 2001 ; Wolterbeek. 2001a, 2002; Wolterbeek et al. 2010;

Conti & Cecchetti, 200 I) . To complicate matters all these issues may be clement-dependent.

Throughout time. the sampling and analyticaI methodology has been inereasingly

standardised and subjeeted to rigorous quality criteria and assessments, in great part under the

auspices of IAEA and U projects (Ruhling, 1994; Smodis & l3\eise, 2002, 2007; Smodis,

2003; Smodis & Parr, 1999; Markert et al, 2003; Harmens, 20\0). For instance, for most

purposes biomonitors must be sampled at least SOm·1 away from main roads and at no less

than Im·1 in height. Furthennore, reference materials of known concentrations have

contributed to more reliable measurements (e.g.: IAEA-336 lichen reference matcrial: Heller

Zeisier et al, 1999). Further quality improvements and standardisation of all aspeets of the

survcy's design, from sampling to the analysis is one of the most pressing topics in

atmospheric biomonitoring (Wolterbeek et al. 20 I0; Wolterbeek. 2002). as is systernatic and

comprehensive research that ean lead to knowledgeable decisions (e.g. : Sloof. 1993; Reis.

2001 Marqucs, 2008; Godinho, 20 I0) .

In what concerns the application of biomonitoring data to epidemiologieal research, two

questions stand out:

I. To what extent do elemental contents in biomonitors reflect atmospheric monitoring.

as measured by instrumental methods? Air pollution is expressed in per m·l air by

regulations whereas biomonitoring expresses it in per g" of biomonitor. How can the

latter metric be eonverted into the tonner?

2. What is the period of time refleeted by the elemental eontents in biomonitors'! What

factors influence it and how can concentrations be calibratcd against time of exposure

and accumulation'!

The answcr to the last question. on which the first question dcpends, is bound 10 vary

depending on the chemical clement. the biomonitor species and numcrous other factors (sec

references above). Messes, in particular, were believed to accumulate pollutants over

extended periods (2-3 years). Recent research in lichens suggests that accumulation periods

may be ofjust a few months for most clcments, but provided that emission and environmental

conditions do not change thc accumulation pcriod may be longer (Godinho et al. 2008. 2011 b;

Reis et al. 1999. 2002).

The accumulation period of biomonitors, whether of a few months or ycars, means that they

are suitable for epidemiological studies of ehronic hcalth effects. where an annual average has

been eonventioned as the minimum indicator of long-term exposure. The assumption that air

poll ut ion exposure remains constant throughout the years over which health effects are

recorded is common in current epidemiological studies using instrumental monitoring data

(Lipfcrt et al. 2000). Howcvcr, it may be necessary to perfonn repeated biomonitoring

sampling surveys, especially at locations where emissions fluctuate on a long-term basis. In

addition, it will be necessary to calibrate the biornonitors ' clcrncntal contents against the

confounding effects of their physiological status, environmental conditions and local pollution

sourees sueh as soil re-suspension (Godinho et al. 2008. 2011 a. 2011 b; Reis et al. 1999.

2002).

6
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1.3 Epidemiological studies

1.3.1 Epidemiologieal studies of regulated air pollu tan ts

The epidemiological designs used to investigate air pollution exposures In the "gcneral"

population may be divided into three main types : time-series, multi-Ievel of prospective

cohorts and aggregate ecological (Verburg et al, 20 I0; Rothman, 2002). Time -serie s are used

to study acute health effect s as a result of short exposures and short induction periods (one

day to one week) , whereas the other two designs are used to study chronic health effect s as a

result of long-term exposures (one year or more) and long induction period s (at least 10

years).

The results of these studies have been reviewed extensively on many occasions (e.g .: Pope &

Dockery, 2006 ; Lipfert, 1993, 1995, 1997; HEI. 2002; Schwartz, 1994a; Thurston et al, 2005;

Batcs, 1992; Vcdal, 1997). The overarching conclusion is that regulated air pollutants such as

PM IO, Sulphates and DJ are associated, and thus are the probable causc, for adverse health

effects. despite the relatively low pollution levels found at most study locations. Howcver, the

evidence does diverge somewhat over follow-up times and across health outeernes. pollutants

and stratification groups (e.g. : gender and age) . Effect estimates are difticult to generalise due

to the differences in model specifications and exposure reference intervals (Baxter ct al. 1997;

Lipfert, 1993; Lipfert & Wyzga , 1995b) . For the traditional air pollutants (e.g .: TSP, PM IO.

PM2.5. S02. DJ, ctc), typical excess risks have been in the order of 2-6% for acute effects. 4

8% for chronic effects assessed through aggregate ecological studies, and 8-25% for chronic

effects assessed through multi-Ievel studies of prospective cohorts (Lipfert & Wyzga , 1995b;

l.ipfert, 1995, 1997; Lipfcrt et al, 2000) .

1.3.2 Epide miological studies of elemental air pollutants

In recent years, epidemiological studies have begun to complement traditional air pollutants

data such as PM IO and S02 with data on elemental (including metals) pollutants, when the

tatter are available from monitoring networks. Most epidemiological studies using elemental

pollutants have been of a time-series design and used souree apportionment rather than the

e1ements themselves as exposures (Mar et al, 2006; Ilo et al, 2006; Thurston et al. 2005 ;

Laden et al, 2000; Claibom et al, 2002). Most of these studies reported the strongest and most

robust associations for secondary Sulphate and traftic-related particles. and weak or no

association for particles associated with crustal /natura! sources.

To the best of our knowledge only two geographical studies have used elemental exposures

from monitoring networks. Harrison et al (2004) resorted to historical measurements of As,

i, Cr and PAH to predict lung cancer mortality in the American Cancer Society (ACS)

cohort. They found that estimated effects were within the range attributed to PM2.5 in that

cohort, i.e. 8-13% excess risk per JOlig rn" . Lipfert et al (2006) compiled monitoring data for

15 chemical elements to predict total morality in the Washington Veteran's cohort. They

found that apart from peak-O j, Ni and V were the only statistically significant predietors in
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single-pollutant modeis. Interestingly. it was a far less specific pollution indicator. traffic

dcnsity, that displayed the strongest and most resilicnt association. The elastieity at the mean

for traffic density and pcak-O, was 20% whereas that for Ni and V was 5%.

As with instrumcntal monitoring of clemental pollution, the use of atmosphcric biomonitoring

in epidemiology has a short history (Sanncnto ct al. 2008; Wolterbeek & Verburg. 2004a;

Wappelhorst et al. 2000; Cislaghi & imis, 1997). The existing studies are all cross-sectional

and aggregate ccological, and their results are mostly exploratory because they used

correlation coefficients and made no or feebie attcmpts to control for confounding.

Gailey & Lloyd (1993) were perhaps the first to suggest the use of atmospheric biomonitoring

in epidemiology. Cislaghi & imis (1997) werc the first to use bioindication in epidemiology.

In their ature paper. they correlated the spatial distribution of a lichen diversity index (1991)

with the sparial distribution of dcaths due to respiratory discases in 662 munieipalities of the

Veneto region (ltaly) in 1981-88 . They found a strikingly strong correlation and neat map

overlap for lung cancer mortality in native males <55 years old, but not lor any other agc,

gender. and migration groups or discases.

Wappelhorst ct al (2000) were the first to usc atmosphcric biomonitoring in epidemiology.

They corrclated numerous ehemieal clements detennined in mos scs (1995 and 1996) with

hospital discharges (including deaths) caused by several discases (1993-97). The area of study

was the Eurokegion Ncissc, also known as the I3lack Triangle due to its history of intense

industrial activity. Howcvcr, by the time the moss survey was earried out. the region's metal

levels were quite homogeneous and comparable to avcrage levels found in most of Europc,

The geographical unit of comparison was unclcar, possibly districts. but thcir number is not

mentioncd. Thi s study raised several methodological questions, such as : how to convert point

exposures into surfaces . whether to analyse aggregated or disaggregated gen der -age groups

and the importancc of having a wide range in exposures in order to obtain statistica I

significance. They found significant associations between TI and cardiovaseular discases. and

between Cc, re. Ga and Ge and respiratory discases.

Wolterbeek & Vcrburg (2004) was the second study to use atmospheric biomonitoring in

epidemiology and the first to usc souree apportionment results in addition to the individual

chemicaI elements. They correlated chemical clements mcasured in mosses (1995) and their

emission factors calculated by Monte Carlo Target Transfonn Factor Analysis (MCTTrA)

with mortality due to numerous causes, averaged over 1993-95 . The unit of analysis were 10

I1 provinces in the etherlands. Extrancous variables (e.g .: address density) were used to

confinn the cmission factors ' identification . This study raised the question of how to interpret

divergent associations between aggregated and disaggregated exposures. In particular, they

observed that a discase could be associated with an cmission factor. but not with its main

component clcmcnts, or convcrscly, that a discase could be associated with a chemical

clement but not with its main crnission factor. They detected a negativc association between

Sc and mortality due to ncoplasms, circulatory and digestive discases and a positive

association between Sr. Cl and Na and mortality due to genito-urinary discases. "Natura!"
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emission factors, attributed to soil and lichen physiology, were not significantly correlated

with any of the health outcomes.

Sarmento et al (2008) correlated 39 chemicaI elements measured in lichens in 1993 and

deaths due to ca ncer. The unit of ana lysis was 25 NUTS-III regions in Portugal. An

exploratory attempt was made to co ntro l for confounding va riables. through forwa rd stepwise

F-change se lectio n. Vo latile combustion-related elements (Br, I, Ni, Pb, S, Sb and V) we re

found to be significantly associated with ca neer deaths.

1.4 Ecological studies

Apart from perhaps laser beams and cold nuclear fusion, few disciplines have deserved such

numerous cycles of credulity and scepticism as ecological studies. Their vast potential is

thwarted by comparative ly trifli ng difficulties .

Most of the research in the epide mio logy of envi ronme ntal expos ures to ai r poll ution is based

on ecological analyses, mostly because air po llution cannot be meas ured for eac h individual

on a large scale but also because they are cheaper and are more widely rep rese ntative of the

human population, including its susceptible subgroups.

The word ecological is used here to refer to the unit of analysis. In time-series studies, the unit

of analysis are people grouped in time, usually days. Because on each day, the population is

the same and most of its characteristics do not change greatly, the population acts as its own

control. As a rcsult, time-series studies are un likely to be eonfounded by factors such as

lifestyle and socioeconomie faetors . Instead, eonfou nding bias may arise from risk facto rs that

vary on a short time-seale sue h as temperature, and factors that vary on seasona l time-seales

such as influenza epidemics. In cross-seetional studies , on the othe r hand, the unit of analysis

are people grouped in space, usually geo-political regions. Because each region co ntains

different populations, which may differ with respect to numerous charaeteristics sueh as age

strueture, lifestyle and socioeconomie factors , the sourees of confounding bias are much more

varied and complex than in time-series studies (Lipfcrt, 1997) .

In this section the focus shall be on just prospective cohort and cross-sectional studies.

In the ear ly days, cross-sectional aggregate eco logical designs were the norm (Lipfert &

Morris, 2002; Lipfcrt , 1995). As the dismay over the infe rentia l probl ems presented by these

studies grew, the spo tlight tumed to mult i-Ievel stud ies of pros pective eohorts. Cohort studies

are very expensive and leng thy and so there are very few of them (about five have bee n used

in air pollut ion epidemiology) . These cohort studies are still ccological. sinee air pollution is

not measured at the individual-lcvel, however these studies have the fundamental advantage

of being able to measure individual-level confounders and to control them at the individuaI

leveI of analysis (e.g.: Dockery et al, 1993; Pope et al, 1995; Abbey et al, 1999; Lipfert et al ,

2006; Jerrett et al, 2003; Krewski et al, 2005).

Ecological studies are useful. There are numerous suecess stories for the ro le of eco logical

studies as hypotheses genera to rs of otherwise unsuspected relationsh ips (e.g .: snuff dipp ing
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and oral cancer by Blot & Fraumeni, 1977) . They are also weil sui ted for quantifying

measures of impact, required by public health agcncics, and to study rare health outcomcs .

Finally. albeit less conscnsual, they can add to the "total body of cvidencc" in the case of

already well-established risk factors.

Ecological studies have advantagcs over studies of individuals. although the advantages are

more due to a collateral effect of earthly convenicnce than to the pursuit of blue-sky science.

First, they usc routincly collected data and so are less cxpcnsivc, less labour demanding and

faster to complete. Sccond, their usc of spatial and temporal aggregate variables has four

advantages: I) greater ranges in exposures, 2) averaging of variables muffles noise and

measurement error. 3) evaluation of variables that are difficult to measure at the individual

level (e.g.: air pollution, latitude) or that have no individual-Ievel counterpart (e .g.: income

disparity, population dcnsity), and 4) study population is more representative of the truc

population . The first and second advantagcs imply that (all else being equal) ecological

studies may be statistically more powcrfu l than individualones. Fina lly, an important

advantage of ecological studies is that they can avert confounders (e.g.: gcnder) (Wakcficld,

2003 : Greenland & Morgenstern. 1989) . Several researchers have highlighted the benefits of

ecological arialysis. in spite of its pitfalls (Wakeficld & Salway, 2001; Wakefield, 2008;

Piantadosi, 1994; Cohcn, 1994).

Ecological studies are, however, most infamous for their disadvantages. Some ecological data

is more prone to systematic measurement error and covariates tend to be more high ly

collinear at the aggregate level. The most important disadvantagc, howcver, are the complex

biases stemming from the mismatch between the level of analysis (groups of individuals) and

the desired level of inference (individuals) (Green land & Robins. 1994a. 1994b).

Most research questions in environmental epidemiology rcfer to biological processes such as

discase. which by dcfinition, act at the level of individua ls. However, the analysis is

perfonned on aggregates of individuals formed by spatlal proximity (citics, me tropolita n arcas

or provinces) andlor time proximity (days in the case of time-series) . lt has long been known

that associations found at the ecological level do not nccessarily apply to the individual-level

(and vice-versa). as demonstrated by the e1assic works of Émile Durkhcirn and William S.

Robinson (Durkhcirn, 1979 ; Robinson, 2009). This tlaw in reasoning is known as a fallacy, in

this context, the ecological fallacy . The quantitativc version of this logical prob lem is called

the ecologieal bias, which is defined as the di fference between the " truc" estimate and that

given by aggregate data (Greenland & Morgenstem, 1989; Morgenstern. 2008; Salway, 2003;

Firebaugh, 1978; Wcbster, 2007). The rcalisation of this bias, likely compoundcd by the

cultural zeitgeist to thc west ofthe Iron Curtain (Subrarnanian cl al, 2009). led 10 the downfall

of studies that used communitics instead of individuals. However, researchers perscvered on

understanding exactly why and in what conditions ecological bias arises . They found that the

"truc" cstima tc is often no t adcquatcly cstimatcd from individual-level data cithcr, and in fact

multi-Ievel data will often be rcquired . Accordingly this became known as thc individualistic

fallacy (Subramanian ct al. 2009; Fircbaugh, 1978 ; Webster. 2007). The ecological and

individualistic fallacies are known collectively as thc cross-level fallacy.
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1.4.1 Ecological biases

"The technology involved in making something proper/y invisible is so mind-bogglingly
complex that 999.999.999 times out ofa billion it 's simp /er just to take the thing away and do
without it The "Somebody Else's Prob lem fi eld" is much simp/er. more effective, and can

be run for over a hundred years on a single torch battery."
De uglas Adams

Since the effect of some exposure is the quantity of interest in epidemiology, the word bias

refers to it. Ecological bia s means that the effect of the exposure of interest has been

estimated from an ecological analysis and thu s may be different from the "truc" estimate.

Much of the discussion presented hcre only applies to linear models where all variables are

continuous (Salway, 2003 ; Wakefield. 2003 ; Webster. 2007; Glynn et al , 2008).

The current interp reta tion of eeo logical bias is that it is an umbrella term for several biases,

mos t of which are also present in indivi dua l-Ieve l studies, especially if the latt er reeru it

individua ls from a wide range of locat ions. As a rcsu lt, individual-Ievel studies have gradually

been rep laced by multi-level studies, whereas multi -Ievel studies have gradually bee n

improved by incorporating other ecological variables in addition to the exposure of interest

(Jerrett, et al, 2003; Lipfert , 1997 ; Lipfert et al, 2000; Oakcs, 2009). Ecological studies,

however, can not easily become multi-level, because it is oft en impossible to obtain

individual-Icvel data. ot only is it nearly impossible to correct for ecological bias without

individual-Ievel data, it is often impossible to even detect it. Furthcrmore, biases are far larger

and unpredictable in eco logical studies (Salway, 2003 ; G reenland & Morgenstern. 1989;

Webster. 2007).

Numerous studies have been per formed to estab lish the co ndi tions unde r whic h the eco logical

effect estimate is equal to the "true" estimate (the latter may be individ ual-level o r multi

level). Thc most important rcquircmcnts includc: the use of unstandardised regression

cocfficients instcad of standardised ones (Firebaugh, 1978 ; Subramanian et al, 2009); and the

use of ecological units wh ere the exposure is homogeneous (Greenland & Morgenstem. 1989;

Salway, 2003 ; Webster. 2007). If all individuals in the groups are equal wi th respect to the

exposure, an eco logical study boils down to a study of individuals. and will suffer from biases

typical of individua l-level studies.

Eco logical bias has bee n decomposed into several biases, including (reviewed In Sa lway,

2003): measurem en t error (Zidck et a l, 1996; Zcger et a l, 2000; Lipfcrt, 1999; Prenticc &

Shcppard, 1995 ; Morgenstern. 1982; Brenner et a l, 1992; Greenland & Brcnncr, 1993 ;

Greenland. 1980), mutual standardisation bias (Rosenbaum & Rubin, 984), misspecification

of variables (Greenland & Robins. 1994a). However, the most important biases are

confounding and the related effect modification. of which there are two vcrsions: between

area confoundcrs/modifiers and confounding/modifiers by group.
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IA. 1.1 Confounding and effect modification

Confounding bias (and effect modilieation) affects eco logical studies more severely than

individual-Ievel studies, not on ly because effect estimates are more grea tly biased com pared

to the true cstimatc. but a lso beeause the bias wi ll ten d to bc upwards . This occurs because

ecological studies are: I ) unable to access micro-data and 2) lose information to aggregation

(Wcbstcr, 2007; Reynolds, 1998; Salway, 2003).

Although it does seem likcly that the severity of confounding bias in ecological studies may

have been exaggerated by a successive string of contrived numerical and conceptual

cxamplcs, that are unlikely to arise in praetjee (Greenland & Robins. 1994a; Greenland &

Morgenstern. 1989; Lipfort. 1997; Webster. 2007), it has been recommended that unless the

exposure of interest has a large expected effect (Rclativc Risk> IA has been suggestcd). one

should simply refrain from carrying ou t an eeological study (Wakeficld, 2003).

Bccausc the level of inference is indiv idua ls. the eco logical model must be spccified wit h the

same confounders and effect modi liers that wou ld be considered if the study had bee n

individual-Ievel (Salway, 2003). The individual-Ievel confounders/modiliers are then termcd

between-area confounders/modiliers. Many individual-Ievel risk factors, such as lifestyle and

physiology, are not recorded as keenly as income and wealth by statistical agencies.

Thcrcforc. ecological studies olien do not have data on all the required confounders.

Individua l-Ievel studies. on the other hand, can obtain whatever data they desire through

questionnaires or interviews to cohort participants.

Even if ecological data on all the req uired individual-level confounders cou ld bc obtained,

what is the bes t way to speeify the variables at the gro up level? For instanee. smoking at the

individual-Ievel can be fu lly characteriscd by reeording cigarettes x ycars for eae h co hort

participant, pcrhaps with an additional tenn for agc at which smoking began. At the gro up

IeveI this variabie would usually be spccificd as either % smokers or mean cigarcttcs smokcd;

neither of these statistics can fully characterise thc smoking distribution within groups: in

combination, howcvcr, they can (Grccnland & Robins. 1994a). Often statistica! agencies will

not collectlprovide sufficicnt data on a variabie that enables its complete specificatien at the

aggregate level.

Finally, even if eco logical da ta on all co nfounders required by the ind ividua l-Icvel model

could bc obtaincd and eve n if they co uld a ll be adequate ly spcci ficd, co nfounding bias wo uld

still not bc completely control led for. This is becausc aggregation changes the " rneaning" of

the confounders and their relationship with the exposure (Fircbaugh, 1978). As a rcs ult,

variables that eause confounding at the individual-Ievel may not cause eonfounding at the

ecologieal variabie (e.g.: gcndcr), i.e. individual-Ievel confounders need not be between-area

confounders. Furthcrmorc. and more importantly. variables that do not cause confoundi ng at

the individual level may causc confounding at the eco logical level. These are known as

eonfounders/modifiers by group. For instance, gro ups are usua lly fonned by place of

residence . Suppose that health faci litics hap pened to be correlated wit h the ex pos ure across

groups, so tha t peopl e living in areas with goo d health faci lities would be at a lower basel ine
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risk for discases (known as confounding by grou p) or the exposure of effect woul d be lower

(known as effect modi fication by group), compared to people resid ing in areas where hea lth

facilities are worsc. In this exam plc , the confounder (health facilities) acts at the group level.

The realisation that group-Ievel confounders can also confound individual-level studies, lcd to

the emergence of the multi-level design. In ecological studies, howevcr, it is impossible to

detect and control confounding and effect modification by group with ecological data alone,

since it would require the estimation of more parameters than the number of observations.

Because the grouping process can lead to the emergence of addi tional confounders /modifiers,

and because they cannot be detected, it is recommended that eco logica l studies include as

many potential confounders as possible, in essence anything that distinguishes the groups

being compared or equivalently that might be correlated with the grouping process and could

account for differences in baseline risk or in the effect of the exposure of interest

(Morgenstem, 2008; Salway, 2003; Firebaugh, 1978; Sheppard, 2003).

In rea lity, confounding and effect modific ation by gro up are simply a matter of specifying the

adequate variables in the model ; if the group-Ievel confounders/modifiers were known and

ecological data for them could be obtained, the bias would disappear. The problem is that,

with ecological data only, there is no way of knowing whether this is indeed the case .

Howcvcr, the likclihood and magnitude of the bias can be reduced by changing the way the

groups are formed . If the groups are formed so that the bctwccn-groups variability in the

exposu re of interest is maximiscd, and if possible the bctwccn-groups variabi lity in the

confounders is minimiscd, confounding and effect modification by group may be prevented in

an ecological study (but not in an individual-level study). Currently, the limiting factor in

changing the grouping proccss for ecological analyses arc the data providers, since they only

provide health and confounder data for geo-politically-defincd groups. Other techniques to

detect and correct for eco logical biases rely on data from samples of individuals or

simulations (Sa lway, 2003; Wakefie ld & Salway, 200 I; Glynn ct al, 2008; Wake field &

Haneuse, 2008; Best ct al, 200 I; Jacksen ct al, 2006).

104.1.2 Methods to detect and contral confounding

Confounders and effect modifiers may be avoided to some extent by selecting a particular

study population (e.g.: Abbey ct al, 1999 used a cohort formed by 7th Day Adven tists who are

known for not smoki ng or drinking) or by stratification (e.g.: gender-age grou ps) . Howevcr,

the detection and con trol of most confoundcrs can only be made throug h mathernatical

modelling.

The methods to detect confounders are the same as to correct it. There are essentially three

automated criteria: the Change in Estimate (CE). F-change and the Akaike and Bayesian

Information criteria (AIC & BIC).

The CE criterio n is considered the most appropriate method for confounding control. It is a

stepwise method that usually starts from the saturated mode l and removes variab les one by

one . The removal of a confounder from the mode l is dictated by the change it causes on the

effect estimate of the exposure of interest. It has been conventioned that a confounder that
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causes a ehange greater than 10-25% qualifies as a confounder and should be lef! in the

model; otherwise it is removed from the model (Jorgensen et al. 2007; Jerrett et al. 2003). The

CE criterion tends to yield smaller modeIs with higher levels of collinearity than statistical

bas cd method (F-change, A IC/I3IC).

The F-ehange criterion cvaluatcs variables in terms of their prcdictivc valuc (i.e. abi lity to

contribute to model fit). rather than their confounding effect. Studies comparing the F-change

and CE criteria have suggested that if thc statistical significanee for F-change is set at a high

valuc, usually p-value>.20 or .25, the effect estimates will bc rcasonably similar to thosc

providcd by the CE rncthod (i .e. unconfounded) with the added advantagc of incrcascd

precision and model fit (Mickey & Greenland. 1989; Maldonaldo & Greenland. 1993;

Greenland. 1989) .

The AIC and BIC are identical in spirit to the Fvchangc criterion in that they evaluate the

predictive power of cofoundcrs, ralher than their confounding effect. They are particularly

useful when comparing models that are not nested.

In general. howcvcr, a strong case has becn made against variabic selection whatever the

selection criteria used (Chatfield, 1995; Breiman. 1992; Jorgcnscn ct al, 2007; Chcn, 1999) .

The uncertainties incurrcd from multiple tcsting, thc mcasurcmcnt error in variables (Zidck et

al. 1996 ; Zegcr cl al, 2000) and collinearity (Cohcn et al. 2003), can lead to erroneous and

volatile variabie select ion . It is best to choose a model a priori based on substantive reasoning

or at most use causaI diagrams to filter out variables (Pcarl, 1995. 1998,2000).

t.5 Thesis outline

"Not everything that counts can he counted and
not everything that can he counted counts."

Sign heli/ging in Einsteln's office at Princeton

The setting for this thesis is the concern that exposure to environmental (outdoor) air pollution

could be rcsponsible for adverse hcalth effects in the human population. The populations used

in this thesis are either half of the inhabitants of Portugal in 1994-2004 or the inhabitants of

Lisbon in 1999-2004. Air pollution indicators consistcd of chcmical elements measured

through biomonitoring with lichens in 1993, for the first population, and regulated air

pollutants (PM IO, S02. CO, NO, N02 and 0 3) mcasured by the official instrumcntal

monitoring network. All analyses wcrc bascd on modcls that werc linear in both variables and

parameters.

Thc primary aim of this thesis. howcvcr, is not the estimation of effect measures of air

pollution, but rather to explorc how uncertainties regarding the data, variabie selection.

aggregation and confounding might wcigh on those cstimates. The primary impact of this

study is to provide some cvidcncc-bascd advice on how to collcct and analyse data in future

studies of air pollution cpidemiology.
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Chapter 2 is concemed with the effect of aggregation of variables in a time- series design. The

usual daily level of analysis in time-series studies is prone to noise and outliers. Aggregation

of the variables into longer periods of one week was investigated as a means to obtain more

robust effeet estimates. This chapter is set in the city of Lisbon in the years 1999-2004 where

a time-series design is implemented to investigate the relationship between level s of

traditional air pol1utants (PM 10, S02, 0 , 02, CO and 03) and hospital admissions due to

respiratory- and cardiovascular-rclated diseases.

Chapter 3 presents recommendations for future sampling surveys of air pol1ution with regards

to the number of samples and the sampling grid that should be used under a variety of

population distributions. to obtain estimates for the mcan, survey-varianee and local-varianee

under chosen margins of error and stati stical significanee levels.

Chapter 4 is concemed with the robustness of regression coefficients to: I) data uncertainties

and 2) model specifications and 3) model specification uncertainty.

This chapter is set in about 125 municipalities of Continental Portugal over the years 1994

2004 where an ecological cross-sectional design is used to investigate the relationships

between chemical elements measured through lichen biomonitoring and hospital admi ssions

due cardiovascular-related diseases.

Chapter 5 uses the same setup and data as Chapter 5 but explores the presence and impact of

negative confounding situations on effect estimates, errors and model fit.

Chapter 6 provides a summary and discu ssion of the results and some suggestions for future

research.

This thesis is based on an ecological aggregate frarncwork, where inferences about processes

that occur at the individual level are based on group-Ievel data. Thus most predietor variables.

including the exposure of interest, are used as surrogates for individual-Ievel variables. Most

chapters use a cross-sectional design, except for Chapter 2 which uses a time-series design.

The data and level of analysis refer to groups of individuals forrned over space

(municipalities) or over time (days). The health outcomes are counts of cases of discase.

standardised by the resident population in the case of the cross-sectional design. Only non

infectious disea ses were considercd, so that individual health events may be considered

independent. Models included only continuous untransforrned variables with no interaction

tenns. Only single-pol1utant mode Is were considered. Estirnation was perfonned with

Ordinary Least Squares linear regression.
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2 Robu stness of different regression modelling strategies in

epidemiology: a time-series analysis of hospital

admissions and air pollutants in Lisboa (1994-2004)

Based 0 11artic/e ofsame ti/Ie:
Sarm ento SM. . Verburg TG. Alm eida SM. Freitas MC & Wolterbeek HTh.

Environmetrics (2011) 22. 86-97.

2.1 Abstract

Studies of the acute health elTects of air pollution have used exposure windows of dilTerent

spans and related them to singlc-day responses. Little is known about whether an increased

response window span might be a viabie alternative to singlc-day responses. Our aim is to

compare a ncw model specification where both the exposure and response variables arc

represented as 7 day moving avcrages (CMA&CMA model) with the most widely used model

specifications in the literature, where the response variabie is usually a single-day, in terrns of

coefficients and their preci sion and robustness. To this end, daily series of 12 emergency

related hospital admiss ions and 6 air pollutants spanning 5.5 years in Lisbon were analysed

through singlc-pollutant linear regres sion and, when necessary M-estimation. With our data ,

the CMA&CMA model yield s coefficients that are very close to modcls where only the

exposure variabie is specified as a moving ave rage whether the latter are estimated by OLS or

robust M-estimation. In addition, the CMA&CMA model leads to more precise and robust

estimates than other model speeifications. The ncw model specification is a straightforward

tooi for adjusting weekend effects and errors. lt is also analogous to robust estimation, with

the added advantages of being sensitive to extreme values that are clustered in time, and

leading to more precise and robust estimates without loss of high -frequency information. One

drawback is the induction of autocorrelation in the residuals.

2.2 Introduction

Environmental proteetion agencies recommend averaging times for each air pollutant (AP) on

the basis of their usefulness for specific purposes (e.g. acute or chronic human health

proteetion or vegetation protection) and on considerations of the time-scales at which APs

fluctuate (WHO, 2005). For the purpose of human health proteetion. the choice of the

averaging times for APs appears to be trapped in a circular reasoning because most

epidemiological and toxicological studies tend to use the recommended averaging times

whereas the recommended averaging times are bascd on epidemiological and toxicological

studies. The regulatory agencies themsclves acknowledge that some degree of subjectivity

underlies the setting of this recommendation (WHO, 2005). Historically, the recommended

averaging time for acute human health elTects has been 24 h, which is the minimum time-unit

for which clinical health data are routinely available. Recently, however, epidemiological

studies have been using exposures longer than I day, either in the form of moving avcrages
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(MAs) or distributed lags (DLMs) and have consis tently found that effec ts of APs increase as

the time-span of the exposure window is increased (e.g. Goodman et al. 2004 and refere nces

therein). Such studies, though using exposures of several days or eve n wcc ks, always specify

the health response variab ie as a single-day (know n exce ptions to usc are Roberts, 2005;

Schwa rtz, 2000a). In this context, we present a new (exeept for Schwartz, 2000a) model

specificatien (CMA&CMA) whe re both the exposure and response variab les are 7 day

centred MAs. In this artiele we first present the a priori motivation for choosi ng the

CMA&CMA model specification and then we compare it with the most widely used mode l

specifications in the litcraturc, where the response variabie is always specified as a single-day,

whereas the exposure variabie is spccificd as either single-days at different tags, MAs or

DLMs . Bccausc our aim is to compare model specifications, which differ solcly in the way

the exposure and response variables are spccified in time, our mode lling stratcgies diverge

somewhat from those commonly found in studies aimed at causa I inference or pred iction.

2.3 Mcthods

2.3.1 Data description

All data spanncd the period between the Isi January 1999 and so" June 2004.

Daily counts of hospital admissions (HAs) in 7 pub lic hospita ls in Lisbon were kind ly

provided by the Administraçäo Central do Sistema de Sa ûdc in Portugal and were aggregated

into the following diag nostic categotics (ICD9-CM): resp iratory (460-519). circulatory (390

459) and cardiac discases (390-429) and into the age-groups: <15. 15-64, >64 and total;

yie lding a total of 12 HAs ca tcgo rics.

Hourly concentrations of six APs: PM IO, S02, NO. N02, CO and 0 3 were obtained from the

ational Environmental lnstitute. For each monitoring station, daily concentrations wcrc

obtained by calculating the 24 h mean for PM10 and S02 and the daily I h maximum for the

other APs. Spatial averaging across Lisbon was perfomled over the three central-site monitors

that measured all APs throughout the entire study period : Avenida da l.ibcrdadc. Enttecampos

and Olivais. These calculations wcrc perfonned according to the recommendation of WHO

(1999).

Daily mean temp erature and relat ive humidity were obtained from the National Inst itute of

Meteorology .

2.3.2 Model specifications

The aim of this paper is to compare the statistieal output of the fivc model specifications

deseribed below, by running eaeh model specification on the 72 HA-AP relationships

avai lable (12 HAx6A Ps). The five model specifications differ in tenns ofthe way the exposure

and response variables are speeified in time.

I. CMA&CMA: HAs and APs are both spec ified as 7 day centred moving averages

(CMAs). Model includes only two tenns: an AP and a constant. since wcckd ay-
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related tluetuations are smoothed by the 7 days window of the CMA. This model

speeifieation is the reference model against whieh all other model specifications

below are compared with , because this is the least known model speeification.

2. O&CMA: HAs are speeified as single-day values, whereas the APs are specified as

CMAs . Model include s three tenns: a constant, a workday dummy and an AP.

3. O&DLM : HAs and APs are both specified as single-day values. Model ineludes a

constant, a workday dummy and seven tenns for the AP lagged from 0 to 6 days .

Estimation was perfonned without constraining the coelTicients since wc were only

interested in the net-slope across all lags.

4. Single -day lags : HAs and APs are both specified as single-day values . Model

inelude s a constant , a workday dummy and one tenn for the AP at one of 0 to 6 lags.

Therefore, for this model specification and for each AP, seven single-day lag model s

were eomputed, one for eaeh lagged value ofthe AP.

S. Best-lag: single-day lag model that, for a given HA-AP relationship, yielded the

highest slope among the seven single-day lag modcls described in item 4. The use of

the highest slope as the criterion for ehoosing the 'best' lag is a usual procedure in the

literature (Lumley and Sheppard, 2000) .

Beeause CMA&CMA and O&CMA models include backward lags, additional model

specifications were also assessed, namely: FMA&PMA and O&PMA modeis . The results of

these models are mentioned when relevant but their fonnal results are not presented for the

sake of brevity. We preferred to present the results of model s using CMA variables because

CMA does not induce a shift in the series and, as aresuIt, they are more strongly correlated

with the original variables than FMA or PMA variables.

2.3.3 Data manipulation

The 7 day centred tnoving ave rage (CMA) database was ereated from the original (0)

database by replacing eaeh daily observation by the mean over k=7 days (window) and

attributing this mean to the (k+ I)/2 day. The 7 day prior and forward moving ave rage (PMA

and FMA) were caleulated in the same way but the mean was attributed to either the 711>

(PMA) or ISI day (FMA) of the window. CMA, PMA and FMA were only calculated when

there were no missing values within their windows.

Because our aim is to cornparc model specifications, it is essential that slopcs are eomparable

between them. To achieve this wc nonnalised all variables in all databases (original, CMA ,

PMA and FMA) to mean one. Slopcs obtained from such nonnalised variables correspond to

e1asticities and rnay be converted into their original slopcs by: Elastieity=pX/r (e.g.

Lipfert, 1993).

Although our aim is not causaI inference, wc feit it important to adju st for any eventual

seasonal pattems. Wc opted for month stratification becau se it requires few assumptions,

adjusts for confounding, effect modification and non-linearities simultaneously and yields

simp Ic estimates that are easy to compare, Month stratification does not, however, adjust for

potential inter-annual trends. Nevertheless, the mcthod and extent of long-wave adjustment

are believed not to be important for the purposes of this artiele as it will affect all model
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specilieatio ns being compa red in a similar manne r. Furthc rmorc, because the resul ts of the

comparison between model specilications are ide ntica l for a ll month s tra ta, we pr esent resu lts

only for the January stratum (January I999, January 2000,... , January 2004). S ince month

stratilication im p liei tly eo ntro ls fo r weathe r e ffec ts. and temperature and hum idity show very

low va ria bi lity in the January stra tu m (Tablc 2. 1), these tw o va riables were not consi dered in

any ofthe analyses.

Table 2.1 Dcscriptivc statisties of the daily levels of air pollutants (lig m"), temperature (0C), relative
humidity (%) , and hospital admissions eounts in the January stratum ofthe original dataset.

Sum Mean Med Min Max
SO SO- K_Sb
-0' CMA '

PM IlI 186 49 .27 43 .79 11.05 152.24 25.73 15.46 0.1 11

S02 180 11.07 5.67 0.04 124.47 15.18 10.82 0.230

NO 186 233 .64 174.13 8.67 799.57 194.11 101.08 0. 167

N02 186 95 .11 87.18 24.67 270 .67 46 .2 1 32.3 1 0.139

CO 186 2910 .09 1980.33 363.00 11102.67 2498 .30 1669.07 0.180

Ol 153 40 .67 40 .00 4.00 77.50 17.67 12.78 0.064·

Temp 186 11.07 11.25 4.50 16.75 2.53 1.86 0.053·

Hum 186 79.81 81.13 48 .75 98 .00 10.25 6.77 0.089

< 15 186 382 2.05 2 0 8 1.78 0.86 0.185
è 15-64 186 1954 10.51 10 3 23 3.98 1.63 0.1040

Ë >64 186 1122 6.03 5 I 15 2.67 1.15 0.138'ö,

'"" Total 186 3458 18.59 18 5 34 5.78 3.01 0.0760.:

< 15 186 2815 15.13 15 5 31 4.69 2.79 0.086
è 15-64 186 1674 9.00 9 2 2 1 3.54 1.56 0.0980
öi

>64 1082 5.82 6 0:; 186 17 2.79 1.21 0. 100
~

Total 186 5571 29 .95 29 13 49 7.29 3.44 0.068·U
< 15 186 2629 14.13 14 4 27 4.47 2.68 0.084

15-64 186 905 4.87 5 0 14 2.58 1.07 0.130
u
es >64 186 866 4.66 4 0 14 2.43 1.07 0.125
~
( '" Total 186 4400 23.66 23 9 40 6.21 2.92 0.065·

"Standard deviation (SO) of the origina l (O) dataset and of the 7 days centered moving average dataset
(CMA). "Kolgomorov-Srnirnov (K-S) slatistie for the origina l dataset whe re • denotes that the null
hypothesis of nonnality eannot be rejeeted at the 5% signifieanee level.

Adjustment fo r weekday effects was made by usin g a sing le dummy va riab ie di stingu ishing

weekends from workdays, w hich ea pt ures the major week ly fluc tuatio n. To reiterare. because

our aim is to compare model speeilications ra ther than pe rfonn causal infe rence, it is

irrelevant whethcr we use one dummy or the trad itional six dummy variables for each

weekday type, as long as all model speeilications are treated in the same way thc result of thc

eomparisons remains unchanged ( resu lts no t shown).
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2.3.4 Statistical analyses and software

Linear (OLS) regression was used to estimate the 72 HA -AP relationships across the five

model specifications. While most studies have used Poisson or Negative Binomial regression

to co nstrain predictions to positive va lues, our aim is neit he r causa l nor predictive research.

thus th is advantage is irrelevant (e.g. Chapter 10 Rothman, 2002). Furthcrmore, slopes from

linear regression may be approximated to Poisson or Negative Binomial slopes times the

mean of the dependent variabie (e .g . page 89 Cameron and Trivedi 1998) . As a check. we

compared the slopes (using the approximation) and t-values ofthe slopes obtained from linear

regression and Poisson regression with a paired-sample t-test: we found no sta tistica lly

significant (I %) differences between these two types of regression for O&CMA and

CMA&CMA modeis.

In a final comparison we perfonned M-estimation using Huber's and Tukcy's Biweight

weighing schemes. M-estima tion was used because it has become a common procedure in the

literature and one that has an impac t on the va lue of all sta tistics including the slo pes .

The statistical significanee level for evaluation of each HA-A P relationship wi thin each model

specification wa s set at 1%. owing to the large number of significanee tests performed: for all

other tests a 5% significanee level was used.

Analyses were perforrned in: Excel 2003. Matlab 7.0.1 and R 2.6.2.

2.4 Results

Descriptive stat istics are presented in Table 2. I .

2.4.1 Rea soning for the a priori choice of the CMA&CMA model

In this section we present the two major theoretical reasons that motivated us to evaluate the

CMA&CMA model specificatien. namely: the ability of MAs to smooth potential influential

values and noise in the data and the possibility that ecological studies may lack the temporal

resolution to link responses and exposures on such a fine scale as single days. Wc end the

section with a description ofsome anticipated disadvantages ofthe CMA&CMA model.

2.4. 1.1 Noise and errors

The epidemiologist rarely participates in the sampling or recording of da ta and often has no

access to retrospective inforrnation on the sourees of inaccuracies and imprecision. For these

rcasons, major investments should be made on inspecting data quality and potentially adapt

the analyses to these inspections. One such adaptation is the litcraturc's regular use of M

estimation, which gives less weight to extreme values in the dependent variabie (e .g. Samoli

et al , 2001 ; Schwartz, 2000b).

In the case of APs. measurements require good quality assurance prac tices, as they are

vu lnerable to a wide range of techn ical problem s and me teorological influences (EEA. 1998).

Althoug h dail y A P concentrations are averaged over hourl y measurem ents and mon itors,
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which smoothes any eventual unusual obscrvations, our data presents several instances of

values that may be considered suspicious, as illustrated in Figure 2.1 .

HAs. on the othcr hand , are known to be particularly vulnerable to errors during data

rccording, but thcy arc also subject to other more complex interforences. It must be bornc in

mind that the diagnostics are relatively unspecific to Ars and even to acute Ar cxposurcs.

Even after seasonal adjustmcnt, a fraction of daily HAs may be due to Ars acting at other

time-scales (sub-daily to chronic) and anothcr fraction may be due to ether hcalth

determinants alt ogether (ass uming a sing le causaI factor) . Errors. mixing of time- scales and

hcalth dctcrminants, allied to the rare count nature of HAs which is summed rather than

averaged, over time and hospitals. may contribute to thc deterioration of data quality. Our

HAs data. howc vcr , appear to be rather devoid of outliers and though thcy do present

autocorrelation at frequencies "::.7 days, part oftheir variability may be noisc (Figure 2.2).

Sinc e extreme valucs, which can be either much higher or much lower than thc mcan, as weil

as noise could have dubious impact on the rcsult s, the advantages of the CMA&CMA model

specifica tion are that it is able to smooth both these effects and in both thc exposure and

response variables. Furthermorc , becau se cach data point becomes an avcrage of seven

obscrvatio ns, thc error assoc iated with each observation is smaller. Con sequently. one would

expec t an increased accura cy and stability of estim ates with thc CMA&C MA model

speci fica tion comparcd to othcr model spec ifications. Another important property o f MAs is

that it smoothes extreme values that are isolated to a greater extent than extreme valucs that

are clustcrcd in time. as i\Iustrated in Figure 2. 1 and 2.2. Thi s is desirabie bccausc, in thc

absence of further irtfo rmation. the first situation is more likely to reflcct an error than a 'truc '

obscrvation compared to the second situation. Thi s propcrty of MAs is not sharcd by robu st

estimation methods such as M-estimation .
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Figure 2.1 Sequential plot of daily levels of NO in the January stratum and close-up for the year 2003.
Both the original data (0) and the CMA data are plotted as weil as the mean eoneentration for cach
weekday type.
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Figurc 2.2 Sequential plot of daily levels of seleeted hospitaI admission eounts of Respiratory>15 in the
January stratum and close-up for the year 2000. Both the original data (0) and the CM A data are
plotted as weil as the mean eount for eaeh weekday type.

2.4.1.2 RcsJ!onsc duration or cXJ!osurc duration?

A recent trend in acute epidemiological stud ies of air pollution has been to model single-day

health responses with exposures of multiple day s, either as MA s or DLM s. Such

asymmetrica l models are based on the assumption that the associations occur on a I day-to- I

day basis at the individual level . but owing 10 the likel y exi stence of multiple susc eptibility

subgroups in large populations, different time-intervals (lags) are allowed to exi st between the

single-day's exposure and the s ing lc-day's response (Roberts, 2005). Thi s reasoning implies
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that for a given exposure day, the health response has a duration of more than I day at the

population level. 1t is unclear to us why then MAs are applied to the exposure variabie instead

of the response variabie (DLMs would not be possible tor the response variabie). As Lipfert

(1993) pointed out. for stationary time-series, summing or averaging the Ars over a number

of days is equivalent to adding responses for the same number of days .

Our scepticism with the approach described above sterns from the difficulty in knowing, at

least in ecological studies, whether what is being measured by such models is: (I) a I day-to

I day individual-Ievel relationship in a population with multiple induction periods (response

duration). as is often argucd: or (2) a 1 day-to-k days individual-level relationships in a

population with multiple exposure duration requirements. We feel that it might be a mixture

ofboth for the reasons that follow .

Firstly, if Ar exposure consisted of daily episodic cvcnts intercalated by absent or sub

threshold exposurcs, the idea that exposures on a single day could elicit health responses on

any number of days would be straightforward. Howcvcr, Ar exposure is permanent and

usually displays a healthy degree of autocorrelation in the short term . In this scenario, is it

realistic to expect that we can distinguish the effect of 1 day's exposure from the effect of

exposure on neighbouring days ? Morcover. not only the level, but also the duration of

exposure over several days is likely to be important for health responses (Cox, 2000) , and

different susceptibility subgroups in the population mayalso differ in this respect.

Secondly, our HAs display a curious weekly pattem. As shown in Figure 2.3, HAs counts are

lower on weekends compared to working days, and the differcnce is statistically significant

(p(t) <5%) .With the exception of 0 and N02• Ars levels on weekends and working days are

not statistically different. This is not an uncommon observation . In facto even under the

extreme pollution and wcather conditions of London 1952, emergency-related HAs, but not

mortality, displayed drops on Sundays (Lipfert, 1993). This suggcsted to us that the date of

admission may be quite versatiIe because of variations in the functioning of hospital services

and variations in the time interval belween the development of symptoms and actual

admi ssion (i.c. latent period) due 10 personal circumstances and subjective perception of well

being (induction and latent periods as defined in Chapter 4 Rothman, 2002) . The weekend

effect could be thc e1earest manifestation of the impact of such factors but there is no reason

why it should nol occur to some extent every day . This further suggested to us that, even ifthe

induction periods were known, such factors could lead to unpredictable shifts in admission

dates of at least 1-3 days, which could effectively blur any attcmpts to attribute a particular

day's admission to a particular day's exposure.

In this context, the advantage of the CMA&CMA model specification is that it bypasses the

need to make assumptions regarding the underlying time-scale of associations and what they

represent (e.g. induction periods or exposure duration?), which may be an impossible

endeavour in ecological studies involving such large hcterogcncous populations and such long

follow -up periods. 1t does so by allowing each daily observation to embody the overall

weekly context in which both exposures and responses arisc,
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Figure 2.3 Mean hosp ital admission counts (to tal agc-groups) (lcft) and mean air pollutant
concentrations (right) for each weekday type in the January stratum. both normalised 10 mean onc 10

help visualisation.

A MA window of 7 days was selected beeause: (I) it ean give eonsiderabie flexibility for

varying exposure duration requirements and latentlinduction periods; (2) 7 days is still

eonsidered an acute time-seale for assoeiations (WHO. 2005) and (3) MAs of 7 days in both

APs and HAs can adjust for biases arising from weekly fluctuations, thus bypassing the need

for dummy variables for weekdays. It is also advisable to ehoose a model speeifieation a

priori rather than ehoose the ' best' one by resorting to multiple testing (Lumley and Shcppard,

2000 ; Smith ct al. 2000).

2.4.1.3 An(icipa(ed disadvan(ages of (he CMA&C MA model

Wc ant icipated two limitations of the CMA&CMA model speeifieation: ( I) loss of relevant

information preeisely in the high-frequency range of acute effects; and (2) the introduetion of

autocorrelation (however non-independenee of the residuals does not affect the coefficients

but only their standard errors and therefore signifieance test). In addition, this model

specification deliberately abandons any attempt to loeate the associations at the daily level . as

eaeh daily observation of both the exposure and response variables are now avcrages of 7

days. Having these advantages and disadvantages in mind, wc proceeded to the comparison of

the CMA&CMA mode l with the most widely used mode l specifications in the field.

2.4.2 Comparison of model specifications

Studies of the acute health effects of air pollution have used a wide range of specifications

and time spans to represent exposure windows and lag-intervals. Wc compare most such

specifications by keeping the span of the exposure window and lag-interval fixed at 7 and 0

days, respectively; except for the single-day lag model specification where the exposure

window is of I day and the lag interval varies from 0 to 6 days .

This section begins with a comparison of the intercepts and slopes obtained from each mode l

specification with those obtained from the CMA&CMA mode l. The n we proeeed with an
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exploration of potential mathematicaI explanations for any differences or similarities found

between model spccifications,

All the results presented refer 10 the January stratum for the sake of brevity, since results and

conclusions are unehanged when other month strata are analysed. OlS linear regression was

used in all analyses and its estimates are statistically indistinguishable from those that would

be obtained through maximum likelihood cstimatcs (MlE) for Poisson or Ncgative Binomial

regression.

2.4.2.1 General results

Wc wished to assess how the different model specifications compared to each other with

respect to the intercept and slopc. In order to do so. wc compared eaeh model speeifieation at

a time with the CMA&CMA model (reference model). The comparisons were perfonned by a

simple linear regression where the y-variable was the intercepts or slopes obtained with the

CMA&CMA model and the x-variable was the intercepts or slopcs of onc of the other

altemative model specifications. From this rcgrcssion. wc calculated the degree of linear

agreement (R2) and slope between the intercepts (B lO') and slopes (Bs1opcs) obtaincd from each

model specification relative to those obtained from the CMA&CMA model. Only those HA

AP relationships that showed a significant (I %) relationship for both model specifications

being compared were considered in these regressions. The results of these comparisons are

displayed in Figure 2.4.
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Figure 2.4 Rclationship (cvaluatcd by the R2 and slopc) between the slopcs (Icft) and the intercepts
(right) cstimatcd by the CMA&CMA model and eaeh of the alternative model speeifieations displaycd
on the x-axis . For modcls that includcd a weekend dummy variablc, the mean inlereept was used in the
eomparisons. The valucs of the slopcs on the two graphs should be read as : inerease (> I) or deercase
«I) of thc slope or inlereept of the CMA&CMA model per unit incrcasc in the slope or intercept of a
model on the x-axis, Only those HA-AP relationships that were statistieally significant at 1% for eaeh
pair of rnodcls being cornparcd were considcrcd in thc graphs; the number (N) of sueh HA-AP
rclationships is displaycd in the right graph (total numbcr ofpossible HA-AP relationships is 72).
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In general. the slopes obtained from models with a 7 day exposure window (i.e. O&CMA and

O&DLM) fonn a tight linear relationship that is fairly elose to one, with the slopes estimated

by the CMA&CMA model. On the other hand, all single-day lag models eonsistently estimate

substantially lower slopes compared to all modcls that use a 7 day exposure window (i.e .

CMA&CMA, O&CMA and O&DLM). A similar description applies to the comparison of

estimated intercepts.

Three conclusions may be derived from Figure 2.4.

First, O&CMA and O&DLM models yield very similar slopes (B 'lopc,=0 .92) despite the slight

mismatch in the days their exposure windows include (if we replaee O&CMA by O&PMA,

Bs1opcs=0.96). This finding is intuitive and reflccts the equivalence between ' aggrcgating

estimates or estimating aggrcgatcs' (Cox, 2000). cvcrthclcss, some authors appear not to

have recognised this equivalence or appreciated its implications (e.g . Roberts, 2005; Braga et

al. 2001).

Second, an exposure window of multiple days expressed either as a MA or as the net-slope of

DLMs consislently yields substantially higher slopes than a single-day exposure window.

This finding has been reported in numerous studies and in the next section we wiJl attempt to

find a mathematical explanation for it.

Finally, what is new in Figure 2.4 is that the concomitant averaging of the HAs in the

CMA&CMA model. in addition 10 thc averaging of the APs. does not lead to substantial

changes in estimates compared to O&CMA and O&DLM modeIs (B'lopc,=0.95 and 0.87.

respectively). These results are qualitatively unchanged, when we replace CMA&CMA and

O&CMA modcls by FMA&PMA and O&PMA models, respectively (not shown).

2.4.2.2 Smoothing the exposure window: comparison of single-dav lags with

O&CMA models

As deseribed abovc, on ave rage. slopes estimated from models that use a 7 day exposure

window (CMA&CMA. O&CMA and O&DLM) are substantially higher than those obtained

from single-day exposure windows (Figure 2.4). Because CMA&CMA models yield slopcs

that are very close to those obtained from O&CMA and O&DLM modcls, it must be

eoncluded that the increase in slopcs is mostly due to the averaging ofthe APs.

The tendency for models to display larger slopcs as the span of the exposure window

increases is a common observation in the literature (Goodman ct al. 2004 and references

therein). The prevailing explanation for th is phenomenon is conceptual : longer exposure

windows are able to capturc single-day responses due to single-day exposures at multiple lag

intervals. where the latter are thought to rcflcct multiple induction periods in a heterogeneous

population (Robcrts, 2005; Goodman ct al. 2004). This explanation has been the major

justification for causaI studies to report the optimum exposure window, i.c . the one that gives

the largest slope.
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We feel there are two major problems with this explanation. First, it is questionable whether it

ean be proven solely on the basis of ecological data. Secondly, we also find it questionable

whether it is sound to compare models involving different exposure windows because: (1)

although they pertain to the same exposure. averaging (CMA or DLM) leads to different

datasets with different statistical propcrtics; and (2) the assoeiations may retlect the same

phenomenon occurring at different timc-scalcs, whieh may be equally valid but not directly

cornparablc.

Assuming it is indeed sound to cornparc models with different exposure spccifications we

hypothesised whether mathematical expIanati ons rather than the prevailing explanation

described above might contribute to the fairly systematic tinding that longer exposure

windows yield larger slopes than shorter ones. Because O&CMA and O&DLM models yield

similar cstimates, we focused the comparison on O&CMA and single-day lag modeis. Frorn a

mathematical point of view. a MA is a smoothed version of the original dataset from which it

was calculated; thcrcforc, the statistica I propertics of the MA dataset and the original dataset

are rather different. Thercforc, we investigated whcther changes in the distribution (skewness

and kurtosis) as weil as in intluential values and outliers between the two datasets might be

associatcd with the different slopos . Our observations and a simulation were not ablc to

pinpoint one of these distributional properties as a cause for the difference in slopes (not

shown).

In a similar way, wc hypothesised whether thc reduction in thc varianee of thc APs. induced

by the O&CMA model. could have playcd a role . lf wc consider thc simple case of just one

}: (x -.\')( I' - r) 2:(~ y ) - .\'r
independent variablc, the slope is ealculated by b = ' ~'2 = ~ ( . , ') _ ., ' This

}: (Xi - À ) LJ X,Xi À.\

fonnula suggests that a reduction in thc varianee of thc independent variabie may reduce the

denominator to a greater extent than the numerator. Howcvcr, it is difficult to make general

statements because the extent to which the decrease in covariance might be due to thc simple

shrinkagc of thc x-va lues or due to an effective change in thc structure of the variation of x

relative to y is hard to pin down . Morcover. any generalisations are complicated by thc fact

that both thc denominator and numerator are subtractions and a small difference between two

large numbers can be very unstable.

Finally, wc performed a comparison between the O&CMA and the single-day lag model

(IagO) in a different way to the comparison pcrformed in Figurc 2.4 .We calcu lated thc

difference in mean intercept between the two models and the differcncc in slope between the

sarne two models and then scattcr-plottcd the differences. Figure 2.5 shows the resulting

relationship. On the right hand-side of the y-axis, HA-AP relationships have a negative slope

for both modeIs being cornparcd. whcrcas on the lef! hand-si de they have positive slopes. Thc

graph indicates that for most HA-AP relationships the greater the difference in mean intercept

between thc two mode Is. the greater thc differcnce in slope between the two models, and vice

versa. Why should such a relationship exist? A change in slopes does not necessarily have to

be accompanied by a change in intercept and vice-versa.
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Figure 2.5 Relationship between the difference in mean intercept between thc O&CMA model and the
lagO model (i.c. x-axis=mean intcrccpt of O&CMA - mean intercept of lagO) with the difference in
slope between the same two models (i.c. y-axis=slope of O&CMA - slope of lagO), for eaeh HA-Ar
relationship that was significant for both modeis. The HA-Ar rclationships to the right side of the y
axis have negative slopcs for both models whereas those 10 the left side have positive slopcs.

In sumrnary, this section attempted to explore potential mathematical explanations for the faet

that models containing a 7 day exposure window display larger slopes than models with a I

day exposure window. We have been unsuceessful at finding a definite explanation; but this

may be due to the fact that we looked at the role of a single factor at a time (e.g . varianee

reduction or reduction of outliers or skewness) when it is likely that several factors act

simultaneously to produce the change in slope. Thi s issue should warrant further investigation

in the future.

2.4.2 .3 Smoothing the response window: comparison of CMA&CMA and O&CMA

The slopes estimated by the CMA&CMA models are slightly lower but very close to those

obtained from O&CMA models (8'101'<..=0.95) (Figure 2.4) . If we compare these models with

single-day lag rnodels, it is elear that averaging the HAs leads to a much smaller change in the

slopes compared to smoothing justthc APs . Thi s result suggests two preliminary conclusions.

Firstly, the original HAs dataset does not appear to contain influential values relative to the

CMA HA dataset, because if it did they would be smoothed by the CMA which in turn would

lead to more substantial changes in slopes. Sccondly, the original HAs dataset appears to

contain superfluous variation with little informative value (noisc), since the variability lost by

averaging the HAs into CMA does not impact the slopes to any great extent while

substantially increasing the precision.

2.4.3 Evaluation of the CMA &CMA model

In this section we perfonn a more detai led comparison of the CMA&CMA model with the

O&CMA model in tenns of their sensitivity to noise and extreme observations in the response

variabie and to the deletion of single observations in the dataset.
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2.4.3.1 Robust regression with the reaLQataseJ

Many epidemiological studies that use model speeifieations sueh as O&CMA have used M

estimation to handle intluential observations in the response variabie (e.g. Samoli ct at. 200 I;

Schwartz, 2000b). 1t is unclear to us why authors prefer a robust regression method that

targets extreme values in the response variabIe rather than methods that target extreme values

in both the response and exposure variables or just in the exposure variabIe. Ncvcrthclcss, our

alm is to cernpare the CMA&CMA model with the most widely used methods in the

literature, which in this eontext would be M-estimation of the O&CMA rather than the OLS

used in the previous sections.

Since both the CMA&CMA model and M-estimation share an ability to handle extreme

values in the response variablc, it was hypothesised that the slopes obtained from

CMA&CMA models and O&CMA modcls might become more similar if the latter is

estimated by M-estimation. Despite the apparent absence of extreme va lues in our HA

dataset, it does appear to have a noisy pattem (Figurc 2.2) whieh M-estimation may adjust for.

1t is rarely stat cd in the literature which M-estimator was uscd, thcreforc we opted for using

Hubcr's and Tukcy's l3iweight estimators in R. Figure 2.6 shows the relationship between the

slopes obtained frorn the CMA&CMA model (y-axis) and the slopcs obtained from the

O&CMA model estimated by cach robust estimator (x-axis), aeross statistically significant

(I %) HA-Ar rclationships, It ean be concluded that the slopes obtained by the CMA&CMA

model cstimatcd by OLS is fairly similar to the slopes obtained by the O&CMA models

estimated by either robust estimator (13 '101"--.-0.95 for either robust estimator). The fact that the

slopcs obtained by O&CMA estimated by OLS are very similar to those of O&CMA

estimated by the robust estimators (13 '101"--.-0.99 for Hubcr's and 0.97 for Tukey's) suggests

that the HAs data is fairly devoid of intluential values.

0 ._ • Hobers
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Figure 2.6 Relalionship between the slopcs obtained from Ihe CMA&CMA model estimaled by OLS
(y-axis) and the slopcs obtained from the O&CMA model estimated by either Hubcr's or Tukcy's
estimator (x-axis), Only those HA-AP rclationships that were statistieally significant at 1% for the
CMA&CMA model were eonsidered in the graph . The value of the slope and R2 of both relationships
are displayed on the graph.
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2.4.3.2 Robust rel!ression with a simu lated dataset

As explained before, both the CMA&CMA model and M-estimation arc able to handle

extreme values and noise in the response variabie. However, this ability differs in one

important aspect: whi le MAs are sensi tive as to whether extreme va lues are co nsecu tive or

isolated in time (Figurc 2.1 and Figure 2.2), M-estimation is not. This ability is of importance

when evaluating whether extreme values might be 'real' or errors and to wha t extent wc arc

willing to allow them to influence the results ofthe analysis.

In order to have a clcarer idea about the circumstances in which the results of the previous

section might arise and about the influence of varying numbers of consecutive extreme values

in the slopcs obtained from the two model specifications (CMA&CMA and O&CMA) and

three estimation methods (OlS, Hubcr's and Tukey's), we perforrned a simple simulation . A

dataset consi sting of 200 observations was uscd to create eight scenarios where: zero to seve n

consecu tive observations were made extreme (the extre me va lues were approximately 2.5

times higher than the mea n va lue of the 200 observations withou t ex treme values) . Figure 2.7

dis plays the slopcs estimated by the two model spec ifications and three estimation rncthods,

across the eight scenarios. The two robu st estimators reveal a striking difference in their

sensitivity to the number of extreme values: O&CMA_Tukey's estimator being the least

sensitive whereas O&CMA_Huber's estimator occupies an interrnediate position between

O&CMA_Tukey ' s and O&CMA_OlS.

- :)-- CMMCMA OLS - .- O&CMA OLS
0.52 - .- O&CMA HutJer - ,. - O&CMA Tukey "

~.
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Figure 2.7 Slopcs cstimatcd from a simulatcd dataset consisting of 200 obscrvations whcrc 0 to 7
consccutivc observations wcre made extreme (x-axis). The extreme observations were approximately
2.5 times higher than thc mean of the dataset with 0 extreme values. The slopes for these eight
scenarios are presenred for thc CMA&CMA model cstimatcd by OlS, and for the O&CMA model
estimated by OlS, Hubcr's and Tukey' s cstirnator.

It is intere sting to note that in the scenario where the response variabie has no extreme values,

the slope estimated by CMA&CMA is very simi lar to that obtained from O&CMA with M

estima tion, or OlS estimation. This is in fact what was found with our rea l HA-AP dataset in

the previous sec tion. Howcvcr, when the number of consec utive ext reme values is low (say
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less than 5), the slope obtained from CMA&CMA gradually approaches the slope obtained

from O&CMA_OLS ; whcrcas, the robust estimators givc eomparatively lowcr and lowcr

slopcs. Finally, as the number of consecutive extreme values increases the slope of the

CMA&CMA model gradually becomes larger and larger than the slope of O&CMA_OLS;

whercas, the robust cstimators remain conservative. The fact that CMA&CMA mode Is may

give slopes that arc larger than those obtained from O&CMA_OLS indicates that when

extreme values are abundant instead of smoorhing. the CMA&CMA 'broadens ' extreme

valucs over neighbouring observations.

2.4.3.3 Robustncss of cstimalcs

In a final comparative analysis wc tested an important property of any model specification:

that its estimates arc robust to small changes in the dataset. One way of investigating this is to

remove a single observation across the range of available observations and sec how that

impacts the slopc . This is exemplified for two HA-AP relationships in Figure 2.8 where it can

be observed that the slopes obtained by the CMA&CMA model estimated by OLS shows

much smaller fluctuations than the slopcs obtained by the O&CMA model. whether the latter

is estimated by OLS or by Tukey's estimator.
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Figure 2.8 Change in slope when a single observation is rcmovcd aeross the range of observations
available in the dataset (x-axis). This is exemplified for two HA-Ar relationships: Cireulatory>64 with
03 (top) and respiratory total with NO (bottom). The slopes were obtained from the CMA&CMA
model estimated by OLS and frorn the O&CMA model estimated with Tukey's cstirnator.
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2.5 Discu ssion

The new model specificatien. CMA&CMA, wa s conceived a priori on the basis of

considerations rcgarding data quality and characteristics, the ecological design of the study

and the processes that might interfere with acute health effects. This model was then

compared with the most widely used model specifications (namely: single-day lags, O&CMA

and O&DLM modeis) and estimation methods (M-estimation) in the litcrature, by taking as a

sample the 72 HA -AP relationships available. Results were presented only for the January

stratum since results were unchanged for the other month strata. All analyses were performed

by Iinear regression as this method lead s to the same estimates (after an approximation) as

Poisson regression and our aim is a comparison of methods, not causal inference.

To the best of our knowledge only one artiele has reported the use of MAs In both the

response and exposure variabie (Schwartz, 2000a) but the reasons for doing so and its

consequences relative to other model specifications were not made explicit. Apart from

Roberts (2005) who proposed the use of moving total counts of mortality as a substitute for

MAs in cases where PM measurements are not available daily. no other authors have

mentioned the use of aggregated response variables.

Three waming words must be given before proceeding. First, we have compared statistics

from different model specifications without knowing which (if any) is the most accurate; the

only criteria we are able to evaluate are the precision, relative change in cstimates and the

latter' s robustness in the face of small changes to the dataset. lt must be emphasiscd that, in

the absence of independent experimental evidence to guide the choice of model spccification,

statistical-based decisions can lead to strong biases and ultimately meaningless associations

(Lumlcy and Sheppard, 2000; Smith et al, 2000; Chen et al, 1999) . Sccondly, the results

presented here refer to the general properties of the 5 model specifications across 72 HA-A P

relationships, and they may differ for specific individual HA-AP relationships. Thirdly, the

results presented here need not be reproducible in all datasets; in fact different results ma y be

expected depending on the characteristics ofthe data as was shown through a simulation.

Our results show that smoothing the HAs , in addition to the APs, does not lead to loss of

information at the fine time-scales where acute effeets are conventionally expected 10 occur.

This is evidenced by the fact that the CMA&CMA model yiclds slopes that are very close to

those cstimated by the O&CMA model estimated by either OLS, or M-estimation. It can be

coneluded that , our particular HAs dataset was fairly devoid of inlluential values, and for this

reason both models (O&CMA and CMA&CMA) and both estimation procedures (OLS and

M) gave very similar estimates.

Howevcr, a simulation revealed that such aresuIt may only occur under certain

circumstances. When the response variabie has several extreme values that are eonsecutive in

time, CMA&CMA slopes are eloser to these of O&CMA_OLS and higher than those of

O&CMA_robust. When the response variabIe has several extreme values that are not
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eonseeutive in time. CMA&CMA slopcs are closcr to those of O&CMA_robust and lower

than those ofO&CMA_OlS. This differenee emphasises the faetthat CMA&CMA model is

able to deal with extreme values that are more likely to be "reai" (duc to their being

eonseeutive in time) difTerently from those that are less likely to be "errors" (beeause they

are sporadic), a property that is not shared by M-estimation whieh down weighs extreme

values regardless oftheir proximity in time.

In what concerns the precision and robustness of the slopcs, the CMA&CMA model

outperforms the O&CMA model even if the latter is estimated by M-estimation. The

inereased precision and robustness of the slopcs obtained from CMA&CMA mode Is may

stem from two sourees: the faet that eaeh data point is based on seven observations rather than

just one and the introduetion of serial eorrelation as the Durbin-Watson statistic is always

inferior to one for the CMA&CMA dataset whereas it is usually very between one and two for

the O&CMA dataset. The extent to which each of these factors contributes to the increased

precision and robustness of the CMA&CMA models is difficult to discntanglc,

It was shown by means of a simulatcd dataset that different M-estimators differ greatly lil

their sensitivity to the number of clustcrcd extreme values. While this is not ncw, the faet that

many authors do not report the M-estimator they used (e.g. Samoli et al, 200 I; Schwartz,

2000b) allied to the faet that the major statistical paekages for robust regression (R and S

PLUS) differ in their default weighing methods, appears to overlook the great impact that thjs

deeision may have on effect cstimates intended for eausal inferenee. In addition, it is

important to eonsider that, while M-estimators have different scnsitivities to the number of

extreme values in the response variabie they are, eontrarily to MAs. eompletely blind as to

whether they are also clustcred in time . Both of these properties are important for evaluating,

in the ab ence of additional information, whether extreme values are 'rcal' or errors .

In conclusion, the CMA&CMA model estimated by OlS has the following advantages for

datasets similar 10 ours : (I) it yields estimates that are substantially more robust and more

prccisc eompared loother model speeifieations and two major M-estimators; (2) MAs are

sensitive to the number of clustercd extreme values. a property that not all M-estimators

share; (3) MAs are scnsitivc as to whether extreme values arc clustcrcd in time, a property

that none ofthe M-estimators share; (4) the CMA&CMA model is easy to use and does not

require specialised software; (5) when the window of the CMA&CMA model is of 7 days, it

can adjust for systematic weekly oscillations, thus avoiding the necd to include additional

tenns for weekdays, and can adjust for effect modification (whieh dummy variables cannot).

In thc case of datasets with different properties from ours, the CMA&CMA model may serve

as a tooi to assess data properties and quality more c1osely. We had anticipated two potential

disadvantages of the CMA&CMA model. First, the loss of relevant high frequency

information due to the smoothing of I-lAs, but this was shown to be unfounded. The second

was the introduetion of autocorrelation in the residuals. which is confinned as the Durbin

Watson statistic is always less than one .

The pursuit of the daily level of analysis in time-series studies appears to have grown out of

convention. the availability of data on a daily basis, and the statisticaI advantages offered by a
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large dataset. In this artiele we have tried to introduce another criteria for the time-unit of

analysis, that of data quality. There could be instanees when single-day health data at the

population level is simply not reliable enough andJor contains no additional information

compared to aggregations over more than I day, even though we may have strong reasons to

believe that associations do occur on a daily basis at the individual level. As shown in this

study, the averaging of the HAs in time may in fact be advantageous as it increases the

precision of the estimates without distortion or loss of the underlying daily signal. However,

with such aggregations we lose the ability to locate or attribute the associations with single

days and we introduce autocorrelation in the residuals.
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var ianee ratio - a simulation study

Partly based 011 the review article:
"Is there a future fo r blomonitoring of elemental air pollution '!

A reviewfocused 0 11a larger-seale health-related (epidemiological) context ".
Wolterbeek HTh. Sarmento SM & Verburg TG.

JOl/mal ofRadioanalytical and Nuclear Chemistry (20 / 0) 286, /95-2/0.

3.1 Abstract

The present study presents practical recommendations for obtaining accurate and preeise

estimates from sampling surveys, especially. but not limited to, spatial ones. The

recommendations target mostly the que stion of how many samples and where to sample. Also

investigated arc the con sequences of less than optimal sample sizes for the aceuracy and

precision of sa mpling survey's estimates and its implications for the survey's signal-to-noi se

ratio.

The minimum sample size (MSS) requ ired to estimate the avcrage and the varrance of

populations with characteristic s such as, but not restricted to, those found in geographical

surveys of environmental parameters arc provided. A simulation procedure known as

sampling-without-replacement is shown to be a viabie alternative to sample-size formu las

which, contrarily to the latter. can ealculate the MSS required to estimate the varianee of

skewed populations and virtually any stati stic from virtually any type of distribution. The

I simulation procedure also enabled the idcntification ofthe populatien 's characteristics that are

determinant for the MSS required to estimate the avcrage and the varianee .

Three of the most commonly used probability-based sampling methods were tested with

regard s to their ability to estimate several parameters of a population with spatial structure.

For a fixed sample sizc, the estimates obtained with systematic-grid sampling present the

lowest sampling variability for a wider range of statistics, including tail-valucs: however

because this type of sampling is often impractical, random-within-blocks sampling appears to

be a feasibl e second best choice.

The sampling density of the survey and of the sampling sites composing the surveys were

investigated in term s of how they impact the accuracy and prec ision of both the survcys and

the sampling sites' estimates. The higher the moment ofthe stati stic being estimated the mor e

it is vulnerable to bein g smoothed out by aggregation and to sampling variability. The local

varianee (i.c. varianee within the survcy's sampling sites) give s a mea sure of the uncertainty

of the survcy's estimates and thus need to be estimated accuratcly in order to be kept low. It

was found that less than the optimal number of samples tends to underestimate local varianees
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and thus inflate the signal-to-noisc ratio. The intimate relationship between loca l variances

and survey's samp ling density is discussed as is their relevant to the signa l-to-noise ratio.

The realisation that local varianees need to be estimated as rigorous ly as the survcy's varia nee

in order to obtain the latter 's uncertainty and to ealculate a sound signal-to-noise ratio greatly

inereases the number of samples that need to be sampled and analysed individually in a single

survey. Altemative or eomplementary methods to estimate or correct local variances with a

lower number of samples/analyses shou ld be the targe t of further research in the future.

3.2 Introduction

In many realms of scicnce, and environmental science In particular, it is not unusual for

sampling surveys 10 measure multiple parameters simultaneously. In the spccific context of

atmospheric biomonitoring (Wolterbeek ct al, 20 I0), multi-analytical nuclear techniques

(Freitas et al, 2000) and monitoring networks of regulated air pollutants, this is routine. While

the eonvenience and cost reduetion of this approach arc certainly undc niab lc, the number of

samples in such surveys is unlikely to be equally adequate for all parameters being estimated.

To have a rough idea, Tables 3.1-3 .3 shows descriptive statistics of chemieal elements

measured in eountry-wide lichen and moss surveys (n-II 0-290) in Portugal (Frcitas ct al,

1999, reprodueed with pcrmission), the Netherlands (Kuik & Wolterbeek. 1995, reprodueed

with permission) and Slovenia (Jeran et al, 1996, 2003, reprod uced with permission). The

diversity in estimates across the ehemieal elements is striking, with relative standard

deviations (RSD) ranging from 20% to 200%, skewness escalating up to 10 and kurtosis up to

150. This diversity in the value of sample estimates suggests that the respeetive populatien's

parameters are also very diverse across ehemieal clements and therefore different chemieal

elements would require different sample sizes in order to be equally aeeurately and preeisely

estimated.
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Tablc 3.1 Dcscripti vc statis tics for chcmical c1cmcnts conccntrations (lig g.l) mcasu rcd in thc lichcn
(parmelia sulcato ï sampling survey carricd out in Portugal in 1993 (Frcitas ct al, 1999; rcproduccd
with pcrmission), RSD-rclativc standa rd dcvia tion; LC-Iocal variancc .

N Avcrage SD RSD(%) LV(%) Mcd Skcw Kurt

AI 294 54 17 3478 64.2 28.3 4645 2.82 12.75
As 297 2.15 2.90 135.0 19.9 1.35 5.77 43.0 1
Ba 246 33.28 20.05 60.3 16.1 29.60 2.10 7.43
Br 296 22.62 11.35 50.2 20.3 19.85 1.72 5.52
Ca 251 6497 3474 53.5 24.7 5820 2.12 6.96
Cl 286 1407 983 69.9 23.8 1245 10.11 140.18
Co 292 0.779 0.477 61.2 23.4 0.670 1.90 4.39
Cr 297 5.47 3.62 66.3 24.9 4.69 3.84 25.10
Cs 295 0.642 0.507 78.9 24.0 0.514 3.15 13.82
Eu 285 0.185 0.103 56.1 27.7 0.163 1.82 4.70
Fc 293 2110 1181 56.0 23.2 1920 1.64 3.55
K 296 5253 1554 29.6 12.3 5010 0.91 1.18
La 297 3.02 1.95 64.6 22.0 2.56 2.14 6.12
Mg 284 1903 764 40.1 30.8 1755 1.04 1.52
Mn 295 52.06 36.28 69.7 17.3 46.40 10.39 146.22
Na 297 589 355 60.2 20.3 492 2.05 6.77
Rb 296 15.85 9.08 57.3 22.1 13.60 2.13 8.83
Sb 287 0.343 0.490 142.6 21.9 0.220 8.89 104.86
Sc 293 0.656 0.407 62.0 23.3 0.562 1.99 5.31
Sc 295 0.403 0.153 38.0 20.8 0.373 1.49 3.73
Sm 297 0.448 0.256 57.2 30.9 0.392 1.77 5.10
V 286 17.16 27.04 157.5 20.3 11.45 9.69 121.01
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Tablc 3.2 Deser iptive statistics for ehemiea l clements concentrations (ug g') measured in the moss
iPleurozium schreberiï sam pling survey carricd out in the Netherlands in 1992 (Kuik & Wolterbeek .
1995; reprodueed with pcrmission). RSD-rclativc standard dcviaiion: LC-Ioeal varianee.

N Avcrage SD RSD(%) LV(%) Med Skew Kurt

AI 109 870 514 59.13 18.27 731.8 2.88 10.27

As 109 0.435 0.157 36.04 22.40 0.3987 1.33 2.88

Ba 109 27.1 10.3 37.86 36.9 1 25.89 0.52 -0.33

Br 109 7.05 3.37 47.87 19.82 6.089 2.82 12.69

Ca 109 2489 738 29.66 13.26 2416 3.28 20.68

Cd 109 3.83 0.82 21.32 16.05 3.766 -0.12 1.67

Cc 109 1.38 1.38 100.34 29.00 0.991 1 4.66 26.37

Cl 109 433 200 46.22 21. 10 407 .1 1.11 1.95

Co 109 0.372 0.182 48 .97 19.29 0.3068 1.34 1.98

Cr 109 5.73 4.2 1 73.44 49.51 4.223 1.80 4.23

Cs 109 0.225 0.095 42.25 26.35 0.2008 1.61 4.39

Cu 109 22.3 5.7 25.65 18.22 23.99 -0.5 1 -0.6 1

Eu 109 0.024 0.0 15 63.32 22.43 0.0 1909 2.83 8.73

Fe 109 739 356 48. 11 15.88 645 .2 3.42 17.53

Hf 109 0.327 0.782 238.79 51.75 0.1159 4.49 20.37

Hg 109 0.172 0.036 21. 19 17.59 0.1675 0.68 1.17

1 109 3.65 1.28 35.18 24.42 3.465 1.87 5.86

K 109 5337 1217 22.81 14.53 5072 0.76 -0.15

La 109 0.742 0.785 105.77 23.31 0.5521 5.36 34.77

Lu 109 0.015 0.009 57.98 24.42 0.0 1369 3.46 14.16

Mg 109 1344 296 22.02 18.55 1308 0.11 -0.38

Mn 109 222 178 80.12 21.24 162 2.52 7.43

Mo 109 2.76 3.33 120.64 31.76 2.167 6.03 36.72

a 109 421 230 54.77 13.34 378.7 1.80 3.78

d 109 3.14 0.74 23.55 21.92 3.038 0.06 0.95

i 109 15.4 6.0 38.86 27.96 15.03 3.99 30.74

Rb 109 18.8 7.5 40.03 19.18 18.96 0.37 0.14

Sb 109 0.601 0.24 1 40 .03 18.39 0.5509 1.23 2.42

Sc 109 0.154 0.122 79.54 19.23 0.122 3.7 1 14.77

Sc 109 0.498 0.140 28. 16 23.88 0.50 14 0.85 2.26

Sm 109 0.088 0.092 104.02 30.19 0.06258 3.56 14.01

Sn 109 7.7 1 1.44 18.71 13.17 7.627 0.00 3.06

Sr 109 28.4 5.7 20.18 13.98 27.07 1.38 2.07

Tb 109 0.037 0.0 11 3 1.34 30.67 0.03826 -0.11 -0.13

Th 109 0.163 0.170 104.48 27.80 0.116 4.62 26.79

Ti 109 203 274 134.95 36.73 117.4 3.41 11.65

U 109 0.481 0.097 20.20 15.81 0.4782 0.37 0.49

V 109 4.68 1.15 24.59 14.46 4.538 1.18 3.11

W 109 0.545 0.224 41.19 30.25 0.557 0.02 -0.79

Yb 109 0.073 0.056 77.24 30.17 0.05441 3.80 16.29

Zn 109 65.0 25.0 38.42 13.46 68.51 0.49 1.08
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Table 3.3 Deseriptive statistics for chemieal eIcments concentrations (J.Ig goJ) measured in the liehen
(Hypogymnia physodesï sampling survey earried out in Slovenia in 2001 (Jcran ct al, 1996, 2003;
reprodueed with pcrmission), RSD-rclative standard deviation; LC-Ioeal varianee.

N Avcrage SD RSD( %) LV(%) Med Skew Kurt

As 190 0.5230 0.1623 31 .03 14.69 0.4941 1.51 4.69

Au 188 0.0038 0.0084 224.12 62.48 0.0013 4.46 22.07

Ba 190 29.75 48 .50 163.01 29.86 22.00 9.89 116.21

Br 190 11.40 3.91 34.27 16.35 10.55 1.21 2.49

Ca 190 23027 11893 51.65 34.36 21254 0.78 0.89

Cd 179 0.7616 0.4603 60.44 25.36 0.6174 2.06 4.63

Cc 190 1.638 0.707 43.16 19.58 1.510 2.37 11.27

Co 187 0.3803 0.1961 51.58 21.78 0.3379 2.61 9.36

Cr 190 3.712 4.342 116.98 16.76 2.834 6.55 46.43

Cs 190 0.252 2 0.2206 87.44 26.37 0.1984 4.29 22.11

Fe 190 766.1 309.8 40.44 18.45 684.4 2.05 7.50

Hf 190 0.1081 0.0577 53.41 23.66 0.0944 2.06 6.24

Hg 187 0.0578 0.0221 38.19 22.82 0.0548 0.72 0.78

K 190 3804 992 26 .08 12.61 3738 0.49 -0.12

La 190 0.7760 0.3341 43.05 19.78 0.7147 2.56 13.43

Mo 190 0.2657 0.2240 84.32 20.47 0.2266 5.92 40 .27

a 190 128.7 50.6 39.30 17.79 115.5 1.64 3.64

Nd 190 0.8164 0.5881 72.04 25.49 0.7350 8.01 86.57

Rb 190 15.56 9.92 63 .77 19.70 13.48 2.05 6.24

Sb 190 0.2306 0.1258 54.55 13.11 0.2092 6.35 58.62

Sc 190 0.2305 0.1020 44 .24 20.41 0.2084 2.44 12.01

Sc 190 0.2463 0.3154 128.08 29.45 0.18 77 6.59 46 .20

Sm 190 0.1310 0.0543 41.47 19.63 0.1210 2.02 8.41

Sr 184 27.29 13.42 49 .20 25.66 25 .76 1.97 9.08

Tb 185 0.0188 0.0075 39.74 20.68 0.0182 1.57 5.01

Th 190 0.1918 0.0933 48 .63 20.67 0.1729 3.05 17.18

U 190 0.0688 0.0286 41.58 21.71 0.0644 1.68 5.02

Yb 190 0.0590 0.0247 41.94 20.96 0.0554 1.58 5.14

Zn 190 97.80 33.70 34.46 19.73 87.75 1.11 1.68
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When planning a sampling survey for a particular individual parameter. it is necessary to

adequate the sample size to numerous criteria (e.g. : Chaudhuri & Stcngcr, 2005; Cochran.

1977). of which wc shall addrcss but a few.

The first issue to consider is the purpose of the sampling survey. especially if it is meant lor

descriptive (e .g.: mapping) or analyticaI purposes. When the purpose is analytieal (e.g. :

comparison of pollutant levels across different rcgions/timc, emission souree idcntification,

correlation with other variables such as health outcorncs), a greater stress on statistical

precision and power is required from estimation and the statistics to be estimated may be

more e1aborate (e.g .: tail -valucs). This issue is not directly addressed hcre .

The second issue is the known or suspected populatien's characteristics (e.g.: distribution.

varianee. skcwncss, and kurtosis) . A rough idea of the populatien's characteristics may be

derived from previous surveys (e.g.: Tables 3.1-3.3) or small samples (Cochran, 1977), with

the eventual assistance of bootstrapping (Woltcrbcck & Vcrburg. 2002). lntuitivcly, one

probably needs more samples when the population 's RSD is 100% than when it is 20%, and

when its distribution is skewed as opposed to normal.

The third issue is the populatien's parameter(s) of interest for estimation (e.g.: avcrage.

varianee. tail-values). Intuitively. one probably needs a larger sample size to cstirnate the

varianee than the ave rage . For some purposes. like surveillance and correlation analyses it

may be very important to accurately and precisely estimate the tails of the population's

distribution.

The fourth issue is the margin of error (ME) and statistical significanee level (i.e . statistical

power) desired for the estimates. The ME defines how close the estimates should be to the

true populatieu's parameter. whereas the statistical significanee or power defines the

probability of estimating the true populatien's parameter. within the chosen ME. trom a single

survey. Obviously the degree of precision and statistical signifieance required from cstirnates

has a dramatic effect on the sarnplc-sizc required. Decisions on these two parameters should

be mostly driven by the purposes of the sampling survey (see the first issue above) and, as

shall be discusscd, by the characteristics of the population and of the sampling survey (e .g. :

local variance).

The fifth issue is the choice of a sampling rnethod, which defines where the samples are

drawn and, in particular, the extent to which their location is random or regular. Depending on

the structure ofthe population (homogeneous or nor), different sampling methods may require

a different number of samples in order to obtain estimates with the same margin of error and

statistical power.

The sixth issue concerns the sampling dcnsity of the survey or, equivalcntly, the aggregation

of the population. A decision on this issue should consider both the aggregation required by

the purposes of the study (e.g .: accurate representation of the surface of a country or accurate

representation of parishes or provinces within a country) and the scales at which the

parameters being sampled actually vary in a meaningful way. The current setup of monitoring

networks of regulated air pollutants already retlccts current knowledge on this issue (e.g.: 0 3
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is measured mostly at non-urban stations and only during day-time). To choosc a survey's

sampling density is to choose a level of aggregation for the population and thus ascale below

which the parameter(s) being sampled are assumed to be homogcneous, which leads us to the

ncxt and final issue that shall be addressed here.

The final issue approached in th is chapter concerns the survey 's signal-to-noisc ratio and the

estimates required to calculate it (Wolterbeek et al, 1996). Statistical procedures, of which

sampling is no exccption, are rooted on the assumption that variability can be partitioned. At

its most basic level, variability can be partitioned into a deterministic and random component,

but the detcrministic component can be divided further. With time-series data, for instanee.

variability can often be clearly divided into tirnc-frcqucncics (long-term trends, seasons ,

wcekcnds/wcckdays, day /night). Geographical data is not as clear-cut but its variability may

be decomposed according to distance (and direction), which interpolation techniques exploit

(Crcssic, 1993). A signal-to-noisc ratio is essentially a ratio between variability of interest and

variability of no interest, each defined by the research purposes and /or design of the sampling

survey. Wolterbeek et al (1996) proposed that a signal-to-noisc ratio for environmental

sampling surveys should be expressed as the ratio between the survey's varianee and the local

varianee (SV/LV), i.e, the ratio ofthe varianee between all sampling sites ofthe survey and

the (average) varianee between sub-samples within the sampling sites. This is analogous to an

ecological epidemiology measure known as the between-area to within-area ratio (B /W)

applied mostly to data that is bounded by political regions (e.g. : demograpbic. socio

economie, health) (Greenland & Robins. 1994a; Salway, 2003; Salway & Wakefield. 2004;

Wcbster, 2007). Both are essentially an F-ratio statistic, and in both cases the aim is to assess

the adequateness of the aggregation of the population being sampled. If more variability is

present below the aggregation level of the survey (i .c. local or within-area) than above it (i.e.

survey or between-area) then the survey's uncertainty is very large, differences between

sampling sites/areas are probably erroneous. the survey's quality is poor and the data is

useless and misleading for most purposes (Steel ct al, 2004; Wolterbeek ct al, 2010). Thus one

of the fundamental dutics of a sampling survey is to monitor the SV/LV ratio and ensure that

it is large. This howevcr, means that the number of samples must not only adequately estimate

the signal (SV) but also the noise (LV). which implies a mu ltiplicative additional number of

samples are required.

3.3 Methods

3.3,I How many samples

First assume that the populations 10 be sampled arc finite and N=2000 and that their values

are random Iy distributed in space so that it is not necessary to consider the issue of "wherc to

sample" in this section, but only the issue of "how many samples". In STATGRAPHICS,

normal and lognormal populations were simulated with a user-spccificd average and varianee.

Four populations were generated for each distribution type, all with a avcrage of 10 and each

with a varianee. expressed as relative standard deviations (RSD) of 25%, 50%, 100% and
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150% (Figure 3.1). In order to detennine the minimum sample size (MSS) required to

cstimate the average and varianee of these eight populations, two methods were employed.

Distribution Average RSD(%) Skew Kurt

I 25 -0.04 0.06
100

600 n·2 50 0.01 0.06
Normal 10 >CO

3 100 -0.02 0.09 ~~

4 150 0.01 -0.05 g"'" J~

5 25 0.69 0.51 I"'" 1;200

6 50 1.92 8.19

11 1hLognormal 10 ' 00

7 100 6.6 93.22 •
8 150 7.2 98.68

I. 20 JO •• so
ConaJIIltratlClfl

Figure 3.1 Skewness and kurtosis of cight populations simulatcd with normal and lognormal
distribulions, four relative standard deviations (RSD), average of 10 and N=2000. Thc graph prescuts
Ihe probability frequeney distribution of one of the cight simulated populations: lognormal with
RSD-50%, eorresponding 10 a skewness of 1.92 and kurtosis of 8.19.

The first method is an iterative simulation procedure known as sampling-without-replacement

(exemplified in Figure 3.2). One by onc, samples were drawn at random and without

replacement from each population, until the cumulative number of samples was enough to

estimate the desired statistic (average and varianee within a desired margin of error (ME=

20%, 15%, 10% and 5%) . The MSS for a given ME was found by dividing the cumulative

samplc's estimate by the populatien's parameter, until the ratio feil somewhere inside the

interval dcfincd byeach ME: 20%=0 .80-1.20, 15%=0 .85-1.15, 10% =0.90-1.10 and 5% =0.95

1.05 (exemplified in Figure 3.2). This process was repcatcd 2000 times (sampling rounds) to

deterrnine the MSS at four statistical significanee levels (85%, 90%, 95% and 99%, two

tailed). ote that this procedure uses the sampling strategy known as simplo-random sampling

(see results section "Where to sample?").

" :
I " H - - - - - - - - - - - - -----'
i ,
i ' ~_ A _ ~ Ii , rl:lf--=--~~-- -
I ~! ,r :~-------~
,,"-'--------------o ~ ~ ~ 1~ ,~ ,~ ,~ ~.._-

Figure 3.2 Example of the applieation of the simulation procedure. sampling-without-rcplaccmcnt, to
the determination of the minimum sample size (MSS). In this sampling round, a sample size of n= I03
(vcrtical slashed line) is enough to reaeh a margin of error of 10% (eorresponding to the inlerval 0.90
1.\0 on the y-axis) of thc populatien's varianee. This proeedure was repenred 2000 times (sampling
rounds) in order to detennine the MSS required for different significanee levels.
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The second method is well-established sample-size forrnulas for finite populations (TabIe

3.4). Sample-size forrnulas exist that calculate the MSS required to estimate the avcrage of

norrnal and lognorrnal finite populations (Halc, 1972; StatPoint Technologies. Inc). To the

best of our knowledge, forrnula s that calculate the MSS required to estimate the varianee of

finite populations are not available for any distribution. All forrnulas require the specification

of a known or assumed populatien ' s size and varianee. as weil as the ME and significanee

level desired for the estimates. These four parameters were attributed the same value s as those

used in the sampling-without-replacement simulation described above (population size=2000;

RSD=25%,50%, 100% and 150%, ME=20 %, 15%, 10% and 5%, significanee level : 85%,

90%,95% and 99%).

Table 3.4 Sample-size formulas that calculatc the minimum sample size (MSS) required to estimate the
avcrage and varianee of normal and lognormal populations (columns) when thcir size is finite and
infinite (rows) (Cochran, 1977; Halc , 1972; Stal Point Technologies. Ine). To thc bes I of our cfforts,
samplc-sizc fonnulas 10 cstirnatc thc varianee eould only be found for the case of normal infinite
populations (Cochran 's theorem; Cochran, 1977; Halc , 1972; Statl'oint Technologies Ine).

Dislribution
Ponul ation size Estimate Normal Lounorrnal
Finite Avcrage

( , 2 N _)
, 2

(known) Z - 0 Z~/P N
"12 N _I N In2 ( E + I)+ Z~/2d

2 Z;'12d 1E + - - -
N-I

Var l' ot found Not found
Infinite Avcrage (z":~r Z':12~
(nol known)

In2 (E + I)

Var

( (,,-1) 1
Nol found

01- 2 SE

~ X("/2).(n-l)

( I (,,-1) Jand 0 -I SE

. \ XI2+(12).(n_l)

(Cochran 's thcorcm).. . . .a -population 's standard dcviation (known or assumed); N-populallon ' s sizc if u IS assumed or known

10 be finitc ; E -desired margin of error; z" /2-desired two-tailed significanee level for the normal

distribution; X (: ' l l ).(u-' ) -is the desired two-tailed significanee level for the ehi-squared distribution,

The two methods above assumed finite populations with N=2000. Howcvcr. sample-size

forrnulas also exist to calculate the MSS required to estimate the ave rage and the varianee of

infinite populations (TabIe 3.4) . In this case, and to the best of our knowledgc, forrnula s are

available only for the norrnal distribution (Halc , 1972; StatPoint Technologies. Inc). Again

these forrnula s require the specification of the known or assumed populatien's varianee as

weil as the desired margin of error and statistical significanee. The se parameters were
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attributed the same values as those in the sampling-without-replacement simulation described

above.

A complementary invcstigation was carried out in order to determine whether the

populatien's skewnesslkurtosis atTected the MSS. To this end. wc resorted to real data. kindly

provided by the Slovenian lichen survey (Jeran ct al. 1996. 2003; reproduced with

pennission). The data concerns two chemical clements Calcium (Ca) and Cobalt (Co) selected

precisely for having identical RSD (-52%) but very ditTerent skewness and kurtosis (and

avcrage) (Figure 3.8). Thcrc were three missing observations for Co. which were excluded

from Ca. yielding a sample size of 187. The Lilliefors test statistic suggests that neither

clement can be considered nonnally distributed (not shown). The sampling-without

replacement procedure. described above, was performed on both data. which in this exercise

function as populations. Owing to thc small number of observations available (187). the

margin of error was set at 20%. Thc simulation was repcatcd 100 times (sampling rounds) to

calculate the MSS at cach of tour significanee Icvcls (85%. 90%. 95% and 99%, two-tai led) .

3.3.2 Simulation of a population with spatial structurc

A finite population of 10 000 obscrvation, which can be taken to represent conccntrations of

some substance of interest. was simulated on a surfacc. Over the surface. thc location of the

observations is random. but the location of their values (concentrations) is not entircly

random. having been purposely simulated so as to have two areas of exceptionally high values

(hotspots) (Figurc 3.3).

Average 14.14 J
SD 14.11

·:1RSD( %) 99.79

Skcw 2.40

Kurt 6.65 ~jMcd 8.41 .......
Min 3.04

Max hotspot I 104.80

Max hotspot 2 103.90 (-
PlO 4.33 .. ,....

P25 5.30

P75 17.23

P90 32.24
Figure 3.3 The simulated population ( = I0 000) rcprcscntcd on a surfacc, its frequency distribution
and its deseriptive staristics. The size of the circlcs can be taken to represent the concentration of some
substanee of interest. whereas the hotspots ean be taken to represent two point-sourees for the
substance. RSD-relative standard dcviation; PIO-P90-percentiles.
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In STATGRAPHCS, th is population was generated by first choosing a random location for

the two hotspots. A concentration of 100 (arbitrary units) was attributed to each hotspot and

concentrations were made to decrease exponentially with distance from them in all directions

(isotropic). Finally, a random background variability of 3-5% was added to all observations.

After a certain distance from the hotspots, the concentrations are completc1y randomly

distributed. The resulting population has an avcrage of 14, RSD of 100%, skewness of 2.4 and

kurtosis of 6.7 (Figure 3.3).

This population was used in all remainder investigations, described below.

3.3.3 Where to sample?

The aim is to compare the performance of commonly used non-stratified probability-bascd

sampling methods in their ability to accurately and precisc1y estimate several parameters of

the population simulated above (methods section "Simulation of a population with spatial

structure", Figure 3.3), so the number of samples was kept fixcd. The number of samples

should be of no intluence to the comparison, so long as it is the same for all sampling

methods. Preliminary investigations indicated that 400 samples should give areasonabie

compromise between representativity and feasibility (not shown). Consultation of the

Appendix (skewness-2 and kurtosis-7) suggests that 400 is an appropriate number of samples

to estimatc this populatien's varianee at a 15% margin of error and 95 % statistical

significanee level.

Four hundred samples were drawn at locations dictated by three non-stratified probability

based sampling methods: simplo-random (R), systematic-grid (G) and random-within-blocks

(B) (Figure 3.4 and Figure 3.5; and sec their description in results section "Where to sample")

(Chaudhuri & Stengcr, 2005; Cochran, 1977). The last two methods require the placement of

a sampling-grid of 20x20, where each grid-division defines a sampling site (also known as

block) from which a single sample is drawn. For this cxercise, the samples arc drawn from

within the sampling sites, but they might as weil be taken at grid-nodes. Furthcrmore, the

sampling sites are square but they could have virtually any shape. It is likely that the shape of

the sampling sites is of some intluence to estirnation, but this issue will not be addressed here.

To evaluate the accuracy and vulnerability to sampling variability (i .c, precision) of the three

sampling mcthods, 30 sampling surveys were pcrformcd, each time drawing 400 samples with

the three sampling methods. Estimates of the populatien's ave rage, variancc, skewness and

kurtosis obtained from each sampling method and survey were eompared to the corresponding

populatien's parameter with a ratio. For a closcr inspeetion of the three sampling mcthods'

ability to estimate the populatien's maximum values, corresponding to the two hotspots. the

number of surveys was raised to 100.
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Sysrcmatic-grid
sampling (G)

~_ ...__~_t !' • t , _-' "_.1 _"_' • !' _ !' po !' " ,
~ " . ~ ... ~ ~ . " ... " .... .

Figure 3.4 The thrcc sampling methods used 10 sample thc population In Figure 3.3. A square
sampling-grid of 20x20=400 sampling sites or bloeks was used.

150

100

~ ~iii
~
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~
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Figure 3.5 Frequeney distribulion of 400 samples laken from a 20x20 grid (400 bloeks) from the
population (N=IO 0(0) in Figure 3.3. Eaeh sample represents thc arithmctic avcrage of all samples
within eaeh bloek (compositc sampling). The avcrages from cach of the 400 bloeks are plotted in thc
histogram.

3.3.4 The effect of the survey's sampling density

The aim is to evaluate the impact of the survcy's sampling density on the estimates of the

population described above (methods section "Simulation of a population with spatial

structurc", Figurc 3.3). This was performed in the optimal situation where all observations in

the population are sampled but their aggregation differs depending on the survey's sampling

density (i.c . the number of sampling sites). In this case, where more than one sample is drawn

from each sampling site, the survcy's sampling density defines the number of sampling sites.

and the multiple samples drawn from eaeh sampling site are referred to as sub-samples. The

sub-samples are pooled to fonn a composite sample which is then used to represent eaeh

sampling site.

Three survey sampling densities wcre eompared: 20x20, IOx20, and IOxI0, corresponding to

400, 200 and 100 sampling sites, respectively. All observations falling within each sampling

site defined by the survcy's sampling density were drawn (sub-samples) and pooled to fOnTI a

composite sample. Each composite samplc's avcrage was calculated and used to represent

each sampling site. Survey's estimates we re then ealculated from the values of the composite
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samples resulting from each of the three survey's sampling densities. Twenty surveys were

performed for each of the three sampli ng densi ties. Randorn-within-blocks (8) sampling was

used to place the sampling-grid, sincc this was decmcd the best feasible sampling method (see

results sectio n "Whcre to sample?").

Estimates of the populatie u's avcrage. varianee. skew ness, kurtosis, and maxima obtained

from each of the three survcy's sampling densitics were calcu lated and averagcd ove r the 20

surveys and finally compared to the correspo nding popu latien's parameters.

3.3.5 The effect of the sampling sitc's sampling density

The aim is to evaluate the impact ofthe sampling sites' sampling densities on the estimates of

the population described above (see methods section "Simulation of a population with spatial

structurc", Figure 3.3), and on the estimates of the local populations defined by the survcy's

samp ling density. This was investigatcd by using a fixed survey sampling density, and

varying the number of sub-samples drawn from each sampling site. Random-within-blocks

(8) samp ling was used to place the samp ling-grid and draw the sub-samp les, since this was

deemed the best feasible sampling method (see results section "Where to sample?").

Twenty surveys were performed, each time drawing 12, 10, 8, 6 or 4 sub-samples from each

of the 400 sampling sites. The sub-samples within each sampling site were pooled to form a

composite sample and their average was calculated. Finally, estimates of the populatien's

average. variancc, skcwncss, kurtosis and maxima as weil as estimates of the sampling sites '

(i.e. local popu lations) average and varianee were calcu lated and compared to the respective

parameters in the population (Figurc 3.3).

3.4 Results

3.4.1 Hol" man y samples?

In this section, the minimum sample size (MSS) requi red to estimate the average and the

varianee of populations with diverse characteristics are detcrmincd,

The eight populations were simu lated so as to mimic the characteristics of populations

commonly encountered in, but not restricted to, sampling surveys of environme ntal

parameters (Tab les 3.1-3 .3). These charactcris tics, some of which might be determinant for

MSS requi rements, included: normal and lognormal distributions with relative standard

deviations (RSD) of 25%, 50%, 100% and 150%, skewness ranging from 0 to 7 and kurtosis

ranging from 0 to 99 (Figure 3. 1 shows the frcqucncy distribution of one such population as

weil as some relevant descriptive statistics for all eight populations).

Three methods were used to calculate the MSS required to estimate each statistic (average and

variance) in each population: I) an iterative simulation procedure known as sampling

without-replacemen t (exem plified in Figure 3.2), 2) wcll-cstablishcd sample-sizc formu las for

finite populations (TabIe 3.4) and 3) well-established sample-size formulas for infinite

populations (TabIe 3.4) (Halc, 1972; StatPoint Technologies. Inc).
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The appendix shows the complete numerical results of the MSS required to estimate the

avcrage and varianee. as calculated byeach of the three mcthods, in the eight populations and

at all margins of error (20%, 15%, 10% and 5%) and statistical significanee levels (85%,

90%, 95% and 99%) being considered. In this scction, wc shall contrast only a part of those

results graphically in order to deduce overall pattems.

According to the sampling-without-replacement simulation, the MSS required to estimate the

avcrage Încreases as the populatien's RSO increases for both distributions. The same MSS is

required for both normal and lognormal distributions with similar RSD (Figure 3.6 and

Appendix). The MSS obtained from sarnplc-sizc fonnulas for finite populations display the

same pattem but are somewhat lowcr, by about 20% on the avcrage (Figure 3.6 and

Appendix). The MSS obtained from sample-size fonnulas for infinite populations are similar

to the MSS obtained from sample-size fonnulas for finite populations; only when the

populatien's RSO is large and the ME and statistical significanee level arc strict does the

fonner become substantially larger than the latter (Tabie 3.5 and Appendix).
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Figure 3.6 Minimum sample size (MSS . y-axcs) required to estimate the avc rage of normal and
lognormal finite populations (N=2000) at the 95% statistieal significanee level. for four populatien's
relative stand ard deviation s (legend) and four margins of error (x-axes). MSS were ealeulated with a
sample-size formula (right , Table 3.4) and with the sampling-without-replaeement simulation
procedure (lcft, Figure 3.2). The Appendix provides the complete numerical results and for all
significanee levels.
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Table 3.5 Ratio between thc minimum sample size (MSS) required 10 estimate thc avcrage of finite
populations ( =2000) and that rcquired 10 estimate the average of infinitc populations. In both cases,
the MSS were ealculated with the appropriate samplc-size formulas (sec Table 3.4) . The MSS required
10 estimate the avcrage is the same regardless of the type of distribution (sec Figure 3.6). thcrcforc the
ratios shown apply 10 both distributions. The Appendix provides thc complete numerical resulls.

ME

Sign(%) RSO(%) 20% 15% 10% 5%

25 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0

85 50 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.9

100 1.0 1.0 0.9 0.7

150 0.9 0.9 0.8 O, -

25 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0

90 50 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.9

100 1.0 0.9 0.9 0.7

150 0.9 0.9 0.8

25 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0

95 50 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.8

100 1.0 0.9 0.8 0.6

150 0.9 O.R 0.7

25 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.9

99 50 1.0 1.0 0.9 0.8

100 0.9 0.9 0.8

150 0.8 0.8 0.6

RSO- rclative standard dcviation; Sign-statistical significancc; ME- margin of error.

According to thc sampling-withoul-rcplacement simu lation, the MSS required to estimate the

varianee is independent of the population's RSO in the case of normal distributions, whereas

for lognormal distributions it increases as the populatien's RSD increases (Figurc 3.7 and

Appendix). To the best of our knowlcdge, the only sample-size formula available to estimate

the varianee applies only to normal infinite populations (Cochran's theorem; Cochran, 1977;

Halc, 1972; StatPoint Technologies Inc) (TabIe 3.4). The MSS required to estimate the

varianee of normal finite populations obtained by simulation agree quite weil with that

obtained from Cochran's theerem. except when the margin of error and statistical significanee

are very strict, in which case Cocbran's theorem recommends substantially larger MSS than

the simulation procedure. likely because the former is meant for infinite populations whereas

the latter applies to finite N=2000 populations (Tabie 3.6 and Appendix).
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Figure 3.7 Minimum sample size (MSS) requ ired to cstimatc thc var ianee of norm al and lognorm al
finite populations (N=2000 ) for four statistical significanee levels (legend) and four margin s of error
(x-axes) and, in thc case of lognormal populations, for four rclativc standard devi ation s (RSD)
(individual graphs). MSS were calculatcd with thc sampling-without-replaeement simulation (sec
Figure 3.2). Note that, in the case of nonnal popul ation s, thc MSS is independent of the RSD (legend :
RSD =any). The appendix provides thc complete numerical result s.
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Table 3.6 Ratio between the minimum sample size (MSS) required to estimate the varianee of finite
normal populations (N=2 000) and that required to estimate thc varianee of infinite normal populations.
The MSS for finite populations was ealeulated with the sam pling-without-replacement simulation,
whereas that for infinite normal populations was ealculated with Cochrari 's theorem (sec Table 3.4).
The appendix provides the complete numerical results.

ME

Sign(%) RSD(%) 20% 15% 10% 5%

85 1.0 1.0 1.1 1.0

90 0.9 1.0 1.0 0.9

95
Any

0.8 0.9 0.9 0.8

99 O.S 0.8 0.8

Sign-statistieal significanee. ME-margin oferror.

The fact that in normal popu lat ions (w here skewness and kurtosis are zero inde pendently of

RSD ), the MSS req uired to es timate the varianee is inde pende nt of the RSD , whereas in

lognormal popul at ions (w here skcw ness and kurtosis inc rease as the RSD increases), the MSS

requ ired to es tima te varianee inc reases as the RSD increases, suggests that skcwncss and

kurtosis, rat her than RSD , are the determinant fac tors for the MSS required to estimate the

va riance.

Figure 3.8 Tabie : Deseriptive stati stic s for Calcium (Ca) and Cobalt (Co) eoneenlrations measured in
the Slovenian liehen survey (Jcran ct al, 2003; reproduced with permission). Graph: minimum sample
size required to estimate the avcrage and varianee of Ca and Co, within a margin of error of 20% and
for four statistieal significanee levels (legend). The MSS were ealculated with sampling-without
replaeement simulation.
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To confi rm th is hypoth esis, we reso rted to real data kindly provided by the Sloven ian lichen

survey (Jeran et al, 2003; reproduced wi th pennission). The data pcrtains to two chemical

elements : Calcium (Ca) and Cobalt (Co) selected precisc ly for having a similar RS D (-52%)

and very different skewness and kurtosis (Figure 3.8) . Sampling-wi thout-replacement from

the two elements suggests that , in this partienlar data and for a 20% ME , 30 % more samples

are required to estimate the varianee of the more skewed/kurtosic clement, whereas the sarne

number of sa mp les is required to estimate the ave rage ofboth clc mc nts (Figurc 3.8). Si nce the

only population 's param eter considered in avai lable sample-sizc fonn ulas is the popul at ion 's

varianee. it is pcrh aps 11 0 wonder that 110 samplc-size fonnulas exist (to the best of our
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knowIedge) to estimate the varianee of lognormal populations; according to the above

obscrvations, formulas would nccd to con sider the populatien's skewness and kurtosis instead

ofthe populatien's varianee.

Obviously, larger MSS are required to estimate the ave rage than the varianee for a givcn set

ofeonditions (RSD. skewness/kurtosis, ME and statistical significanee level) and larger MSS

arc required as the ME and statistical significanee level become stricter.

3.4.2 Where to sa mple'!

The question of where to sample is essentially a question of choosing a sampling method of

the many availablc (e.g.: Chaudhuri & Stcngcr, 2005). Here wc compare justthree ofthe most

common non-stratificd probability-based sampling mcthods.; they differ with respect to how

regular or random the samples are drawn from the surfacc.

The three sampling methods arc illustrated in Figurc 3.4. With simplc-random sampling (R).

cach and cvery sample is drawn randomly trom anywhere on the surface (irrcspective of any

sampling-grid); as a rcsult, somc areas of the surface are sampled with lcss density than

ethers. and the size of the areas of undcr-sarnpling (and thus of over-sampling) can be vcry

variabie across the surfacc. With systematic-grid sampling (G), thc first sample is drawn

randomly and serves as thc reference point for both the placement of the sampling-grid and

for the location of all ether samples; as a rcsult, all sampling sites arc samplcd, and all

samples are equidistant trom cach other throughout thc surfacc. With random-within-blocks

sampling (8), the first sample is drawn randomly and serves as the reference point for the

placement of thc sampling-grid, all other samples arc drawn at random locations within the

sampling sites; as a rcsult, all sampling sites are samplcd, but the samples ' location within

each sampling site is random. which means that sornc areas of the surface are sampled with

less density than ethers, but thc arcas of under-sampling (and thus of over-sampling) are less

wide than in the case of R-sampling.

Figurc 3.3 shows thc population ( = 10 000, positively skewed with RSD =IOO%) to be

sampled. The circlcs' sizc can bc taken to reprosent thc concentration of some substance of

interest in a discrete medium amenable to being sampled. The concentrations are not entirely

randomly distributed over thc surface since high values tend to cluster around two hotspots

which could be taken to represent point-sourees such as volcanocs, industrial facilities or

laundry shops. The concentrations decrease exponentially and isotropically with distance

from the hotspots and after a certain disrance. the concentrations arc entirely randomly

distributed.

The aim is to cornparc the three sampling methods with regards to how accurately and

precisely they are able to estimate the avcrage. varianee. skcwncss, kurtosis and maxima of

the population described in the prcvious paragraph. To this end the survcy's sampling density

was kept constant at 400 samples (i.e, in the case of G- and B-sampling this corresponds to

400 sampling sites dcfined by the sarnpling-grid and one sub-sample is drawn from each of

the 400 sampling sites). The estimates obtained from each sampling method were compared
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to the eorresponding popul ation 's param eter by means of a ratio, whieh quant ifies the margin

of error of the estimates. Multiple survey s were earried out in order to investigate the

susce ptibility of the estimates to sampling variability, dcpending on the sampling method

used.

With regards to the estimation of the avcragc, variancc, skewness and kurtosis, on the avcrage

(ove r 30 surveys), G- and l3-sampl ing performed similarly better in that the sampling

variability around the truc popu latien ' s parameter was lowe r compared to that of R-sampling

(Figure 3.9). All three sampling methods showed greater sampling variability in estimating

higher moments (kurtosis and skew ness) than the avc rage and varianee. but nevertheless all

three methods were fairly accurate (i.c. centred on the truc parameter).
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Figure 3.9 Accuracy and sampling variability of the avcrage. varianee. skewness and kurtosis estimated
with three sampling methods (legend), over 30 surveys (x-axes) . Survcy 's estimates are eompared to
the corresponding population parameter by a ratio (y-axes) . The surveys were ordered by aseending
ratios 10 help visualisation. For each survey , 400 samples were drawn from thc population ( =10 000)
shown in Figure 3.3. with the thrce samp ling mcthods illustratcd in Figure 3.4. ote that margins of
error eorrespo nd 10 the following ratio-inlerva ls (y-axes) : 20%=0.8-1.2; 15%=0.85-1.15; 10%=0.9- 1.1.
5%=0.95-1.05.
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With regards to the estimate of the two maximum values in the population, corresponding to

the two hotspots. on the avcrage (over 100 surveys). G-sampling performed considcrably

better than R- and 13-sampling sincc thc fermer's estimates of the maxima showed Icss

variability around thc truc populatien's maxima comparcd to the ot her two sampling methods

(Figure 3.10).
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Figure 3.10 Aeeuraey and sampling variability of the two maximum values cstimatcd with thrcc
sampling rncthods (legend). over 100 surveys (x-axes). Survey's cstimatcs are eompared to the
cortesponding population parameter by a ratio (y-axcs). The surveys were ordered by aseonding ratios
to help visualisation. For eaeh survey. 400 samples were drawn from the population (N=IO 000) shown
in Figurc 3.3. with the thrcc sampling mcthods illustrated in Figurc 3.4. Notc that margins of error
cortespond to the following ratio-intervals (y-axes): 20%=0.8-1.2; 15%=0.85-1.15; 10%=0.9-1.1.
5%=0.95-1.05.

The above-noted differences between the three sampling methods can be readily understood

by looking carefully at Figure 3.4. In the case of G-sampling, all samples are equidistant from

one anothcr, whereas in the case of R- and B-sampling the distanee between samples can be

very variablo across the surface creating areas of under-sampling (and thus of over-sampling)

that are very variabIe in size. With R-sampling thc areas of under-sampling can be wider than

with B-sampling, beeause for the former the randomness operatcs over the entire surface.

whereas for the latter it is restricted to a smaller area, the sampling sites (also known as

blocks). Largc areas of under-sampling imply a greater chance that, on a given survey,

hotspots will nol be sampled, which of course affects more greatly the cstimates of the

maxima and consequently will also trim down the cstimatcs of kurtosis, skewness and finally

of the RSD and ave rage.

Notwithstanding thc general eonclusion above that, for a given survcys sampling dcnsity, G

sampling affords greater precision for a wider range of statistics than the other two sampling

methods tcstcd, in practice, the researcher will often tolerate estimates within a certain margin

of error (ME). oting that ME corresponds to thc following intervals on the y-axes of Figurc

3.9 and Figure 3.10: 20%=0.8-1.2; 15%=0.85-1.\5; 10%=0.9-1.\,5%=0.95-1.05, it bccorncs

clear that, unless the chosen ME is very strict, the three sampling methods rnay be considered

identically precise at estimating the populatien's avcrage and variance. With respect to the I

I
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populatien's maxima, G-sampling is prominently more precise than the other two methods

even at a large ME (20%). Considering that the maxima might be the most interesting and

useful feature of such a population (Figure 3.3), G-sampling is the most effective sampling

method. However, G-sampling can rarely be executed with fidelity in the field because

samples can rarely be found or placed at the exact planned coordinates. Thcrcforc, all things

considercd, B-sampling appears to offer the best compromise between feasibility and

precision in estimation for a wide range of staristics. with the exception of tail-values.

3.4.3 1.1.1 The effect of the survey's sa mpling density

The survcy's sampling density defines the number (and size) of the sampling sites and thus

the level of aggregation of the original population or, in still other words, the resolution of the

survey. Here we investigate how the survey's sampling density impacts the estimation the

population used in the previous scction, described in the results section "Simulation of a

population with spatial structurc" and shown in Figure 3.3 .

The population to be sampled is positively-skewed and has an RSD of 100%, skewness of 2.4

and kurtosis of 6.65 (Figure 3.3) . Consultation of the Appendix suggests that a population

with such characteristics might require sampling densities of, depending on the margin of

error and at a 95% statistical significanee level, approximately 137-1089 samples to estimate

the ave rage and approximately 240-1432 samples to estimate the varianee.

Thrcc, less than ideal but practical, survey's sampling densities were used to estimate the

population in Figure 3.3: 20x20. IOx20 and IOxIO. corresponding to 400, 200 and 100

sampling sites, rcspcctively, All observations within each sampling site were sampled and

polled into a composite sample. The resulting composite samples' ave rages were used to

estimate the parameter ofthe population, for each ofthe three survey's sampling densitics. By

sampling all observations within each sampling site, issues originating from inaccurate or

imprecise estimation ofthe sampling sites are avoided and the focus can thus be placed on the

effect ofthe survey's aggregation on the accuracy and precision ofthe populatien 's estimates.

Table 3.7 compares the parameters ofthe original population with the estimates obtained from

the three different survey 's sampling densities: the latter being averaged over 20 surveys. It

can be observcd that all statistics, except the average. deercase as the survey's sampling

density deercases. The decrease is particularly pronounced for the maxima and minima,

followed by the skewness and kurtosis and finally for the RSD.

Figure 3.11 shows the concentrations as observed in the original population and as estimated

with the survey's sampling dcnsity of 400 sampling sites, along x- and y-cross-scctions over

the two hotspots. It is easily observed that all values are smoothed by the aggregation : high

values become lower and low values become higher and that the transition between

observations/sampling sites is smoother, losing the fine irregular detail that is present in the

original disaggregated population.
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Table 3.7 Comparison of the truc parameters of the population (first column, sec Figure 3.3) with the
estimates obtained from three survey sampling densities: 20x20 , IOx20, IOx10; corresponding
respectivc1y to 400, 200 and 100 sampling sites. All observations within eaeh sampling site were
poolcd. Estimates are avcrages of 20 surveys.

400 200 100

Mean 14.14 14.26 14.28 14.23
SD 14.11 14.07 13.97 13.50

RSD(%) 99.79 98.67 97.78 94.86
Skew 2.4 2.30 2.24 2.03
Kurt 6.65 5.92 5.54 4.04

ledian 8.41 8.37 8.4 1 8.26
Minimum 3.04 3.93 4.01 4.01
Max hotspot I 104.8 87.55 80.90 67.24
Maxhotspot2 103.9 83.9 1 77.77 62.18
1'10 4.33 4.40 4.36 4.49

1'25 5.3 5.22 5.17 5.30
1'75 17.23 17.82 17.65 18.14
1'90 32.24 3 1.05 30.84 3 1.54

RSD-relat ive standard dcviation; PI O-P90- percen tiles.
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Figure 3.11 X- and Y -cross-scction over thc two hotspots. Top: valucs of thc aetual observations in the
population shown in Figure 3.3. Bottom : estimates obtaincd from a 20x20 sampling grid whcrc all
observations within cach of the 400 sampling sites are poolcd and averagcd.

3.4.4 The effect of the sampling sites' sampling density

In practice, it is never possible to sample all observations in the popul at ion as was done in the

previous sec tion, eve n if they are meant to be pooled and analysed as co mpos ite samples. In
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most atmospheric biomonitoring surveys, for instanee, only 5 sub-samples are drawn from

each sampling site (Wolterbeek ct al, 20 I0) . Whi lc the survcy 's sampling de nsity defines the

number of sampling sites of the survey, the sampling sirc's sampling den sity defines the

number of sub- samples drawn from each sampling site. In this scction, the aim is to asses s,

for a fixed survcy's sampling density of 400 sampling sites, the impact of drawing different

numbers of sub-samples, on the estimates of the population as weil as on the estimates of the

local populations within the sampling sites. The population to be estimated is the same as in

the previous two sections and is described in the results section "Simulation of a pop ulation

with spatial structure" and shown in Figure 3.3.

For the population in Figure 3.3 and a survey's sampling den sity of 400 sampling sites, on

ave rage (i.c. over the 400 sampling site s and over 20 surveys), the local populations (i .c. all

observations within sampling sites) have an RSD of about 10% (min-max: 4-18%). The

primary aim ofmost surveys is to estimate the populatien's varianee, but in order to do so one

needs to accurate ly es tima te the samp ling sites' avcrages. Resorting to the sampling -without

replacement simulation procedure or to sample-size formu las (Figure 3.2 and Table 3.4), one

easil y finds that estimation of the ave rage in populations with a 10% RSD requires 1-15 sub

samples depending on the desired margin of error and for a 95% significanee level. Thus the

number of sub-samples being tested here (12, 10. 8, 6 and 4) should give a reasonable range

for the estimation of the local averages.

Table 3.8 Comparison of thc effect of thc number of sub-samples (n) laken from cach of 400 sampling

I
sites (20x20 sampling-grid) on the estimates of the population shown in Figure 3.3. The number of sub-
samples within cach sampling site varics from all observations 10 12. 10. 8 or 4 sub-samples. Sub-

I samples were pooled 10 givc thc average per sampling site, The sampling procedure was rcpcatcd 20
tirnes (surveys) and the results show thc average and standerd deviation over Ihose surveys.

n=all n=12 n=IO n=8 n=4

Mean Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD

Mcan 14.26 14.26 0.03 14.25 0.03 14.26 0.04 14.25 0.06

SD 14.07 14.08 0.06 14.09 0.ü7 14.09 0.07 14.08 0.13

RSD(%) 98.67 98.74 0.31 98.83 0.34 98.81 0.35 98.80 0.67

Skew 2.30 2.31 0.02 2.31 0.03 2.31 0.03 2.31 0.04

Kurt 5.92 5.95 0.19 6.02 0.25 5.99 0.27 6.00 0.35

Med 8.37 8.37 0.09 8.37 0.09 8.37 0.09 8.36 0.14

Min 3.93 3.77 0.09 3.75 0.09 3.71 0.09 3.55 0.13

I
Hotspot 1 87.55 87.21 2.25 87.75 3.02 87.27 3.18 87.19 4.62

Hotspot2 83.91 83.93 1.65 83.98 2.12 83.63 2.11 82.16 3.54

!
PlO 4.40 4.40 0.04 4.40 0.04 4.40 0.04 4.41 0.04

P25 5.22 5.19 0.03 5.17 0.04 5.17 0.05 5.20 0.06

P75 17.82 17.82 0.14 17.82 0.17 17.82 0.18 17.72 0.20

! P90 31.05 31.44 0.38 31.43 0.48 31.46 0.51 31.49 0.62
RSD-rclative standard dcviation; PI0-P90-pereentîles.

I

I

I
I
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Table 3.8 shows that, on the avcrage (over 20 surveys), the number of sub-samples within

eaeh sampling site does not affect the estimates of the population (average, varianee.

skewness, kurtosis, maxima, ete) to any notieeable ex tent when eompared to the case of the

previous seetion where all observations wit hin eaeh of the 400 sampling sites arc poeled.

Howcvcr, deereasing the number of sub-samples does inerease the sampling variabi lity of all

the survcy's estimates, espeeially (in deseending order) of the maxima, kurtosis and

skewness.
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Figure 3.12 Mean and standerd deviation (SD) of eaeh of the 400 sampling sites obtained when eaeh
sampling site is represented by 12 sub-samples (Icft) and by 4 sub-samples (right). In both graphs the
mean and SD wcrc divided by the mean and SD obtained when all observations within eaeh sampling
site are samplcd (n=all). Note that when n=4, cstimatcs vary more greatly around one than when n=12.

Figure 3.12 shows, for one partieular survey, the ave rage and the varianee of eaeh of the 400

sampling sites (i.c . loeal avcrages and loeal varianees) estimated with 4 and 12 sub-samples

and eompares them with the "truc" loeal avcrages and "truc" loeal varianees obtained when

all observations within eaeh of the 400 sampling sites are sampled and poolcd. It ean be

observed that the avcrage of eaeh sampling site aero ss is unbiased but tends to be more distant

from the "truc" loeal avcrage as the number of sub-samples deercases , denoting inereasing

vulnerability to sampling vulnerability. The loeal varianee. on the other hand, tcnds to be

systematieally undcrcstimatcd, and the dcgrcc of this underestimat ion again, tcnds to be

greater as the number of sub-samples deercases. This should be expcctcd as the number of

sub-samples testcd is far from sufficicnt to estimate the varianee of even normal populations

(Appendix). There is no indication that the bias in loeal varianees is greater at sampling sites

with greater " truc" loeal varianees (not shown).
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3.5 Discussion & Conclusion

Minimum sample sizes (MSS) for estimating the average and varianee have been laid out in

the Appendix for normal and lognormal population with a range of RSO, skewness and

kurtosis. inspired by, but certainly not restricted to, distributions observed in atmospheric

biomonitoring surveys of airborne chemical elements (Tabie 3.1-3.3). The MSS provided

apply to populations that are homogeneous, i.c. have no spatial /temporal structure.

To ealculate the MSS required for estimating the ave rage and varianee of the popu lations in

the appendix two methods were used: (I) a simulation procedure known as sampling-without

replaccmcnt, and (2) sample-size fonnulas for finite and infinite populations (Halc, 1972;

StatPoint Technologies. Inc). Whenever comparisons between them were possible (dcpending

on the availability of sample-size fonnulas for partieular types of distributions) they revealed

a good agreement. The sampling-without-replacement procedure, howcvcr, offers greater

tlexibi lity since it can calculate the MSS required to estimate any population statistics (e.g .:

skewncss, kurtosis) and not just the ave rage and varianee. it does not require that a distinction

be made between normal and lognormal distributions (nonnality tests often diverge in their

diagnostics, not shown), and it can be applied to populations with any distribution and not just

normal and lognormal ones. This procedure does, however, require data (realor simulated) of

a population with similar eharaeteristics as the one to be sarnpled, and for this reason sample

size forrnulas, when availablc, arc more practical to use.

The population characteristics that are determinant to the MSS required to estimate the

ave rage and varianee were identified thanks to the sampling-without-replacement simulation.

In the case of the estimation of the ave rage, the determinant population characteristic is the

RSO, independently of the type of distribution; whereas in the case of the estimation of the

varianee. the determinant population characteristic is the skewness and kurtosis, again

independently of the populatien's distribution and indeed of its RSO. No sample-size

fonnulas exist that ealculate the MSS required to estimate the varianee of lognormal

populations, since all sample-size fonnulas use only the populatien's varianee as input. The

sampling-without-replacement procedure, howcver, ean recommend MSS for estimating the

varianee of lognormal and other skewed distributions that are so eommonly encountercd in

environmental data.

Three of the most commonly encountered probability-based sampling methods that differ in

tenns ofthe regularity/periodicity with which samples are drawn were applied to a population

with spatial structure using a fixed survey's sampling density. All three methods gave

unbiased estimates for all statistics (except maxima of course); however they were differently

affeeted by sampling variability. Systematic-grid sampling appears to be the best sampling

method of the three because its estimates are the least affected by sampling variability and

this was truc for all statistics estimated and, in particu lar, maximum values are considerably

more precise with this sampling method than with the other two. Random-within-bloeks

sampling offers similar precision as systematic-grid sampling for all statistics except maxima,

where sampling variability is substantially greater. The differences between the sampling
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methods ean be readily understood by noting the existence and the size of under-sarnplcd

areas relative to the resolution of the survey (i.c. the survey's sampling density). In simpIe

random sampling, under-sampled areas can be wide and if they fall in unusual areas sueh as

hotspols the survey will fail 10 represent them . In the case of random-within-blocks, areas of

under-sampling exist but arc much smaller in sizc, and thus the chance that they will capture

unusual areas such as hotspots. if only partially. is lower. Finally, with systematic-grid

sampling, because all samples are equidistant from one anothcr, no areas of under-sampling

(or over-sampling) can be said to exist with respect to the survey's sampling dcnsity. so if

unusual areas are not accuratcly cstimatcd, it implies that the survey's sampling dcnsity is

inappropriate rather than a problem of where the samples are drawn from. It follows that a

survey carried out with, for instanee. simple-random sampling will require a greater number

of samples to estimate a given statistic with a similar precision as say, systematic-grid

sampling. Howcvcr, in practicc, it is impossible to find or place samples at the exact

coordinates planned by systematic-grid sampling, therefore any survey planned as systematic

grid sampling bccomcs, in the field, some fonn of random-within-blocks sampling. Most

atmospheric biomonitoring surveys 10 date have been carried out in this way: planned as

systematic-grid sampling and carried out as random-within-blocks (Jeran et al, 2003; Freitas

et al, 1999; Ruhling, 1994). Thus, random-within-blocks sampling appears to be the best

compromise between feasibility and estimation precision. with the least number of samples

possible; howevcr, if tail-values are the main interest of the sampling survey, systematie-grid

sampling is considerably more effective than the other sampling methods. In populations with

no sparial structurc, howcvcr. the three sampling methods should provide identically precise

estimates.

The survey's sampling density defines the level of aggregation of thc population. Frorn this

perspeetivo. it defines the amount and type of variability in the original disaggregated

population that is lost to aggregation (i .c. resolution). Loss of infonnation is desirabie up to a

point in order to remove noise and outlicrs, whieh affect disaggregated data more severcly

than avcraged data. Loss of eertain types of variability mayalso be indispensable for some

purposes (e.g. : removal of seasonal fluctuations in daily time-series) (Cox, 2000; Lumley &

Shcppard, 2000). In general. the sparser the sampling density the trimmer the distribution of

the aggregated population beeomes compared to the original disaggregated population. This is

mostly mediared by the attenuation of maximum and/or minimum values (which may be

desirabie as tail-values could be outlicrs), which in turn trims, in deseending order, the

kurtosis, skewness and RSD. In some cases, depending on the populatien's distribution,

ehanging the level of aggregation can also conceivably affect the estimate of the populatien's

ave rage considerably and/or even an entircly different distribution may arise (not shown).

With regards to the estimates of the avcrage of the sampling sites (i.e. loeal avcrages), a

sparser survey's sampling density means that there is less contrast between them and the

transition from one sampling site to another is smoother (which may be desirabie up to a point

as irregularities could be noise). The abovc is truc whether local avcrages are ealeulated from

the avcrage of all individual sub-samples or from the values of partial or whole eomposite

samples. This has implications for the planning of a sampling survey bccausc in order 10
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calculate the MSS one must have an idea of the value of the populatien's parameters (e.g.:

variancc, skcwncss, kurtosis) and to obtain this infonnation researchers often resort to

previous surveys and small samples. From the discussion so far, it follows that the parameters

provided from such sourees are likely to be underestimated due to the high level of

aggregation andJor reduced coverage of small samples and most surveys. This can lead to the

calculation of an insufficicnt number of MSS, especially for estimating the populatien's

varianee. since the skewness and kurtosis of the population (remember skewness and kurtosis

are the determinant factors for the MSS to estimate the variance) can be heavily smoothed

(and imprecise) by too high an aggregation level.

The sampling sirc's sampling density, or equivalently, the number of sub-samples

representing each sampling site defined by a given survey's sampling density was

investigated in tenns ofits impact on both the survcy's and the local populatien 's estimates. 11

is a fundamental rule of nature captured by statistics that the lower the number of samples the

greater the sampling variability in estimation. 11 was observed that sampling variability has

greater impact the higher the moments being estimated (in deseending order: maximum,

kurtosis. skewncss, RSD. ave rage). Thus the sampling sirc's sampling density does not, on the

average. bias the survey's estimates or the local avcrages. but it does affect their precision.

The sampling sire's sampling density does. however bias the local variances: local varianees

tend to be underestimated in the majority of sampling sites and th is is all the more pronounced

the lower the number of sub-samples. The undcr-estimation of local variances does not appear

to be related to the truc concentrations at the sampling sites (e.g.: greater under-estimation at

sampling sites with truc large concentrations).

Since population estimates (e.g.: survey's variance) are based on the values of the sampling

sites defined by the survey's sampling dcnsity, the sampling sites need to be accurately and

precisely estimated. The ave rages of the sampling sites (i.c. local ave rages) need to be

accurately estimated because they are the building blocks for the calculation of all the

survey's estimates. The varianee within sampling sites (i.e. local varianee) need to be

accurately estimated because they provide the unccrtainty of the survey's estimates: if the

varianee within the sampling sites is large. the uncertainty in the survey's estimates is

correspondingly large . Thus it is necessary to have as rigorous an estimate of the population

defined by the survey's sampling density as it is of the local populations within the survcy's

sampling sites. The examples that follow will hopefully iIIustrate this point and make the

con neet ion with the signal-to-noise ratio as expressed by the SV/LV-ratio (Wolterbeek et al,

1996; Wolterbeek & Vcrburg. 2002), as weil as demonstrate the use of the Appendix in

planning a sampling survey.

As a first example suppose wc wish to estimate the varianee of a population characterised by

skewness of 2 and kurtosis of 8 (corresponding to a lognormal with RSD =50%) and wc wish

to do so at a statisticaI significanee level of 95%. Consultation of the appendix recommends

an MSS ranging from 240-1432 depending on the margin of error desired. It would be

inefficient and misleading to demand a ME for the survey's estimates that is lower than the

uncertainty contained within the survey's sampling units, i.e. the local variance. Thus assurne
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that the loeal populations have a known vanance of 25%, then the ME for the survcy's

estimates might be set at no less than 25% (but we shall use a ME of 20% to follow the values

given in the appendix), in whieh ease 240 samples would be needed in order to estimate the

population 's varia nee. These 240 samples actually represent sampling sites for which it is

necessary to accurately and precisely cstimate the local averages in order to have an accurate

and precise estimate of the population 's variance. Thus, loeal populations with an RSD=25%

estimated with, say a ME= I0% (the margin of error for the local ave rages may be no less than

for instanee the analytical error) and significanee level of 95%, would require 30 sub-samples

per sampling site (Appendix). Overall. a population and survey with these eharacteristics

would require 240x30 samples (i.c. 240 sampling sites each with 30 sub-samples).

In a second example, suppose that everything was identical to the first cxamplc, except that

the local varianee was known to be 10% instead of 25%. In this case, one might set the

survcy's ME at no less than 10%. In this case, one would require 709x5 samples (not shown

in Appendix, calculated by formula in Table 3.4) . Note that, compared to the first exarnplc,

fewer sub-samples are required to estimate the local avcrages but more sampling sites are

required to estimate the survey's population, retlecting a deercase in the uncertainty of the

survey's estimates and thus an inereased ability to capture more details at the survey level.

Consider now a third and final examplc, departing from the first. Suppose that an uneertainty

of 25% for the survcy's estirnates, corresponding to the local varianee in the first examplc, is

deemed 100 high for the purposes of the research. The most obvious straightforward solution

is to increase the survey's sampling density. i.c. to incrcasc the number of sampling sites and

thus deercase their size . The desired effect is that sampling sites should become more

homogeneous, i.e. lower variance. The eollateral effect is that decreasing the aggregation of

the population (relative 10 thc first example) can increase thc populatien's kurtosis, skewness

and RSD eonsiderably. So suppose in a somewhat exaggerated example (to follow the values

in Appendix) that thc sampling sites were made smaller and as a consequence the aggregated

populatien's skewness and kurtosis increased from 2 and 8 (first example) to 7 and 93,

respeetivcly. A population with these characteristics would now require 921-1902 sampling

sites (Appendix) to estimate its varianee. depending on the local varianee (margin of error)

achieved by the ncw survcy's sampling density and for a 95% statistical significanee level.

Suppose that the local variances were known to decrease from 25% (first example) to 10%.

the survey would then require 1872 sampling sites to cstimatc the populatien's varianee and 5

sub-samples to estimate thc loeal averages. This example hopefully makes it clear that

decreasing the aggregation ofthe population can unveil more details and complexity which on

its own, independently of the margin of error, requires a greater number of sampling sites;

whereas in the second example there is simply a decrease in the uncertainty (margin of error)

for a particular aggregation level of the population, which also demands a greater number of

sampling sites . In practice, a dccrease in the uncertainty and a dccrease in the aggregation

level of the survey go hand in hand .

If the investigator should decide to use composite sampling, the number of (composite)

samples that would need to be analysed individually in the first, second and third examples
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arc 240. 790 and 1872 whereas the number of sub-samples fonning the composite samples

required to estimate thc local avcrages would be 30, 5, and 5, respectively. Assuming that the

local variances in the three examples were known with exactitude, the SV/LV ratio in the

three examples would 50/25=2, 50/10 =5 and 100/10=10, respectively.

Thc above examples were somewhat contrived for at least two reasons.

The first reason is that they considered the local varianee as given independently of the

survey 's sampling density. In reality, loeal varianees ean only be defined with respect to the

survey 's sampling density. Changing the survey's sampling density changes the local varianee

and a change in local variances changes the margin of error possible for the survey's sampling

density. Thus both local varianee and the survey's sampling density must be considered in

concert in order to deeide on a sound number of sampling sites and sub-samples. Since the

local varianee defines the uncertainty in the survey 's estimates, they need to be kept below a

maximum level chosen to suit the purposes of the research . To achieve this, the researeher

would probably need to perfonn several preliminary surveys in order to adjust the survcy's

sampling density (i.c . the size of the sampling sites) to the desired local variance. Once a

suitable survey's sampling density is found that keeps local varianees below a maximum

level , it defines the degree to which the original population is to be aggregated. The degree of

aggregation, in turn , defines the degree of detail remaining from the original disaggregated

population: the propertics of this aggregated population in turn need to be eonsidered in

defining a suitable number of sampling sites to estimate it, which again feedbaeks on the loeal

varianee obtained from that number of sampling sites.

The seeond reason why the examples above were somewhat contrived is that they assumed an

a priori known local variance, when in reality it needs to be measurcd. Assuming the best case

scenario, where the local populations of the three examples are nonnally distributed (i.c.

skewness and kurtosis are approximately zero), the number of sub-samples required to

estimate the local varianee at each sampling site at, say at a 10% ME and 95% statistical

significanee would be about 224 in all three examples (Appendix). In a more realistic

scenario, howevcr, the larger the loeal varianee the greater the skewness and kurtosis arc

likcly to be, and thus an even greater number of samples would be required. This re

emphasises the need to have a large survey's sampling density, so that local variances are not

only small but also approximately more normal . As seen abovc, a less than ideal number of

samples used in the estimation of the local varianee tends to underestimate it. which can be

highly misleading. The estimation of local variances requires that a huge number of sub

samples are not only sampled but also analysed individually (as opposed to local avcrages

whieh can be analysed as a composite sample, Wolterbeek ct al, 20 I0). Areasonabie solution

might be to analyse all sub-samples in a randomly selected fraction of the sampling sites, but

this of course introduces a ncw souree of uncertainty. This latter approach has become routine

in atmospheric biomonitoring surveys, where sub-samples in about 20% of the sampling sites

are analysed individually, whereas sub-samples in the remainder 80% of the sampling sites

are analysed as composite samples (Jeran et al, 2003; Freitas ct al, 1999; Ruhling, 1994).

Obviously wc have assumed throughout that all sampling sites have identical local variances,
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when in reality this is seldom the case. howcver, so long as variances at each sampling site do

not excecd the chosen maximum valuc, a margin of error for the survey's estimates can be

conlidently used.

The survey variance-to-local varianee ratio (SV / LV) is a necessary and sound measure of the

survey's quality (Wolterbeek ct al. 1996) so long as both the survcy's and the local variances

arc weil estimated. As has been shown here and elsewhere (Wolterbeek & Vcrburg. 2002.

2004b; Wolterbeek ct al. 1996). local variances estimated with less than the optimal number

of sub-samples tend to be underestimated and thus reported SV/L V-ratios are probably

inflated. In biomonitoring surveys at least. where only 5 sub-samples were usually used to

estimate the local varianee. this is probably the case (Jcran et al, 2003; Frcitas ct al, 1999;

Ruhling, 1994). This understandable neglect derives from the fact that the survcy's varianee is

the parameter of greatest direct interest and the fact that in order to estimate both the survcy's

and local varianees one needs a multiplicative number of samples that need to be sampled and

analysed individually (as opposed to composite sampling which can be uscd for measuring

local avcragcs). Sincc, even in the best of circumstances (Iocal populations are normal) the

total number of samples will be too large tor the sampling and/or analytical capabilities of

most research budgets and schcdulcs, alternative or complementary strategies need to be

developed in order to obtain accurate and precise estimates of local variances with less

samples and/or less analyses. Composite sampling allied to large-sample analyses

(Wolterbeek et al, 20 I 0) are of no avail tor estimating local varianccs, though they are very

uscful for estimating local averages. Howcvcr, as seen above the advantages of this approaeh

dim considering that the lower the local variances the lower the numbcr (and size) of the sub

samples required to estimate the local avcrage and thus the number/size/volume of composite

samples will actually be relatively smalt. A more promising strategy to accurately dcterminc

local variances with a lower number of samples is the so-callcd "nearby sites" approximation

based on kriging discussed in Wolterbeek & Verburg (2002. 2004b) and Wolterbeek et al

(1996). And possibly the relationships found in a seminar elegant study which has shown that

the "rnean prediets the number of deviant individuals", at least in some data (Rose & Day,

1990) .

The estimation of local populations also requires a concrete description of what is a sub

sample and wh at is their uncertainty (Aboal et al, 2006). Sub-sample uncertainty may be the

analytica I one or may be that stemming from sampling only a part of the sub-sample (e .g.: a

fraction/mass of a particular lichen present among ethers in a particular tree). In this respect,

the Ingamell's constant may be used (reviewed by Wolterbeek et al. 20 I 0)

The discussion has focused on the more common case where the estimate of linal interest is

the populatien's variance. There are situations, where one may be more intcrcstcd in higher

moments (c.g.: surveillance of peaks or troughs, correlation analyses) . As seen above the

higher the moments the more thcy are affecled by unsuitable sampling methods, sparse

survcy's sampling density and by sampling variability in general and thus the greater the

sample size (sampling sites and sub-samples) they will require.
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In what concerns sampling surveys that measure muhiple parameters simuhaneously one may

ealeu late the MSS (n in the quotation) for eac h para meter but in the words of Cochran (1977,

pSl): "More commonly, there is a sufficient variation among the n's so that we are reluctant

to choose the largcst, either from budgetary consideration or because this will give an overall

standard of precision substantially higher than originally contemplated. In this event, the

desired standard of precision may be relaxed for certain of the items, in order to permit the

use of a smaller value of n".
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4.1 Abstract

Context and Objeetives: This is the first complete epidemiological study to use atmospheric

biomonitoring data as an indicator ofhuman exposure to trace metal elements. The objectives

are: I) to estimate the chronic effect of trace rnetal elements on cardiovascular disease in the

Portuguese population, and 2) to scrutinise significant relationships with regards to:

estimation uncertainty, variabIe selection. and model selection uncertainty.

Materials/Methods: An aggregate ecological design, using 125 municipalities in Portugal,

compared the concentration of 40 pollutants, with II-years hospitaI admissions due to

cardiovascular discases. Single-pollutant Iinear rnodels , F-change variabIe selection

appropriate for confounding control. and the non-parametrie bootstrap wcre used.

Results: early all elements have an adverse effect. Arscnic, Nickel and Vanadium, as weil as

Magnesium, Potassium and Iron figurc as conspicuous predietors of circulatory disease.

Elasticities at the mean averaged 14% over all chemicaI elements. Standard errors were

significantly underestimated in about half of the rclationships, but in most cases this did not

jeopardise statistical significanee. Variabie selection was extremely sensitive to sampling

variability but was consistent within diagnostic-gender-age eategories. The bootstrap did not

appear to provide a satisfactory assessment ofmodel selection uncertainty.

Conclusion: Atmospheric biomonitoring data is a promising tooI for health impact

assessment. The type of pollutants and the magnitude of their effect were consistent with

prcvious epidemiologieal studies of metals. The bootstrap method is recommended for the

assessment of precision and variabie selection but not for the assessment of model selection

uncertainty.

4.2 Introduetion

The health effects associated with the chemical compositron of air pollution, especially

rnctals, was deemed a priority research topic by prominent health and environmental

authorities (HEI , 2002 ; NRC, 1998) . The cmphasis on metals has been mostly motivated by:

I) toxicological studies that disclosed plausible biochemical pathways for cardiorespiratory

toxicity (Ghio, 2004; Gavett et al. 2003 ; Knaapen ct al. 2002 ; Lighty ct al, 2000 ; Costa &
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Drchcr, 1999; Costa, 1998); 2) the long record of occupational epidemiology (e.g.: ATSDR,

2011). Epidemiological studies of environmentally-exposure to trace metal elements have

been somewhat hampered by sparse or irtexistent monitoring data, even those that are a

rccogniscd threat to human health (e.g.: As, Cd, Ni and Pb) (WHO, 2000; EIONET, 2011).

The few extant studies have been mostly of a time-series design (e.g.: Dussoldorp ct al, 1995;

Thurston et al, 2005 ; Claibom ct al, 2002; Laden ct al, 2000; Mar ct al, 2006; Ito ct al, 2006)

and lcss than a handful of a cross-sectionul design (Harrison et al, 2004; Lipfert ct al, 2006).

Cross-scctional studies require dcnscr and wider monitoring nctworks than time-series

studies. This is where organisms such as lichens and mosses, which feed mostly from

atmospheric dcposition, may be valuable. Atmospheric biomonitoring has a long history,

being used not only for mapping but also to identify and locate emission sourees of pollution

(Ruhling, 1994; Garty et al. 2009; Busc et al, 2003; Harmens et al, 2004; sec rcfcrenccs in

Wolterbeek et al, 20 I 0) . The main advantages of atmospheric biomonitoring re1ative to

instrumental monitoring is the considerably lower costs and man-power required to: I)

perferm high-density sampling over wide lcngths of space and/or time; 2) monitor several

pollutants simultaneously ; and 3) ability to reflect eumulative exposures to air pollution and

pre-instrumental pollution history. The disadvantages include: I) a wide variety of factors can

affect the accumulation of pollutants (e .g. : wind direction. wcather, species, physiology, age

and health); 2) biomonitoring reflects not only general atmosphcric dcposition but also local

atmospheric sourees such as soil re-suspension and non-atrnosphcric sourees such as leachates

from tree parts; 3) the time-interval over which pollutants are accumulated is unrcsolvcd,

having been shown to range from two months 10 three years, depending on the trace mctal

clement and environmental factors (Woltcrbcck, 2002; Wolterbeek ct al, 2010; Sloof &

Wolterbeek. I993a, 1993b; Reis ct al, 2002; Godinho ct al, 2004; Godinho, Vcrburg ct al,

2009; Godinho, Wolterbeek et al. 2009; Godinho ct al, 20 11; Marqucs ct al, 2004). Although

modem atmospherie biomonitoring can, to some cxtent, account for or con trol some of the

above sourees of uncertainty (e .g .: by adjusting concentrations to measured environmental

factors or by using biomonitor transplants), the lichen data used in this study was made prior

to the se dcvclopmcnts,

The use of lichens and mosses in epidemiological research began with the influential Nature

paper by Cislaghi & Nimis (1997), whieh rcported a remarkable geographical correspondence

between a lichen biodiversity index and the incidence of lung cancer in a northem region in

Italy . Howcvcr, this and subsequcnt studies have been mostly of an exploratory nature,

because they used corrclation mcasures and perfonned shy if any attempts at controlling

confounding (Wappclhorst et al , 2000; Wolterbeek & Vcrburg. 2004a; Sanncnto ct al , 2008).

To the best of our knowiedge, the present study is the first to use lichen monitoring data in

combination with establishcd epidemiological methods, including estimation of effect

measures and confounding control . Dcspite these improvcrnents, the results of th is paper

should be interpreted with caution, because atrnosphcric biomonitoring is an indirect indicator

of atmospherie composition and the design is aggregate ccological. This study used a cross-
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sectional design with 125 munieipalities in Continental Portugal as the unit s of analysis and

hospitalisations due to eireulatory disca ses as the health outcome.

Thi s artiele has two aims. First , pro vide tentative estimates of the health effects of trace metal

clements in atmospherie deposition. Seeond, assess uneertainties in estimation of effects. in

particular: I) robustness of estimates to sampling variabi lity; 2) robu stness of estimates to

eonfounder se lection; and 3) robu stness of confounder selection to sampling vari ability and to

variabie ' s eate gorie s.

4.3 Methods

4.3.1 Hospital admissions databa se

The hospitaI admissions database was kindly provided by the Administraçäo CentraI do

Sistema de Sa ûde (ACSS , Portu gal). It contained hospitalisation eounts in public hospitals.

summed over the years 1994-2004, for the 27 8 munie ipalities that form Continental Portugal

(Figure 4.2). Hospital admi ssions were disaggregated by three dia gnostic categorics (acronym

and ICD9-CM ): eireulatory disca se (CIR c' 390-459), ischemie heart disca ses (IHD, 410

414 ), and cerebrovaseular discases (C BV, 430-438); as weil as by gender and three age

groups: 25-44 , 45-64 and >64. Ischemi e heart and eerebrovascular disca ses were very rare in

females 25-44 of age (TabIe 4.1) and thus were not eon sidered in the analyses. In total , 16

diagnostic -gender-age categori cs were selectcd for ana lysis.

Table 4.1 Deseriptive statistics (mean, standard dcviai ion , minimum and maximum) of the II -year
prevalenee per 1000 inhabit ant s, of hospital admissions in three diagnosties and six gender-age
eategories. Statistics were ealculated over 227 sampling sites, cortesponding 10 125 munieipalities.

Fcrnalcs Males

A ce Discase Mean SD Min Max Mean SD Min Max

CIRC 29.96 12.78 6.30 76.96 22.24 6.37 7.76 39.47
25-44 IHD 0.75* 0.80 0.00 6.78 4.09 2.21 0.00 13.16

cnv 2.51* 1.22 0.00 6.88 2.86 1.16 0.00 8.01

CIRC 72.17 19.05 35.80 126.01 102.96 25.74 45.31 191.00
45-64 IHD 10.1 8 4.77 0.00 26.44 35.93 13.21 9.84 88.94

cnv 15.68 4.64 4.94 28.79 26.15 7.32 8.54 48.91

CIRC 246.76 70.32 83.77 461.54 335.10 84.49 157.38 600.06
>64 IHD 35.95 14.70 10.88 99.52 68.77 23.10 22.84 170.72

cnv 108.22 29.28 36.44 191.77 133.82 34.82 48.05 248.49
* Hospital admissions excluded from analysis for being too rare. CIRC- eireulatory discascs; IHD 
ischemie heart discascs; cnv- eerebrovaseular discases.
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The 16 hospital admission categories were standardised by the resident population and

multiplied by 1000 (I E, 2011). The data provider was unable to exclude repeated admissions

by the same patient caused by the same diagnostic, when the admissions took place in the

same hospital (personal communication with Dr. Tcrcsa Boto, ACSS, Portugal). For this

reasen. the standardised hospital admissions are probably best defined as II-year prevalenee

per 1000 inhabitants (Tabie 4.1).

4.3.2 Trace metal elements database

Environmental exposure to atmospheric trace metal clements was assessed indirectly with

lichen monitoring. The lalter rcflccts the composition of atmospherie deposition and of non

atmospheric sourees (e.g. : soil re-suspension, leachate from tree leaves). Existing studies

suggesl that the correlation between biological and instrumental monitoring tend to correlate

moderately weil in most cases, but this is issue requires more research (reviewed by

Wolterbeek,2002).

The concentration of 32 trace metal elements (ug g.1 lichen) was obtained from a

biomonitoring survey that sampled the lichen Parmelia sulcata on olive trees in the summer

of 1993. Sampling was performcd at 228 sampling sites throughout Continental Portugal

(black squares. Figure 4.2). A more detailed account of the sampling and analytical

procedures rnay be found in Reis (2001), Reis ct al (1996) and Frcitas ct al (1997, 1999,

2000) .

The trace clement database was processed by Monte Carlo Target Transform Factor Analysis

(MCTTFA), which identified eight emission sourees (Kuik , Blaauw ct al, 1993; Kuik, Sloof

& Wolterbeek, 1993; Kuik & Wolterbeek. 1995).

Table 4.2 shows descriptive staristics for a selection of the 32 trace metal clements and eight

cmission factors found to be significant predietors of hospital adrnissions in single-pollutanl

mode Is. Of the eight emission factors idcntified, three (F I. F2 and F5) were found to be

significant predietors of hospital admissions. F1 appears to indicate a soil souree since it

contributes to a large fraction of the occurrence (approx . 30%) of a wide number of soil

related elements: Sc, Fe, Ti, Th and Sm, and it tends 10 concentrate in the mostly rural cast.

F2 is associatcd with a fuel combustion souree. since it contributes greatly to the occurrence

of Ni and V (approx. 50%) followed by I, Pb and Sb (approx . 30%) and its geographical

distribution is consistent with urban and industrial locations. F5 appears to be a mixed factor,

associated partly with a sea souree and partly with an As source . lt contributes substantially

towards the occurrence ofjust three elements: Cl, Na and As (approx . 45%) . lts geographical

distribution is fairly homogeneous along the coast, consistent with a sea souree. with some

hotspots in the intcrior. possibly associated with As-rich soils or with the use of As-bascd

pesticides in vineyards (Frcitas ct al. 1999,2000) (Figure 4.1).

To case readability, trace metal elements and emission factors are collectively referred to as

pollutants in parts of the text.
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Tab le 4.2 Deseriptive stausucs (mcan , standa rd dcviation, minimum and maximum) of the
concentration (lig s' liehen) of chemica I clements and their assoeiated emission facto rs (prefix F)
determi ned in the liehen Parme/ia sulcata in 227 samp ling sites , eorresponding to 125 munieipalities in
Continental Portugal (Figure 4.1) . Only those ehemieal clements and emission factors that were found
to be significant predietors ofhospital admissions arc shown.

Mean SD Min Max (sj] (m)t B/W§

As 1.72 0.93 0.71 4.85 213 115 2.31

Cl 1364 480 528 3200 227 125 0.94

Cr 5.26 2.28 1.96 13.40 219 118 1.16

Cs 0.60 0.30 0.22 I. 72 213 115 I. 72

Eu 0.18 0.08 0.07 0.48 217 118 1.03

Fe 2125 989 705 5320 2 16 118 1.46

Hf 0.4 1 0.20 0.14 1.12 2 10 113 1.37

1 6.78 3.18 2.24 17.60 222 122 1.57

K 5462 1561 2280 10 900 227 125 1.61

La 2.98 1.46 1.0 1 7.80 2 10 114 1.10

Mg 1986 741 772 4690 224 124 2.12

Mn 51.05 17.91 18.70 115 226 124 1.69

Ni 3.76 2.06 1.33 10.60 199 112 1.76

Sb 0.29 0.16 0. 1I 0.84 205 I 12 2.38

Sc 0.40 0.14 0. 16 1.02 224 124 1.27

Sm 0.44 0.20 0.15 1.16 218 117 1.06

Th 0.88 0.46 0.32 2.48 205 1I I 1.81

Ti 330 152 I11 808 220 121 1.16

V 13.99 7.87 5.35 40 .60 206 116 1.57

FI 62.28 64.84 0.00 362 227 125 2.20

F2 10.07 8.21 0.00 47 .23 227 125 1.41

F5 38.91 18.82 8.65 109.50 227 125 1.50
t umber of non-m issing sampling sites . t umber of munieipalities . § Between-area to within-area
varianee ratio .
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Figure 4.1Geographieal distribution of [he values of the emission factors (F I. F2. 1'5) found to be
significant predietors of hospita lisations. The bubb le's area is proportional to the factors' values and
their loeation corresponds to the coordi nates of the 228 liehen sampling sites (blaek square s in Figure
4.2) .
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4.3.3 Co nfou nders database

The confounders database was assembied from two sources: the website (I E. 2011) and a

CD-ROM publication (I E. 2006) of the Portuguese National Statistical Institute (I E.

Portugal).

The selection of potential confounding variables was made by benchmarking state-of-the-art

multi-level prospective cohort studies of air pollution. assisted by substantive reasoning

regarding the variablcs" causa I proximity, data quality (e.g.: extreme values, variance),

susceptibility to measurement error (e.g.: information bias) and construct rcdundancy (e.g .:

Krewski et al. 2000; Willis ct al, 2003 ; Jcrrett et al. 2003; Lipfert & Morris. 2002; Lipfert et

al. 2000; Lipfert et al, 2003; Sarrnento et al. 2008). In an attempt to minimise confo unding by

group and effect modification by group , confounders were sclcctcd on the basis that they were

risk factors for discase. regardless of their corre lation with the elemental concentratio ns

between groups (Mo rgcnstc rn, 2008; Willis ct al. 2003; Greenland & Morgenstern. 1989).

Lifestyle variab les and physio logica l parameters were only avai lable for regions larger than

municipalitics and thus could not be used (INE & INSA. 2009) .

Twenty-eight variab les were selected that covered ten broad types of hcalth detenninants: air

pollution sources, exposure asscssmcnt, placcs, dcmography, socioeconomics, socia l capita l,

cmployrncnt, education. living conditions and health status/services (C I to C28 in Tab le 4.3

and Table 4.4) . These 2S variables refer to characteristics of the rnunicipalities or of the total

population within each rnunicipality, regardless of gender and age . Since the hospital

admi ssions data refer to specific gender-age catcgorics, the lack of equivalent standardisation

of some confounders could cause a bias known as mutual standardisation (Rosenbaum &

Rubin, 1984). From the census of 2001, it was possible to obtain some confounder data

disaggregated by gender-age categotics. name ly: marital status. education and employment

(C29 to C33 in Table 4.3) (INE. 20 11). Employmcnt data was only available for working age

groups and was represented by three variables: uncmp loymcnt, and employment in industry

and agriculture (C31 to C33 in Table 4.3) .

In sumrnary, each of the 16 diagnostic-gender-age hospi tal admissions was mode lied with the

same set of 28 confounders (C I-C2S). The hospital admissions in the worki ng-age groups

were mode lled with an additional set of five gender-age-s pecific confoundcrs, yie lding a total

of 33 confounders (C29-C33). The hospital admissions in the oldes t age-group (>64) were

mode lled with an additional two gender-age-speci fic confoundcrs, yie lding a total of 30

confou nders (C29-C30) (Tab Ie 4.3 and Tab le 4.4) .
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TimeUnits

Table 4.3 Confounders included in the Full model, divided into 10 types ofhealth determinants (capital
letters) and into eonfounders describing the total-population and confoundcrs describing speeific
gender-age groups of the population. Inh=inhabitant.
Code I Category and name
TOTAL POPULATION ECOLOGICAL CONFOUNDERS

Cl

C2

AIR POLLUTION SOURCES
Gasoline sales

Industrial Eleetricity Consumption

Tonneslkm-2

% total clcctricity
consumption

1996-04

1998-03

C3
C4

C5

SOCIO-ECONOMICS
Credit
Tax on motor vehicles
Purchasing power

1000 l inh
1000 inh

Inh

1995-04
1995-03

1993-04

SOCIAL CAPITAL
C6 Survival pension
C7 Crimes against people
C8 Divorced

PLACES

100inh
1000inh
100inh

1994-04
1998-00
2001

C9 Population density
CIO Places <2000 inhabitants
Table 4 .3 continued
Code Carcgory and name

inh/krn "
100inh

Units

1997
2001

Time
LIVING CONDlTIONS

CII Domestic clcctricity consumption

CI2 Water consumption
CI3 Urban waste
CI4 CentraI Heating
C 15 Classical Families with onc person

HEALTH STATUS

kW ' per hour per
1000inh
M·3 per inhabitant
Kg-I per inhabitant
% housing
% classical families

1998-00

2001-03
2002-04
2001
2001

CI6 Infant mortality
C 17 Appointments in Health Cenlres

EXPOSURE ASSESSMENT

1000 live births
Inh

1998-02
1994-03

CI8 Immigrants from other municipalities
C 19 Emigrants to othcr municipalities
C20 Commuting - mean duration

EMPLOYMENT

100inh
100inh
minmes

2001

C21 Unemployment
C22 Employed in Industry, Construction. Energy and Water
C23 Employed in Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries

EDUCATION

100inh
2001

C24 Compulsory Education (9years)
DEMOGRAPHY

100inh 1991

C25 Birth rate
C26 Population change
C27 Child dependency ratio
C28 Agcd dependency ratio

1000inh
100inh
100inh
100inh

1992-94
1991-01
1991
1991

GENDER-AGE-SPECIFIC ECOLOGICAL CONFOUNDERS

11

C29 Divorced
C30 Lower secondary cducation-cornplctcd (ISCED 2)
C31 Uncmploycd
C32 Industrial socioeconomie group
C33 Auricultural socioeconomie aroun

100inh 2001
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Table 4.4 Descriptive statistics (rncan. standard dcviation, minimum and maximum) of the confounders
(sec Tablc 4.3). Statistics were calculated over 227 sampling sites. corrcspon ding to 125 municipalities .
Staristics for the confounders C29 to C33 (Tab lc 4.3) are not shown beeause they have different values
depending on the gcndcr-agc group.

Mean SD Min Max Mean SD Min Max

C l 33.97 74.64 0.10 906.80 C I5 17.31 4.50 6.81 27.90

C2 37.27 20.40 3.77 92.82 C I6 4.8 1 2.50 0.00 12.60

C3 5.67 2.71 1.17 16.45 CI7 2.85 0.57 1.78 5.21

C4 0.58 0.14 0.26 1.26 CI8 5.64 3.13 2.23 20.77

C5 71.10 21.37 35.89 161.00 C I9 4.83 1.67 2.80 12.39

C6 6.21 1.53 3.26 11.39 C20 18.61 4.82 11.98 38.24

C7 4.41 1.98 1.23 13.53 C2 1 6.57 2.31 2.50 16.50

C8 1.53 0.57 0.50 4.00 C22 37.95 11.63 14.58 65.66

C9 189.81 334.21 7.66 3308.02 C23 8.37 6.52 0.43 35.09

C IO 60.78 24.45 5.68 98.73 C24 16.43 6.65 6.05 50.29

CI I 857.20 131.70 573.46 1337.87 C25 10.22 2.52 5.23 19.17

C I2 63.66 33. 10 8.33 190.00 C26 4.78 9.94 - 17.95 39.39

C I3 406 .98 117.05 168.49 8 11.37 C27 29.86 4.0 1 22.40 46.30

C14 5.78 4.64 0.10 19.30 C28 24.43 8.09 9.70 66.80

4.3.4 Study area and unit of analysis

The epidemiological design was aggregate cco logical with a subset of municipali ties in

Continental Portuga l as the unit of armlysis and study area, respective ly. Mun ic ipal ities were

the lowest geographica l unit for whic h health data we re free ly and read ily avai lable (pe rso na l

communicatio n wi th Dr. Teresa Boto, ACSS, Portugal and IN E, Portugal ), and we re a lso the

lowest gcographical unit for which man y co nfo unde rs were ava ilable (INE, 20 11, 2006). The

hospi ta lisation period 1994 -2004 was chosen because it sta rts the year after the lich en survey

and it cnds before major changes in the way hospital isation are rccordcd we re made (personal

communication with Dr. Teresa Boto, ACSS, Portugal and (NE, Portugal ).

While the hospitalisation and confounders database covered all 278 municipalities that make

up Continental Portuga l, the trace metal cle ments da tabase, co ns isted of 228 sampling sites

tha t covered on ly 126 munic ipali ties in Continenta l Portuga l (Figurc 4.2). One munic ipal ity

(Loulé, A igarve) had to be exc luded because it showed ex treme va lues for severa l

confo unde rs, likely ow ing to its inten se touristie ae tivi ty. The intersectio n of the thrcc

da tabases thus yie lde d 125 unique mu nie ipa lities on whic h ana lysis eo uld be ea rried out (g rey

polygons, Figure 4 .2) .

Statistical interpolation of the polluta nt' s 227 point co nce ntrations into surface co nce ntrations

matching the 125 municipalities was not performed because for most pollutants the spatial I
dependenee was either weak or undetectable (no t shown; Crcssic, 1993; Wakefield. 2004;

Wakefie ld & Shaddick, 2006; Wolterbeek & Vcrburg . 2004b). Instead, a ll po int I
concent rations were used in regression ana lyses (sec be low).
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The hospital admissions and confounders database were adjusted so that municipalities with

more than one lichen sampling site, had rep cat cd values. For example, if a municipality

contained three sampling sites, the municipality was represented by three obscrvations, all

with the same value for the hospital admissions and confounders, but different values for the

chemical clements corresponding to the concentrations recorded at each of the three sampling

sites. This procedure amounts to a weighed regression that accounts for the observed within

area variability in pollutant concentrations. Thus the efTective number of observations (i .c. N)

used in regression analysis was 227, corresponding to 125 unique municipalities.

Table 4.5 shows some ofthe characteristics ofthe study area. The between-area to within-area

varianee ratio (B/W) (also known as signal-to-noise ratio) (Salway, 2003; Wolterbeek &

Vcrburg, 2002) of the pollutants was calculated by averaging the within-area varianee over

the 51 municipalities with more than one sampling site and by calculating the between-area

varianee over the mean values of the 125 municipalities.

Figure 4.2 Gco-rcfcrcnccd map depieting the 278 munieipalities that fonn Continontal Portugal (grey
and white polygons). Blaek squares represent the 227 sampling sites whcrc ehemieal clements wcrc
mcasurcd. Grey polygons represent the study area, i.c. 125 munieipalities with at least one sampling
site (blaek squares) .

Table 4.5 Deseriptive statistics (mcdian, minimum and maximum) of thc study area (Figure 4.1) . Also
shown is the total number of hospital admissions over the study period the study pcriod (1994-2004).

Median Min Max % of Portu al
245 21 1722 51%
23 389 3393 363 749 56%
1886 324 21971 52%
331 48 5975 50%
682 118 6736 52%
1.8 I 10 NA
1.55 0.94 2.38 NA

t Between-area 10 within-arca varianee ratio,

Area (km ")
Inhabitants
CIRC
IHD
CBV
Sampling sites
B/Wt
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4.3.5 Pre-selection of rclationships

The databases. consisting of 16 diagnostic-gcnder-agc hospital admission categories and 40

pollutants resulted in no less than 640 possible single-pollutant relationships.

Se lec tion of the most significant re latio nships was perfo rmed using two crite ria. The firs t

required that the F-value of the model and the t-value of the pollu tant were both highly

significant at p<.OI in the Full model (i.c. model that contains a pollutant and all 30-33

confounders). The second required that the t-value of the clement/factor was moderately

significant at p<.OS in the Simple model (i.c. model that contains a pollutant and no

confounders). The first criterion is typical of environmental epidemiological studies (e .g .:

Lipfert ct al, 2000), whereas the second is meant to avoid cases of complete negative

supprcssion, which challenge causal interpretation and may show inflated statistical

significanee (Friedman & Wall, 200S; Tzelgov & Hcnik, 1991). The criteria selected SO

relationships on which a ll analyses wi ll be performed.

4.3.6 on-paramctric bootst rap

The non-parametrie bootstrap was used to assess the robustness of estimation and of variabIe

selection to sampling variability, and to assess the robustness of estimation to multiple testing

(model selection uncertainty). This technique generatcs (bootstrap) samples by sampling

with-replacement from the vector of observations over all variables required for regression

(hospitalisations, pollutants and confounders) (Efron & Tibshirani, 1993; Stinc, 1989). Note

that the bootst rap relics on a single but un-chcckablc assumption : that the bootstrap sampling

distribution is ab Ic to reproduce the truc sampling dist ribution (Efron & Tibshi rani, 1993;

Stinc, 1989; Chcrnick, 2008).

One thousand (SOO in section "Model selection unccrtainty") bootstrap samples were

gcnerated. The number of observations in bootstrap samples equallcd that in the original

sample ( - 227 if no observations were missing. Table 4.2) . The mean and standard deviation

of the bootstrap sampling distributions correspond to the bootstrap slope (B*) and the

bootstrap standard error (SE*), respectively (Efron & Tibshirani, 1993 ; Stinc, 1989).

4.3.7 Lincar regrcssion and cstimation of effect s

Ordi nary Least Squares (OLS) linear regression was perfonned on bo th observed sample and

bootstrap samples. Linear regression was used fo r three reasons. First, a ll va riables are

continuous and the study design is aggregate ecological; in such cases. linear regression has

been recommended (Rothman, 2002; Greenland. 1992; Greenland & Robins. 1994; Salway,

2003 ; Glynn ct al, 2008). Sccond. the study area is Portugal, a fairly small and un

industrialised country which benefits from favourable dominant Atlantic winds. Thus it is

reasonable to assume that exposure is low and has a narrow range, relative to the full

exposure range of the truc dosc-rcsponsc curve. In suc h cases, a linear ap proximation is

reasonable (Rothman, 2002; Wakefie ld. 2003; Sa lway & Wakefie ld. 2004). Third, non-lincar
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models assurnc that the exposure etTeet interacts with the confounder, which sccrns

unreasonab le, especially in an eco logica l study (Ro thma n, 2002).

Under strong causal assumptions (Rothman, 2002), the linear slope of the pollutant (IJ,) is

assumed to be equivalent to the etTect estimate Risk DitTerence (RD). The RD was converted

into relative measures of effect: Risk Ratio (RR) and Elasticity at the rnean (E). RD and RR

were expressed in relation to an "achievable change" (a) in pollutants, i.e. the mean minus the

minimum concentration of the po llutants across the 125 municipalities (Lipfert et al, 2006) .

Thus:

aRD =.B, [mean(X)-min(X)] ,

aRR= a+IJ,.mean(X)+L :.,IJz.mean(Zt)
a+fJ,.min(X)+ 2::.1fJZ.mean(Zt)

E = IJ _m_e_an~(_X...!..)
, mean(Y)

and

(Lipfert et al, 2006; Cohen et al. 2003; Baxter et al. 1997; Cameren & Trivedi, 1989;

Greenland & Morgenstem, 1989). E was calculated because it is more readi ly comparable

with the resu lts of existing epidemiological studies (Lipfert, 1993; Baxter et al, 1997; Lipfert

et al, 2006).

Estimates are presented for the F model only because it includes all confounders selected a

priori on the basis of substantive reasoning (Chen et al, 1999; Jorgensen ct al, 2007; Fcwcll et

al, 2007; Robins & Morgenstem, 1987) .

4.3.8 Estimation uncertainty

Assessment of the robustness of estimation to sampling variability was performed by

comparing the pollutant's slope and standard error estimated in the observed sample (called

naïve cstimates and dented by Band SE) with those estimated from the bootstrap sampling

distribution (called bootstrap estimates and denoted by B* and SE*). Comparisons were

expressed in terms of %bias: the ditTerenee between the naïve and bootstrap estimates,

relative to the naïvc cstimatc, By conve ntion, the bias was judged significant when it reac hed

>11 0%1· These comparisons were performed for the estimates obtained frorn each of the four

model specifications (see next section).

4.3.9 Model reduction

Four mode l specilications were estimated with üLS linear regression. All models included a

single po llutant, which was always force-e ntered in the model, and 33 confounders (30 for

hospitaI admissions in the >64 age-group), which were subject to variabie selection

procedures. The four model specilications are listed below.
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I. Full model (F) - all 30-33 co nfounders se lected a priori were forcc-cntercd in the

model.

2. Backward model (B) - confounders were selected backwards, starti ng from the F

model, using the F-change criterion at p<.20.

3. Mean Backward model (MB) - confounders were selected by model averaging

(Chatficld, 1995), which involved two stages. First, for each relationship 500

bootstrap samples we re generated and the B model was applied to each bootstrap

sample. Secend. the mean (k) number of confounders se lec ted across the 500

bootstrap samples was calculatcd and the most prevalent k confounders ide nt ified .

The MB model for each relationship was then specified by these k most recurrent

confounders.

4. Simple model (S) - no confounders were entered in the model.

Confounders in Band MB modeIs were selected backwards with F-change at p<.20. This

criterion was chosen beeause it has been shown to be an adequate alternative to the Change in

Estimate (CE) criterion with a cu t-off of 10% . The poten tia l adva ntage of F-change over CE

is that it prevents both important confounders and important predietors from being excluded

(Mickey & Greenland. 1989 : Maldonaldo & Greenland. 1993: Greenland. 1989: Jorgensen et

al. 2007).

Over the 50 rclationships. the MB and B model contained on average 20 (rnin-rnax: 17-23)

and 18 (12-22) confounders, respectively.

The slope (B) , standard error (SE) and mu ltip le correlation eoeffieient (R 2
) obtai ned from the

B. MB and S models werc compared with those obtained from the F model. The comparison

was expressed in % bias: difference between the F model's estimate and the reduced model's

cstimatc, relative to the F model 's estimate. By convention. a significant bias was judged

wh en it reached >110%1. A difference in slope of > 11 0%1 between alternative modeIs is

commonly used as an indicator of residual co nfo unding (e.g. : Jorgen sen et a l, 2007: Fewell et

al, 2007; Robins & Morgenstern. 1987: Rothman, 2002).

Band MB models are collectively referred to as reduced models in the tcxt, to contrast them

with the F model.

4.3.10 Model seleetion unccrtainty

Model selection uncertai nty was assessed by a rncthod suggcstcd by Cha tfic ld (1995), whic h

is ca lled here the V model, and is based on the non-parametrie bootstrap. For each

rclationship, 500 bootstrap samples werc generated. VariabIe selection was perforrned on

each bootstrap sample using the B model (see above) . The resulting sampling distribution's

mean and standard deviation were used to detennine the bootst rap slope (B*) and standard

error (SE*). Note that the V model's estimates are different trom the bootstrap estimates

obtained from the other modc ls (F, Band M B) because wit h the fonner, va riab ie se leetion is

pcrformcd on each boo tstrap sample, whereas wit h the latte r. variabIe se lection is perfonn ed

on the observed sample and then the selected model is fixed and fitred to each bootstrap

sample.
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The bootstrap slope (13*) and bootstra p standard error (SE*) ob tained from the V model were

com pa red wi th those ob tained from the F, B and MB modeis. The co mparisons we re

expressed in %bias: the difference between the V model's estimate and that of the other

modeis, relative to the V model's estimate. 13yconvention, a significant bias was judged when

it reached >1 10%1.

4.3.11 Robustncss of confoundcr selection

Robustness of variabie se lect ion was eva lua ted relative to two aspects: sampling variabi lity

and within hospita lisation categories. Both evaluations used the confounder composition of

each of the 500 modeIs selected by the V model.

The robustness of variabie selection to sampling variability was assessed by noting the

frequency with which identical confounder combinations occurred across the 500 bootstrap

samples. For instance, for a given re latio nshi p the V model may result in the se lec tio n of

model A (e.g.: C I+C2+C5 +C II +C29) in 50 bootstrap samples. model B (e.g.: C5 +CII +CI5)

in 100 bootstrap samples. and model C (e.g .: C l+C2+C5 +CII +C25+C27+C32) in 350

bootstrap samples. Thcn , the maximum frequency) was found (in the example 350).

The consistency of variabie selection within and between hospitalisation categorics (i.e.

diagnostic-gender-age groups) was assessed by determining the inclusion freq uency, i.e.

num ber of times a confounder is included over the 500 mo de Is obtained from the V mo del

(mi n: 0; max : 500) (Heymans ct a l, 2007). The inclusion frequency ove r all confounders was

then correlated between relationships that belonged to the same hospitalisation category, but

with different pollutants (i.c . within hospitalisation categories) and between relationships that

did not belong the same hospitalisation category (i.c. between hospitalisation categories).

4.3.12 Software

SPSS 17.0 syn tax was used to perfonn the non-parametrie bootstrap and üLS linear

regression. ArcG IS Explorer Desktop was used to plot the geo -refcrcnced map in Figure 4.1.

4.4 Results

4.4.1 Estimation of pollutant effects

Table 4.6 presents the po llutant ' s effect as estimated with the F model, for each of the 50

relationships.

Interpretation of linear regression estimates as epidemiological measures of effect requires

strong assumptions (Rothman, 2002). the most important of which are : I) lichens reflect

human inha lation exposure to trace mcta l cle ment; 2) relationsh ip between predietors and

hospita lisat ions are causa l; and 3) no biases are present . especial1y measu rement er ror and

residual confounding (Rothman, 2002; Morgenstem, 2008; Salway & Wakefie ld. 2004). This

study cannot ensure compliance to these assurnptions. thus Table 4.6 should be interpreted

with great caution.
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Tab lc 4.6 Effect es timates of thc pollutant in thc 50 sclcctcd rclationships, cs timaicd by thc Full model.
Estimates are ordered by (he Risk Ratio for an achicvablc change in pollut ant (a RR).

Rc lation sh ins R2 nJ At aRD! aRR! E§ SE(E) s SE*(E) s
F65+-IHD-As 0.64 0.64 1.011 4.784 1.193 0.226 0.042 0.064

F65+-IHD-F2 0.61 0.51 10.09 3.608 1.175 0.100 0.031 0.034

M25-44-IHD-Mg 0.43 0.63 1215 0.817 1.171 0.326 0.100 0.106

F45-64-CBV-K 0.49 0.68 3183 2.256 1.168 0.247 0.065 0.066

F45-64- IHD-As 0.57 0.63 1.01 1 1.34 1 1.149 0.224 0.052 0.064

M25-44- IIID-Ni 0.47 0.58 2.434 0.743 1.147 0.281 0.073 0.072

F45-64-CBV-Se 0.50 0.78 0.247 1.958 1.143 0.205 0.050 0.055

F45-64-CBV-Mg 0.50 0.69 1215 1.904 1.138 0.199 0.049 0.047

M25-44-IHD-V 0.46 0.54 8.642 0.603 1.132 0.238 0.072 0.074

F45-64-CBV-Th 0.56 0.65 0.557 1.786 1.131 0.180 0.036 0.045

F65+-CIRC-As 0.55 0.64 1.01 1 23.323 1.124 0.160 0.033 0.043

M25-44-CBV-Sb 0.40 0.48 0.176 0.336 1.114 0.191 0.062 0.078

F45-64-CBV-Cs 0.56 0.69 0.378 1.59 1 1.114 0.160 0.035 0.036

F65+-IHD-Ni 0.65 0.57 2.434 3.112 1.114 0.134 0.044 0.042

M25-44-IHD-Fe* 0.44 0.65 1421 0.702 1.112 0.257 0.08 1 0.099

M25-44-IHD-Cr 0.42 0.71 3.305 0.613 1.105 0.239 0.082 0.089

F45-64-CBV-Mn* 0.47 0.63 32 1.476 1.104 0. 149 0.056 0.058

M45-64-CB V-I 0.44 0.46 4.543 2.172 1.103 0. 124 0.047 0.048

M25-44- IHD-F2 0.43 0.50 10 0.653 1.099 0.159 0.05 1 0.05 1

M25-44- IHD-As 0.43 0.62 1.0 11 0.5 14 1.094 0.2 13 0.07 1 0.077

F45-64-CIRC-As 0.55 0.63 1.011 6.181 1.094 0.145 0.031 0.034

F45-64-CBV-Sm 0.51 0.72 0.292 1.321 1.093 0.128 0.039 0.045

F45-64-CBV-V 0.49 0.51 8.642 1.266 1.088 0.131 0.041 0.047

F45-64-CBV-Eu 0.52 0.74 0.118 1.209 1.084 0. 120 0.039 0.045

F45-64-CBV-Fe* 0.50 0.64 1421 1.208 1.084 0.115 0.042 0.050

M45-64-C BV-F2* 0.44 0.47 10 1.965 1.080 0.075 0.027 0.03 1

F65+-C BV-Ni 0.39 0.57 2.434 7.606 1.080 0.109 0.038 0.038

F45-64-CBV-Ti* 0.49 0.64 2 19 1.152 1.080 0.111 0.042 0.051

F45-64-CBV-Sb* 0.49 0.46 0.176 1.138 1.079 0.118 0.042 0.056

F45-64-CBV-La 0.52 0.76 1.969 1.135 1.079 0.110 0.037 0.039

F65+-CBV-Cs 0.44 0.69 0.378 8.508 1.078 0.124 0.036 0.038

M45-64-CBV-Ni* 0.41 0.55 2.434 1.903 1.077 0.1 12 0.039 0.046

M45-64-CI RC-As 0.53 0.63 1.0 I I 8.448 1.077 0. 139 0.030 0.036

F65+-CBV-V 0.4 1 0.55 8.642 8.508 1.077 0.127 0.038 0.043

F45-64-CBV-FI 0.49 0.59 62 1.093 1.075 0.070 0.019 0.025

F45-64-CIRC-F5* 0.49 0.69 30 4.984 1.074 0.089 0.034 0.036

F45-64-CBV-As 0.50 0.63 1.011 1.078 1.074 0.117 0.037 0.044

F65+-IHD-V* 0.63 0.55 8.642 2.741 1.073 0.123 0.044 0.049

M45-64-1HD-As 0.55 0.63 1.011 3.6 18 1.072 0. 171 0.043 0.053

F45-64-CBV-Hf* 0.53 0.76 0.269 1.028 1.071 0.101 0.035 0.04 1

M65 +-C IRC-As 0.53 0.64 1.011 27.353 1.070 0. 139 0.030 0.036

F65+-CBV-As 0.42 0.64 1.011 7.563 1.069 0. 119 0.036 0.040
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Table 4.6 Continued

Rclationshins R2 nI At aRDt aRRt ES SEIEl S SE*!E) S

M45-64-CBV-Cs* 0.48 0.68 0.378 1.617 1.064 0.098 0.037 0.042

M65+-IHD-As 0.68 0.64 1.011 5.535 1.063 0.137 0.032 0.041

M25-44-CIRC-As 0.54 0.62 1.0I1 1.847 1.061 0.141 0.034 0.039

M65+-CBV-Cs 0.43 0.69 0.378 9.090 1.060 0.107 0.035 0.036

M65+-CBV- i* 0.38 0.59 2.434 8.723 1.056 0.101 0.037 0.040

M65+-CBV-V* 0.39 0.56 8.642 8.669 1.055 0.105 0.037 0.043

11
M65+-CBV-As 0.40 0.64 1.011 8.527 1.055 0.108 0.035 0.037

M45-64-CBV-CI 0.44 0.81 837 -2.374 0.919 -0.148 0.048 0.047
* Rclationships where clement/factor ccascs 10 be statistically significant al p<.OI when SE*(E) are
used in plaee of SE(E). Toleranee . t Aehievable change in clement/factor. t Risk different and risk
ratio per achicvablc change . § Elastieity at the mean and its naïvc (SE(E» and bootstrap (SE*(E»
standard errors .

1I
I1

11

11

11

11

Over the 50 relationships, pollutants are a lways positively associated with hospital

admissions, exeept for Cl and ccrcbrovascular discase in males 45-64 years old. As is the

most prevalent pollutant, being significantly associated with 13 hospitalisation categories. Ni,

V and F2 are very inter-correlated and appear to signaI an urban-rural gradient, sincc they

show high collinearity with the confounders (Tolerance, Figure 4.6). Strong effects were also

observed with seemingly innocuous clements such as Mg, K and Fe, which arc usually

associatcd with lichen physiology.

The aRD is a measure of impact, as such it tends to be larger for hospitalisation categorics

that are common. On the ave rage, 4 hospitalisations (min-max: -2-27) are associated with an

achievable change in pollutant concentrations.

The aRR avcrages 1.09 (min-max: 0.92-1.19) suggesting a 9% excess risk of hospitalisations

per achievable change in pollutant coneentrations.

The E correlates weil with a RR. and suggests an ave rage 15% increase in hospitalisations

(rnin-max: -15-33%) per 1% inerease in pollutant concentrations.

There is no apparent pattem whereby particular types of pollutants (e.g.: urban/industrial

origin such as i. V and F2) have a stronger effect (aRR and E) than other types of pollutants

(e.g.: naturalorigin sueh as Mg, Fe and K).

4.4.2 Estimation unccrtainty

The assessment of the robustness of estimates to sampling variability is important beeause

estimates based on a single sample may be biased by violations of OlS assumptions (e.g.:

outliers. hcteroscedascity, non-norrnal andlor non-independent residuals) (Efron & Tibshirani,

1993; Stine, 1989; Chernick. 2008 Chapter 4). This assessment is made by generating

sampling variabi lity through the bootstrap.
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Figure 4.3 Boxplots (minimum, 25%, 50%, 75% and maximum), ealculatcd over thc 50 rclationships,
of the %bias belween naïvc and bootstrap cstirnatcs of the slope (B-bias) and thc standard error (SE
bias). Rcsults are shown tor the four modcls (x-axis) .

Figurc 4.3 shows thc estimation uncertainty for each of thc four modeIs (I', B, MB and S),

avcraged over the 50 relationships. Thc SE-bias, and to alesser extern. thc B-bias are fairly

similar across thc three modeis. Thus generalising across thc four modeis: B-bias avcrages

+ I% (min-max: -3+6%) with all of thc relationships having a Bvbias'<]l0% 1, whereas thc SE

bias avcrages -11 % (-41+ 14%) with 47 % ofthe relationships having an SE-bias<1I0% 1.

The results indicate that sampling variability does not affect B estimation to any grcat extent.

This was expectcd since thc mcan of thc bootst rap sampling distribution should equal thc

sarnplc 's parameter, unless thc sample size is too small (Efron & Tibshirani. 1993; Stinc,

1989 ; Chcrnick. 2008). There is a clear tendency for B* to become larger than B as thc model

becomes larger, probably owing to thc decreasing numbers of degree of freedom (Chatficld,

1995) .

With regards to the SE , sampling variability causes SEs to increase in all relationships;

however the increase is only substantia l for about half of thc rclationships. In these cases, thc

SE * should be reported instcad of SE . Using SE* instead of SE, leads to thc po llutant 's effect

in 14 relationships los ing stat istical significanee at p<.OI but not at p<.05 (asterisk in Table

4 .6) . Table 4.6 shows bo th SE and SE* for the clastici ty at thc mea n es timated by thc Full

model. Thcre is no obvious pattem whereby particular pollu tant s and/or hospital isat ions are

more greatly affected by sampling variabi lity. Thc fact that SE of all four models are s imi larly

affcctcd by sam pling variability suggests thc presence of a problem in the data that none of

the (nestcd) mode ls is able to accommodate. Thc most straightforward problem is the

presence of outlicrs (not shown) (Efron & Tibshirani, 1993; Stinc, 1989; Chcrnick, 2008).

4.4.3 Model reduction

A large body of evidence has shown that the best model for causaI infcrence is the one

sclccted a priori on the basis of substantive reasoning (e.g.: Chen ct al, 1999; Jorgensen ct al,

2007 ; Fewel l et al , 2007 ; Robins & Morgenstern. 1987) . In thc present work this model is
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represented by the F model. However, such models tend to present large SE (Goldberger,

1991 p248; Jorgensen et al, 2007; Breiman, 1992 ; Friedman & Wall, 2005), and are

susceptible to fitting error/noise and to finite sample-bias (Greenland, 1989; Salway, 2003

Chapter 3). Thus it may be worthwhilc to consider model reductions. The airn is to examine

whether thc reduced models Band MB are a suitable alternative to the F model, in tenns of

negligible residual confounding and increased precision and model fit.

R' -bias (%) r-- --... ..10 . - -- .--- -.-

1
1520

• B-btas (OM) I . SE-bIas (%) I

:: ~ ' t " '~I ~ ~ $
-20 -'--~~----~--

f -B f · MB f -B f -MB F-B f ·MB

Modelcomparison

Figure 4.4 Boxplots (minimum, 25%, 50%, 75% and maximum). calculated over the 50 rclationships,
of the %bias between estimates obtained from the F model and the two reduced models: Band MB.
Results are shown for the slope (B-bias). standard error (SE-bias) and multiple correlation coeflieient
(R\

Figure 4.4 shows that for most (90 %) relationships, reduced models do not lead to substantial

residual confounding (Bsbias-c]lO% I).This result confirms the idea that variabie selection with

F-changc at a large cut-off valuc, usually results in no substantial residual confounding. The

fact that the B-bias is symmetrie around zero implies that model reductions can lead to both

positive and negative confounding (Tzelgov & Henik, 1991; MacKinnon et al, 2000;

Friedman & Wall, 2005). Substantial gain in precision (SE-bias> I0%) due to model

reductions is observed in only 20% ofthe relationships. This again was expected owing to the

large cut-off value lor variabie select ion but may have been compounded by thc strict criteria

used to select the 50 relationships in the first place. Finally, the model's fit (R 2. bias) is not

substantially ehanged by model reductions.

These results suggest that model rcductions are probably not worthwhilc given the variabie

selection eriterion used . Since although the latter does not eause residual confounding, it also

does not cause substantial gains in precision or model fit in the majority of the relationships.

Thc only advantage of model reductions is that models are smaller and thus easier to interpret.

4.4.4 Model selection uncertainty

In the previous section, both confounder selection and estimation were perfonned on the same

data. This violates an assumption of least squares estimation: that the data is collected to

perfonn estimation conditional on a model that was either chosen a priori or chosen on

independent data. Model selection from 30 or 33 confounders could theoretically deliver

23°= I 073 741 824 or 233=8 589 934 592 possible mode1s which imp lies huge levels of
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multiple testing. Some methods to quantify model seleetion uneertainty a posteriori (i.e. after

performing both model reduetion and estimation on thc same data) and even to adjust errors

to more realistie levels have been suggestcd, but their effectiveness is still debatable

(Chatficld. 1995 ; Faraway, 1992; Breiman. 1992) .

Here , model seleetion uncertainty was quantificd with a bootstrap-bascd method suggested by

Chatfield (1995), whieh is referred as the V model here . The latter eon sists in perfonning both

variabie seleetion and estimation on each bootstrap model. It might be expeeted that if the

sa me model was selected at each bootstrap sample. thcn thc SE * of the V model would

quantify only thc estimation uncertainty of that ohosen model ; whcrcas if different models

were chosen at eaeh boot strap sample, the SE* ofthe V model would quantify both estimation

and model seleetion uncertainty.

20 IS'- bias ('lol I 30 i SE' -bias ('lol I

T

.
10 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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Figure 4.5 Boxplots (minimum, 25%, 50%. 75% and maximum), calculatcd over thc 50 relationships,
of thc %bias between cstimatcs belween the bootstrap cstimatcs obtaincd from the V model and thosc
obtaincd from the other thrcc rnodcl s: F, Band MB.

Figure 4.5 shows that for nearly all rclationships, the SE* of redueed models is lower than

those of the V model. The di fferenee is substantial (> I0%) for about 52% of the relationships.

This result could presumably be attributed to model selection uncertainty; however the

uncertainty seems to be rather small. The Full model , whieh theoretically contains no model

selection unccrtainty, shows cstimatcs that are remarkably similar to these ofthe V model.

As a method for quantifying model selection uncertainty, the V model seems to be

inadequate, for two reasons. First , relationships where the reduced models did not

significantly increasc preci sion relative to the F model (approx. 80% of the relationships,

Figure 4.4) have their model selection uncertainty un-quantified because the SE* of the

reduced modeIs is indi stinguishable from that of the F model , which 111 turn IS

indistinguishable from that of the V model. For instanee. the relationship between

Cerebrovascular diseases in females 45-64 years of age and K shows identical SE* (and B*)

regardless ofwhich model is used (I', B, MB or V). Sccond, to the extent that estimates ofthe
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V model are identieal to those of thc F model. it is more efficient and less computationally

intensive to use the F model as thc reference model for assessing model selection uncertainty.

4.4.5 Robu stn css of confound cr select ion

Robustness of confounder selection to sampling variability provides an indication of whcther

a truc single model exists, a property which can then be used for reducing models on the basis

of model avcraging, as was pcrformed here with the MB model.

Thc V model was used herc to assess the number of times unique combinations of

confounders were selectcd over thc SOO bootst rap samples. It was found that a particular

combination of confounders would bc sclcctcd at most in two out of SOO bootstrap samples,

the remainder 498 bootstrap samples being fittcd by 498 different confounders ' combinations.

Thus confounder selection is highly vulnerable to sampling variability.

It was hypothesised that thc reason for the vulnerability might lie in thc high F-change cut-off

value of p<.20 for confounder selection. However, when the V model was performed with the

more stringent cut-off value of p<.OS, a particular model specification would be selected at

most in 22 out of SOO bootstrap samples. Thcn it was hypothesised that thc reason might lie in

the requirement that confounder selection bc performed backwards, when collinearity is at it

highest. Excessive collincarity is known to cause instability in the predictors' partial

correlation coefficicnts, the latter being used for variabIe selection (Cohen et al, 2003;

Fricdrnan & Wall, 200S). To test this hypothesis. the V model was ran with forward selection

with the F-change cut-off value of p<.20. In this case, a partieular model specification was

selected in no more than 80 out of SOO bootstrap samples.

Robustness of confounder selection was also asscssed with respect to its consistency within

and between hospitalisation categories. The inclusion frequency of confounders was highly

(average R2>.80) corrclated within hospitalisation categories (i.e. samc diagnostic-gcnder-age

catcgory, but with different pollutants), and was poorly correlated between hospitalisation

catcgories (i.c. different diagnostic-gcnder-agc catcgory) (average R2>.10). This suggests that

the pollutant is not an important determinant of which confounders are retained in the model.

Figure 4.6 presents an example of the correlation of the inclusion frequency of each

confounder in two relationships predicting ischemie heart disease in femalcs >64 years of age

from As and Ni.
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Figure 4.6 Inelusion frcqucncy of cach of 30 confoundcrs in two rclarionships involving thc samc
hospitalisation catcgory : ischemie hcart discase in fcmalcs >64 ycars of ugc, and two chcmical
clcmcnts: Arscnic and Nickcl. Thc inelusion frcqucncy is thc numbcr of tirnes cach confoundcr is
retained in the model across 500 bootstrap samples (V model).

4.5 Discussion

Previous studies using atmospherie biomonitoring data have been mostly cxploratory, using

correlation measures and lacking adequate control for confounding (Cislaghi & Nimis, 1997;

Wappelhorst, 2000; Wolterbeek & Vcrburg. 2004a; Sarmento et al, 2008). This study is also

exploratory but, to the best of our knowlcdgc, it is the first to incorporate sounder

epidcmiological rncthods.

The interpretation of thc associations obtained by this study as causal effect mcasures, hinges

on the willingness to accept some of its pitfalls. First, hospitalisation data probably contained

non-negligible repeated counts for the sarnc patient, and thus it is of less aetiological value

than pure incidence data (Rothman, 2002). Sccond, all variables were ecological and most

could not be standardised by gender and age (mutual standardisation bias; Rosenbaum &

Rubin, 1984). Third, owing to the absence ofpotentially important confounders (e .g.: lifestyle

and physiological), and the fact that only single-pollutant models were investigated, effect

measures are almost certainly biascd upwards (Chcn ct al, 1999). Fourth, the study is of an

ecological aggregate design and thus it is subject to scvcral biases, collectively known as

ecological or cross-level bias (Greenland & Morgenstern. 1989; Salway & Wakefield. 2004;

Glynn et al, 2008; Fircbaugh, 1978). Most of these biases cannot be dctectcd andlor solved

with ecological data alone. Fifth, it is unclear how trace metal clcmcnts in lichens might relate

to those found in thc atmospherc by instrumental monitoring (Woltcrbcck, 2002). In addition,

it is unclear to what extent levels of trace metal clements in thc atmosphcrc or in atmospheric

deposition rnay be related to levels in other media such as food and water. Sixth, the between

area to within-area varianee ratio (B/W) in thc trace metal clernents concentrations over thc

study area (Tablc 4.2) was probably grossly over-estimated due to undcr-sarnpling of thc
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within-area varianee (Wolterbeek ct al, 2010; Wolterbeek & Verburg. 2002. 2004b; Salway,

2003 Chapter 3) . This means that the magnitude of the bias from this partieular sou ree is

likely to be upwards and large (Salway, 2003 Chapter 3; Wakcficld, 2008 ; Greenland &

Morgenstern. 1989; Firebaugh, 1978 ; Webstcr, 2007). This important problem is likcly

afTecting similar studies. both multi -level and aggregate ccological. although studies rarely if

ever report thc Btw for air pollution exposure (e.g .: Lipfert ct al, 2000, 2006; Pope, 1995;

Dockery, 1993).

Over the 50 selected rclations, the effect of the pollutants was always positive except for one

relationship involving Cl. As was the most conspicuous element, being associated with 13

hospita1 admissions categories. Coincidentally or not, inorganie As is notorious for its

cardiovascular effects following ingestion but the evidence is less convincing for inhalation

exposures (ATSOR, 2007 p58). The As associations could be due to soil contamination,

which could lead to higher levels of As in air and lichcns, as weil as in water and food. Many

strong effects were observed for seemingly innocuous clements sueh as Mg, K and Fe, which

are probably partly associated with lichen phy siology, and thus are implausible. i and Y

have been shown to cause respiratory toxicity in vitro and in vivo (Ghio et al , 2002; Oye ct al ,

200 I) , and they have also been found to be the principal predietors of cancer in the

Portuguese population (Sarmento ct al , 2008) and oftotal mortality in the US Yeterans cohort

(Lipfert ct al, 2006). Among the emission factors, F2, which is the main emission souree for

Ni and Y, was the most con spicuous and had the strongest efTect.

This study suggests that a 1% increase in pollutant is associated with an avcrage 15% increase

in hospitalisations (min-max: -15 %-33%) (Tabie 4 .6). Elasticitics reported for chronic

discases and traditional air pollutants such as PM 10 and Sulphates have been in the order of

5-15 % (Lipfert & Wyzga, 1995 ; Lipfert ct al. 2000; Lipfert, 1997). In this study the clasticity

at the mean for Ni and Y also averaged 15% (rnin -max: J0-28%) whereas in a follow-up of

the Washington University Yeterans cohort. the same metals showed elasticities of 5% and all

other chemical clements showed non-significant efTects (in single-pollutant modeis) (Lipfert

ct al. 2006).

In addition to reporting tentative effect estimates for trace metal clerncnts. this study aimed at

investigating issues of estimation and confoundcr selection. By tapping the bootstrap's

analytical potential it was possible to investigate the robustness of efTects estimates and

confounder selection to sampling variability, and model selection uncertainty.

lt was found that SEs in half of the rclationships were substantially afTected by sampling

variability and this wa s likely due to data characteristics such as outliers, In 14 relationships

using SE* instead of SE led to the pollutant 's effect losing statistical significant at p<.OI

(Tabie 4.6) . Had SE * been used in the initial selection of significant rclationships, these 14

relationships would not have been chosen. Thus it may be infonnative to routinely use S E* in

selection of significant relationships and all ensuing analyses.

For the vast majority ofthe rclationships, model rcductions do not cause residual confounding

but they also don 't increase precision substantially. Thus model rcductions arc not
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recommended. This conelusion confirms what has bee n found by others (e.g. : Jorgensen et al,

2007 ; Fewell et al, 2007). The rcqu ircment, in causa I analyses, that varia bIe se lection be

perfonned baekwards and at a high F-change eut-off va lue in order to prevent residual

confounding, obliterates the main advantage of using prcdiction-bascd model seleetion

criteria in the first place: to enhance preeision (M ickey & Greenland. 1989; Maldonado &

Greenland. 1993; Greenland. 1989); furthermore any enhanced preeision may be too

optimistic due to model selection uncertainty, whieh leads to the ncxt assessment.

It is a wcll-known, but ofte n ignorcd, fact that variab ie se leetio n and es timation shou ld not be

performed on the same data , bccause the uncertainty associated with multiple testing is not

accounted for in the estimation. Some methods to quantify this model selection uncertainty a

posteriori (i.c. after perfonning both model reduction and estimation on the sarne data) and

even to adjust SE to more realistic levels have been suggcstcd, but their effeetiveness is still

dcbatable (Chatfield, 1995; Breiman. 1992; Faraway. 1992) . This study used a method

suggested by Chatfic ld ( 1995), and which is ca lied here the V mode l. It appears that this

method does nol convey any additional information concerni ng the model select ion

uncertainty in reduccd rnodcls. than that providcd by the F model where no variabie selection

was pcrformcd. Since the V model is highl y computationally intensive it seems more efficient

to use the F model for th is purpose.

Confounder selection was found to bc very vulnerable to sampling variability. Thi s issue is

important because it indieates whethcr a "truc" mode l exists among the confounders. One of

the reason s that might have contributed to th is vulncrability is the high collinearity among

confounders (Cohen et al, 2003; Friedman & Wall, 2005). For instanee. the Toleranee (Tabl e

4 .6) of thc pollutants averaged 0.62 (min -rnax : .46-.81) , whereas the Toleranee of the

confounders was much lowcr averaging 0.20 (rnin-rnax: .0 1-.7 1), over the confounders in all

relationships. Excess ive collincarity renders semi -parrial co rrelations very unstable to small

changes in parameters or data , leadi ng to uns tab le eonfounder se lection (Friedman & Wall,

2005; Tzelgov & Henik, 1991; Cohen ct al , 2003). This implies that model averaging based

on sampling variability, such as the MB model , may not be reprcscntative. Confounder

seleetion was, howcver, quite consi stent within hospitalisation categories. As a basis for

model avcraging, this con sisteney appears to be more rcprcscntative of thc persisteney of

substantial associations between confounders and health variables (e.g. : Jorgensen et al. 2007;

Heymans et al, 2007).

4.6 Conclusions

The effect estimates for traee rnctal clements presenred in this paper are surprisingly coherent

with cxpcctations, because effects were adverse for nearly all pollutants, many ofwhich have

been implicated in cardiovascular disease (c .g.: As, Ni and V), and because elasticities are in

the range of those found lor traditional air pol lutants, if somew hat higher as might be

expected from more proximal causal agents. Howcvcr, these results must be interpreted with

extreme caution because inhalation exposure 10 atmospheric pollulion was measured

indirectly through biomonitoring. Furthermorc effect cstimatcs may be scvcrely inflated by at
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least three inter-related factors : I) omission of important between-area confounders, 2)

confounding and effect modificat ion by gro up in the exposure, and 3) a low true between-area

to within -area varianee ratio in the exposure of interest (Green land & Morgenstern, 1989;

Webster. 2007 ; Salwa y, 2003).

The non-parametrie bootst rap, by creatin g sampling variability, is a useful tooi to assess and

correct the robustness of effect estimate s and to asses s the robustness of variabie selection .

However it does not appear to be a suitable or efficient means of assessing mode l selection

uncertainty.
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Sarmento SM. . Verburg TG. Freitas MC & Wol/erbeek HTh.

Submitted /0 lnhalation Toxicology.
January 2012.

5.1 Abstract

Context: Confounding can be positive (redundancy) or negative (suppression). The distinction

is important due to thcir antagonistic effects on slopcs, errors and model lit: redundancy often

leads to "pessirnistic" results, whereas suppression often Icads to "optimistic results" , The

distinction is especially important when the exposure of interest is a weak predietor and when

extensive control for confounding is required, as is often the case in environmental

epidemiology.

Objectives: First, demonstrate the application of recent methods of identilication of

confounding types which have been mostly conlined to the Social Sciences. Sccond, observe

how frequent suppression situations are in a real-world epidemiological dataset. Third ,

interpret confounding types in terrns of causal mcchanisms, and evaluate their impact on

standard errors and model lit.

Matcrials & Methods : Aggregatc ecological study compared hospitalisations due to

cardiovascular discascs, with the concentration of selected air pollutants, measured through

biomonitoring, across 125 municipalities in Portugal. Single-pollutant models with 30-33

confounders were estimated with linear regression . Identilication of confounding types was

based on modem delinitions and criteria .

Results : Suppression situations are not uncommon and most relationships affected by it are

diflicult to reconcile with a causal mechanism ; however their inflation of errors and model lit

is negligible because they tend to show low collinearity levels.

Conclusion: It is recommended that identilication of confounding situations should be

perforrned routinely to screen what may appear, at lirst sight, large and statistically signilicant

effects. for inconsistencie with a causa I explanation and for volatile effect estimates and

inflated statistical signilicance.
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Chapter 5 Contounding & Suppression

5.2 Introduction

Confounding is one of the most important biases in observational epidemiology (Wakcficld,

2003 ; Hayes, 2003). In a sen se. control for confounding is an experiment ran backwards. One

observes a phenomenon in the wild. under uncontrolled conditions, and then imposes

constraints on the resulting data. to mimic experimental conditions. These constrains are

imposed mostly trough mathematical modelling, guided by substantive reasoning.

Confounding has been dcfincd in many ways: counterfactuals, randomisation, comparabi lity

and collapsibility (Groenland & Morgenstern, 200 I ; Morgenstern. 200S; Salway &

Wakefield. 2004: Mc amec, 2003). The definitions with greatest practical relevanee are

comparability and collapsibility. which tend to be used in combination. The comparability

definition provides a set of characteristics that a confounder (Z) should have (e.g. : causally

associated with the outcome and non-causally correlated with the exposure of interest). and

therefore it is used to select potential confounders (McNamee. 2003). The comparabi lity

definition may need to be extended when control for cross-level bias is required (e .g.:

confounding by group; Morgenstern. 200S ; Willis et al, 2003 ; Salway, 2003). Howcvcr, this

definition cannot confinn whether the potential confounder eauses eonfounding on a

partieular dataset and model. For this objectivo. the collapsibility definition takes over.

According to this dcfinition, which is at the core of the Change in Estimate criterion for

variabie selection. the relationship between Y and X is confounded by a third va riab ie Z, if

inclusion of Z in the model substantially changes the effect of X. Thus, co llapsibility

compares the effect of the exposure of interest between two modeis: one with confounder(s)

and another with no or just a subset of confounder(s). Ifthe differcncc is large, confounding is

dcemcd substantial and the confounder(s) should not be excluded from the model.

In observational cpidcmiology, confounding control is often, but pcrhaps unwittingly,

conveyed as a conservative procedure: inclusion of confounders in the model tcnds to change

the effect of the exposure of interest towards the nul l, and the consequent decrease in dcgrccs

of freedom and increase in collinearity, tend to increase errors and decrease model til. This

scenario. known as positive confounding or redundancy, howevcr, is only one of several ways

in which confounding can alTeet model parameters. Ot her scenarios cxist, where confounding

has quite the opposite consequences: increasing effect estimates and model fit, and decreasing

errors (or some combination thereot) . This latter scenario is generally known as negative

confounding or suppression.

To have a better feeling for these two types of confounding siruations, consider the following.

admittedly contrivod examples.

Examplc 1: A daily time-series study attempts to correlate non-infectieus respiratory disease

and outdoor S02 concentrations. The incidence of influenza is a potential confounder because

it is a risk factor for the development of non -infectieus respiratory discases and it is often

positively associated with S02. Failure to control for influenza would lead to inflated S02

slopes, because the latter will cxpress not just the unique effect of S02 but also the effect of

influenza through its correlation with S02.
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Example 2: Suppose now the sarnc scenario, but the exposure of interest is 03 instead. 03 is

usually negatively correlatcd with influenza incidence. Thus, lack of control for influenza will

suppress/mask the 03 effect, because the latter will express both the unique effect of 03

minus the effect of influenza through its correlation with 03.

The two examples may be understood more fully by using a forrnula for the simple case of

Iinear regression with three standardised (z-score) variables: the outcome (Y), the pollutant

(X) and the potential confounder (Z) . ote that the crude effect of X and Z (r
p

> 0 and

r)~ > 0) are assumed positive, but collinearity can have either sign. The effect of X, adjusted

r - I' r
for Z, is given by b ~ = )Cr -'~ xz (equation I). This shows that, when collinearity is zero (

-' )-1'xz

rXZ = 0), the association of X with Y remains intact, i.c. bp = r.,x' and thus no confounding

bias exists. In the S02 cxarnplc, the collinearity was positive (rxz > 0) and thus a possible

(but not unique) outcornc is bH < 1'.. . This is redundancy, and it implies that influenza

inflates the crude association of S02. In the 03 examplc, the collinearity was negative (

ru < 0) and thus the only possible outcome is byx > '~x' This is supprcssion, and it implies

that influenza suppresses or masks the crude association of 03.

The suppression situation iIlustrated by the 03 cxamplc, although unusual, is logical since it

is caused by negative collinearity. Howcver, this is only one of the three types of suppression

recognised so far (Friedman & Wall, 2005). The other two suppression situations, occur when

collinearity is positivc, and lead not only to byx being larger than r"x' but also of a different

sign. One renowned cause for this is when collinearity is positive and large, and when X is a

weaker predietor than Z. In this case, the numerator in the forrnula above is ~,~ < -'~~ru'

leading to a negativc adjusted association. Anothcr, more obscure, cause for the suppression

situation just described is when the crude association of X is very low, so that essentially only

,~~ < -r.. ru can occur, regardless of collinearity levels (Friedman & Wall, 2005).

The main message of the description above is that all three parameters: r"" r}~ and rc

conspire to bring about suppression situations, and although collinearity is essenrial. it is not

the sole culprit. Suppression may arise at seemingly low collinearity levels wh en X is a weak

crude predictor.

Investigation of the multiple ways in which confounding impacts effect estimates and other

model parameters appears to be restricted to the Social Sciences and mediation analysis. Since

the 1940s researchers have attemptcd to pin down the different types of confounding and to

find reliable criteria 10 distinguish them (e.g.: MacKinnon et al, 2000; Tzelgov & Herrik.

1985 ,1991 ; Tzelgov & Stem, 1978; Vclicer, 1978; Horst, 1941). One ofthe earliest trends in

this research was the use of graphical displays to represent the different types of confounding

as a function of all possible combinations of ryx and rl~ in relation to '~: ' Research on this
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puzzling topic was quite bumpy, with some literature containing incomplete or misleading

definitions and graphical displays. Howcvcr, it appears to have reached solid ground with the

dcfinitions, criteria and graphical display laid out by Fricdman & Wall (2005). which unifies

and improves on much of the work perfomled on the subject.

This papcr's overarching aim is to demonstrate that the assessment of not just the ex tent, but

also the type of confounding, affecting epidemiological relationships. can be instrumental to

stimulate substantive reasoning and guide mathematica I modelling. This statement is

grounded on four rationalisations. First, idcntification of the type of confounding can offer

some insight as to how the exposure of interest contributcs towards the explanation/prediction

of the outcome variabie. For cxample, whethcr it is likely to be causal , whether it is

suppressed, maskcd or redundant. and whether it is some sort of algebraic inevitability

(Cohcn et al, 2003; Maassen & Bakker. 200 I; Tzelgov & Hcnik, 1991) . Sccond, effect

estimates in certain suppresscd rclationships are more likcly to bc found statistically

significant, than those in redundant relationships, and thus are more likely to be rcported

(Friedman & Wall , 2005). Third, supprcssion situations are more common in circumstances

that are typical of environmental epidemiology, namely: aggregate data, large modcls. and

large collinearity levels (Co hen et al, 2003; Friedman & Wall , 2005; Morgenstern, 2008;

Greenland & Morgenstern, 1989) . Finally, suppression situations are more common when the

exposure of interest is a weak predietor. regardless of collinearity levels (Co hen et al , 2003 ;

Friedman & Wall, 2005). This sinration is quite common in environmental epidemiology

(Hayes, 2003; Wakefield. 2003), although authors rarely report crude associations (notabie

exception Lipfert et al. 2000).

The present paper has three specific aims.

First, to demonstrate the application of methods to distinguish between confounding types, in

an epidemiological context. This is important because the subject appears to be rcstricted to

the Social Sciences and mediation analysis. This aim is accomplished in the methods section,

with deep reliance on the work developed by Friedman & Wall (2005) and Tzclgov & Henik

( 1991) .

Second, to investigate how common are the different types of confounding in a real-world

epidemiological dataset. Most discussions on the subject have used simulated datasets and

explored how frequently confounding types could occur in theory over the full range of r",

r y;: and rce ' Instead the aim here is to known how frequcntly confounding types are likely to

occur, in a real-world dataset, where relationships between variables are bounded by

biological. social and economie contingencies.

The final aim is to interpret the confounding types in terms of causaI mechanisms, and to

evaluate how they affect model fit and standard errors. and thus statistical significance.

To accomplish these aims an aggregate ecological design was uscd, where the unit of analysis

and the study area were 125 municipalities in Continental Portugal. Human exposure to

airbornc pollutants was assessed indirectly by lichen biomonitoring, and indicators included
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32 chcmical c1ements and eight emission factors. The Full model, which contained a single

pollutant and all confounders selected a priori on the basis of substantive rcasoning, was

contrasted with a similar model with zero collinearity, in terms of several model parameters.

Considering the large number and diverse origins of the pollutants being cxamined. it might

be expected that , assuming they are all detrimental to human health , some of them would

correlate positively with the eonfounders and thus create a redundancy situation, whereas

others would correlate negatively with the confoundcrs, and thus create suppression situation.

Still other pollutants may show high collinearity and/or low crude associations, which could

also lead to suppression.

5.3 Mcthods

5.3.1 Hospital admissions database

See section 4.3 . 1 ofthis thesis.

5.3.2 Tracc mctal c1cmcnts database

Atmospheric exposure to chemicaI elements was assessed indirectly by biomonitoring with

lichens, which rcflects the composition of atmospheric deposition both from atmospheric

suspension and loeal re-suspension sourees. Existing studies suggest that the correlation

between biomonitors and instrumental measurements tend to correlate moderately weil in

most cases (reviewed by Wolterbeek, 2002).

The concentration of chemical elements was obtained from a biomonitoring survey that

sampled the lichen Parme/ia sulcata in the summer of 1993, throughout the territory of

Continental Portugal. The database contained the concentration (lig g" lichen) of 32 chemical

elements in 228 sampling sites (black squares. Figure 4.2). Concentrations were determined

by multi-elemental nuclear techniques: ko-I AA and PIXE. A more detailed account of the

sampling and analytical procedures may be found in Reis (2001). Reis et al (1996) and Freitas

et al (1997.1999.2000).

This chemical element database was processed by Monte Ca rio Target Transform Factor

Analysis (MCTTFA), which identified eight emission sourees (Kuik, 13laauw ct al. 1993;

Kuik. Sloof & Wolterbeek. 1993; Kuik & Wolterbeek. 1995).

Table 5.1 shows descriptive statistics for a selection of the 32 chemical elements and eight

emission factors found to be significant predietors of hospital admissions in single-pollutant

modeis. Of the eight emission factors idcntificd, four (FI. F2, F3 and F5) were found to be

significant predietors ofhospital admissions. The emission factor FI appears to indicate a soil

souree since it contributes to a large fraction of the occurrence (approx. 30%) of a wide

number of soil -rclated elements: Sc . Fe. Ti, Th and Sm, and it tends to concentrate in the

mostly rural east. F2 is associated with a fuel combustion souree . since it contributes greatly

to the occurrence of i and V (approx. 50%) followed by I. Pb and Sb (approx. 30%) and its

geographical distribution is consistent with urban and industrial locations. F3 appears to
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indicate a very localised soil source, characterised by the occurrence (factor con trib ution

approx. 30-40%) to U, Rb, Cu, Cs and Th wi th high va lues in the north-east. F5 appears to be

a mixed factor, associated partly with a sea souree and part ly with an As source. lt contributes

substantially towards the occurrence of just three e lements: Cl, Na and As (approx. 45%). lts

geographical distribution is fairly homogeneous along the coast, consistent with a sea souree.

with some hotspots in the intcrior, possibly associated with As-rich soils or with the use of

As-bascd pesticides in vineyards (Freitas ct al. 1999. 2000).

Table 5.1 Descriptivc stansnes (mcan , standard dcviation, mimmum and maximum) of thc
conccntration (ug g" lichcn) of chcmical c1cnicnts and thcir associatcd cmission factors (prefix 1')
dctcrrnincd in thc lichcn Parmelia sulcara in 227 sampling sites, corrcsponding to 125 municipalitics in
Continontal Portugal (Figurc 4.2). Only thosc chcmical c1cmcnts and cmission factors that wcrc found
10 bc significant predietors of hospital admissions are shown.

Mcan SD Min Max Mcan SD Min Max

AI 5383 2494 1940 13400 Ni 3.76 2.06 1.33 10.60

As 1.72 0.93 0.71 4.85 Rb 16 7.5 5.5 41

Cl 1365 481 528 3200 Sb 0.29 0.16 0.11 0.84

Cr 5.26 2.28 1.96 13.40 Sc 0.40 0.14 0.16 1.02

Cs 0.60 0.30 0.22 1.72 Sm 0.44 0.20 0.15 1.16

Eu 0.18 0.08 0.07 0.48 Th 0.88 0.46 0.32 2.48

Fc 2126 989 705 5320 Ti 330 153 I1I 808

Hf 0.41 0.20 0.14 1.12 U 0.25 0. 13 0. 10 0.69

I 6.78 3.18 2.24 17.60 V 14 7.87 5.35 41

K 5463 1562 2280 10900 1'1 62 65 0.00 362

La 2.98 1.46 1.01 7.80 1'2 10 8.21 0.00 47

Mg 1987 742 772 4690 1'3 23 18 0.00 98

Mn 51 18 19 115 1'5 39 19 9 110

5.3.3 Confounders database

Sec section 4.3 .3 of th is thesis.

5.3.4 Study area and unit of analysis

Sec section 4.3.4 of this thesis.

5.3.5 Selection of relationships

The databases, consisting of 16 diagnostic-gcnder-agc hospital admission categories and 40

pollutants resulted in no less than 640 possible singlc-pollutant relationships.

Selection of just the most significant re lationships was perfonned using a criterion that is

typical of environmenta l epidemiology (e.g.: Lipfert ct a l. 2000; Jorgen sen ct al, 2007). This

invo lves estimating the po lluta nt's effect in a model whic h co ntains a ll confounders se lected a

priori, possibly perfonning some variabIe selection (e.g.: Change in Estimate criterion) to
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improve precision. and then select those relationsh ips whcre the pollutant's effect and model

fit are both significant at some statistical level (usually p<.OI or .05).

Accordingly. the present work selectcd relationships where the pollutant's effect and model

fit. estimated by the Full model which contained all confounde rs se lccted a priori. were both

significant at p<.OI. This yic ldcd 67 re lationships.

Identification of confounding types shall be performed only on these 67 relationships, since

these would be the ones that would normally be reported in epidemiological studies.

5.3.6 Software

SPSS 17.0 syntax was used to perfonn Ordinary Least Squares linear rcgression, and MS

Excel 2003 for all other calculations. ArcGIS Explorer Desktop was used to plot the geo

referenced map in Figure 4.2 .

5.3.7 The collapsibility definition of confounding

The collapsibility definition of confounding. described in the introduetion. requires two

decisions from the researcher.

First, two model specifications must be ehosen for com parison. Usua lly one of the mode ls is

the Full model. which includes the pollutant and all confoundcrs, whereas the other is some

reduced model that includes the pollutant and excludes all or a subset of the confounders.

Unquestionably. the extent and type of eonfounding depend on what models are eompared

(Tzelgov & Hcnik, 1991). For the present work, it was dccidcd to compare the Full model.

which co nta ined a single pollutant and all 30-33 co nfou ndc rs, with the Simple mode l which

equals the Full model except that the collinearity is set at zero. With the Simple model :

'~'x = bp ' r,~ = b.,~ and RZ = r,~ + ~~ . The operationalization of the Simple model as a Full

model with zero collinearity, as opposed to a model which does not include confounders,

makes it casicr to com pare other parameters besi des the assoeiation of the pred ietors with the

outcome, such as Rz and standard error (SE) .

Secend. an effect estimate must be ehosen to compare the pollutant effect in the two modeis.

This depends on the type of mode l selected (e .g. : risk differcnce for linear model. odds ratio

for logistic modeis). lncidcntally, the ehoice of effec t estimate has an impact on the extent of

confounding, and possi bly also on the type of eonfounding. but this latter issue nccds more

research (e.g.: Lynn, 2003). For the present work, lincar effect estimates shall bc uscd, for

four reasons. First, the methods to identify types of confounding situations are weil devcloped

for linear models (Fricdman & Wall, 2005) but not for linea r models (e.g.: Lynn, 2003).

Seco nd, all variab les are continuous and the study design is aggregate eco logical; in such

cases, linear regression is reeommended (Rothman, 2002; Greenland. 1992: Greenland &

Robins, 1994; Salway, 2003 ; Glynn ct al. 2008). Third, the study area is Portugal. a fairly

small and un-industrialised country which benefits from favourable dominant Atlantic winds.

Thus it is reasonable to assu me that exposu re is low and has a narrow range, relat ive to the

full exposu re range of the truc dosc-rcsponse curve. In such cases. a linear approximation is
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reasonable (Rothman, 2002; Wakefield. 2003; Sa lway & Wakefi eld. 2004). Fourth, non- lincar

models assume tha t the exposure effect interacts wi th the co nfou nder, which seems

unreasonable, especially in an ecologieal study (Rothman, 2002).

Identitieation of confounding types has uscd either bcta-wcights (Congcr's definition) or

semi-purrial correlations (Vcliccr ' s definition) as the measure of the adjusted effect of the

exposure of interest. For the present work, Congor's dcfinition was chosen because: I) it is

more closcly related to the epidemiological measure, the unstandardized slopc: 2) it is the

most consensual for the purpose of confounding idcntification; and 3) it has been shown to

apply to linear combinations of variables (see next section) (Cohen et al, 2003; Fricdman &

Wall, 2005; Tzelgov & Henik, 1991).

5.3.8 Calculations to identify types of confounding

ldentification of confounding types, as laid out by Friedman & Wa ll (2005), require the

comparison of three estimates obtained from the Full model and the Simple model:

association of the pollutant with the outcomc, association of the confounder(s) with the

outcomc, and the multiple correlation coeflicient (R\ In some situations, only a fraction of

these three parameters are necessary to recognise the type of confounding. evertheless, for

wider applicability, all three were estimated. In addition, it is instructive to calculate the

collinearity in the Full model, because it is an indispcnsablc parameter in determi ning the

extent and type of confounding.

The calculations necessary to identify confounding types are listed below.

Calculations have been developed for the trivariate case only, i.e. one outcome (Y) , onc

exposure (X) and one confounder (Z) . The Full model, howcvcr, contains a single pollutant

and 30-33 confoundcrs. The linear combination method has been suggested for agg regating a

functiona l se t of variables into a single one (Fricdrna n & Wal l, 2005 ; Tze lgov & Hcn ik, 1985,

1991 ; Ho lling, 1983 ; Cohen et al, 2003). Fo llowing this mct hod, the linear combination of the

30-33 confounders (denoted by Z*) was calculated by saving the standardised predicted

values from the linear regression of the hospita I admissions on the 30-33 confounders:

Y = b" ,Z, + b,ûZ2+ ... + b }d JZJ) '

When ncccssary, the pollutant variables were oriented (i.e. mu ltip lied by -1) so that their zero

order correlation with the hospita lisations was always positive (rl" > 0). By dcfin ition , the

zero-order correlation for a linear combination of variables is always positive (r". > 0). This

procedure is only meant to simplify interpretation because it ensures that only r:cz can be

negative in equation I (Fricdrnan & Wall, 2005 ; Tzclgov & Hcnik, 1991). With our

rclationships, 6 out of 67 relationships had negative zero-order correlations and thus wcrc

oriented. Ou t of these 6 relationships, 5 saw their bcta-weight reverse sign relative 10 the

crude correlation (Figure 5.2 - NRS).
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Estimated the zero-order eorrelation of the hosp ital admissions with the exposure ( '~,) and

wit h the linear combi nation of confo unde rs ( ry:: ' )' This is the same as the beta-weight

provided in the Simple model, which is specified with the pollutant and confounders, but zero

collinearity.

Estimated the collinearity (rxz.) by regressing the pollutants on the linear combination of

confounders: X = -,»:
Estimated the beta -weight of the pollutants (blO) and the beta-weight of the linea r

combination of confounders (b>~ .) from the Full model specified with the Iinear combination

of confounders: Y = b.vxX +b>~.Z· .

Estimated the multiple correlation coefficient ofthe ruil model (R~), specified wit h the linear

combinat ion of confoundcrs, and the of the Sim ple model whe re colli nearity is zero :

R2
= r2 +r2

•s yx yz

lt is important to note that other model parameters, such as standard errors (S E) and t-value s

are also affectcd by the different types of confounding. However, their deterrnination is not

essential for the identifieation of confounding types . Our aim , however, ineludes an

assessment of how the diffe rent confounding types affect SEs, and thus statistical

significance. Therefore, for each of the 67 rclation ships, the SE of the ruil model (

I_R 2 I
--'- - --, ) was compared with that obtained from the Simple model where
n-k I-r;

ê-R2
SE (b ) s R2 2 2 T f: '1' .collinearity is zero: SlO = - - -, where s = '"J, + ryz . 0 aCI rtatc compansons

. n-k

over the 67 relationships /1- k was set at 2 10.

5.3.9 Introduction to th e types of confounding

Thi s section describes the four types of confounding situations recogni sed so far, and explains

how the difference between the crude and adjusted association between the exposure and the

outcome, the crude and adjusted association between the confounders and the outcornc, and

the R.; and Ri., calculated in the previou s section, can be used to identify them. This

description appli es only to trivariate linear model s with standard ised variables and is based on

the work of Friedman & Wall (2005).

ote that it is assumed throughout that r... > 0 and r>~ > 0 bccau se, as it will becom e

apparent this simplifics interpretation. It is also assum ed that '~ < r>. , i.c. that the exposure

of interest is a weak er predietor than the confounder(s), since this is the most common
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situation in environmental epidemiology (Wakcfield, 2003; Haycs, 2003). As shall be seen,

the extent and type of confounding affect the weakest predietor more strongly.

Figure 5.1 depiets the four types of confounding (4 columns) and their main characteristics (3

rows), in terms of the change they exert on the association estimates of X and Z with the

outcome (Y) and on model fit (R2
) . The four types of confounding follow a continuum over

collinearity levels, so that for instanee. Positive Reciprocal Suppression (PRS) only occurs

when t~ < 0, whereas Redundancy only occurs when t~ > 0 and is not too extreme. Within

the interval of t"x. that each confounding type occupics, the change in parameters, i.c. the

confounding bias, tends to bccomc more pronounced as (absolute) collinearity increases.

Figure 5.1 is not completely accurate because it gives the impression that each confounding

situation occupies an equal interval over 1'", . This is usually not the case. and in facto for sornc

values r•., and r.. , some types of confounding may not be possible at all, regardless of

collinearity levels (Fricdrnan & Wall, 2005) . Howcver, the figure does summarise the main

characteristies ofthe four confounding types, which shall be described in more detail below.

NRS
Negative

Reciprocal
Suppression

PRS
Positive NS

Reciprocal R Negalive
Suppression Redundancy Suppression

X El 8
z El B
R'

orxz..-- - - - --- - - - - --'--- - - - .L.-- - - -- rxz
r'fl'& r" - crude effects

b,. & b" - adjusled effacl
rQ - coUinearity

R' - mulbple eo<relalKln coeffioent

Figure 5.1 The four eonfounding types (columns) and the ehanges they exert on three model parameters
(rows) : assoeiation of the exposure (X) with the ourcornc, association of the confounder (Z) with the

outeome, and multiple eorrelation eoeffieient (R2) . Note that when eollinearity is zero (/~) : ryx = byx '

I' = band R2 = 1'2 + 1'2 . Any departure from zero collincarity ereales inequalities in these three
yz y: JX y:

cxprcssions, whieh lead to thc four types of confounding. Assumptions: ryx > 0, r.~ > 0 and

r,.x < r y:: ' Note that for given values of /~x and ryz, nol all values of /~z are possible, and not all

eonfounding Iypes are possible or equally likcly to oceur over thc possible range of rxz .
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Two general types of confounding exist: positive confounding (henceforth ca lied redundancy)

and negative confounding (henceforth called suppression). They are easily distinguished:

ryx > hyx is redundancy, whereas ry , < hyx or hyx < 0 is suppression.

There is only one type of redundancy, and it is reciprocal because both the exposure and

confounder show a decrease in bcta-weight relative to their respective zero-order corrclations,

i.e. ryx > brx and r)< > h}<, and it can only occur when '".c > 0 (Figure 5.1).

Supprcssion, however, can be of three types: two are reciproeal in that both exposure and

confounder show increases in (absolute) bcta-wcight relative to their zero-order correlations

and the third type is mixed . Suppression situations can arise both when collinearity is positive

or negative (Figurc 5.1).

The most intuitive type of suppression is positive reciprocal suppression (PRS), because it is

the mirror image of redundancy in interpretation and estimate changes. Here, '~'x < hyx and

have the same sign (hence the name positive). It is reciprocal because the same happens to the

confounder: r.; < h}< . PRS is the only type of confounding, when r;c < 0 (Figure 5.1) .

The second type of suppress ion is negative suppression ( S), which as the name implies. is

not strictly reciprocal and it results in a negative beta-weiglit (hence the name negative) ofthe

weakest predictor. So, hy, < 0 and ':vx > Ib.vxl, although as collinearity increases it becomes

~'x < Ib.vxl · The confounder effect is also increased but does not reverse sign : ,~< < b", NS

only occurs when '".c > 0 and is not too extreme (Figure 5.1).

Finally, the third and less intuitive type of suppression is called negative reciprocal

suppression (NRS). As the name implies. it involves a change in the sign of the beta-wcight of

the weakest predietor (hence the name negative). Thus, hyx < 0 and '~x < Ibyxl, whereas

r.; < b}< . NRS only occurs when r;c > 0 and is reaching its limiting values (Figure 5.1).

Besides their different impact on the prcdictor's association with the outcome, confounding

situations a1so impact model fit (R2
) differently. This is particularly useful to distinguish

between NS and NRS situations. Under no collinearity: R2
= ,~~ +<. In PRS and NRS

situations, the estimated R2 is larger than this theoretical value and it tends to increase as

collinearity increases, a phenomenon known as enhancement. Whereas in redundancy and NS

situations, the estimated R2 is smaller than this theoretical value and it tends to decrease as

collinearity increases.

One of the interesting properties of confounding situations that show enhancement (i.e . NRS

and PRS) is that standard errors (SE) decrease as collinearity increases. This contrasts with

the more familiar situation where SEs increase as collinearity increases, observed in

redundancyand S situations (Friedman & Wall, 2005) .
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The interested reader is referred to the following publications for more detailcd and

comprehensive descriptions of confounding types: Fricdman & Wall (2005). Tzelgov &

Henik (1991). Maassen & Bakker (200 I) and Cohen ct al (2003).

5.4 Results

5.4. 1 Identific ation of confounding types

The aim is to investigate the frequency with which each ofthe four confounding types arisc in

the 67 selected rclationships, relating single-pollutants with hospitalisations in a fraction of

the Portuguese population.

Identification of the confounding types affecting each relationship was performed by

comparing three parameters (association of the pollutant with hospitalisations, association of

the lincar combination of confounders with hospitalisations, and the multiple correlation

coefficient) between the Full model (i.c. pollutant and 30-33 confounders aggregated in a

linear combination), and the Simp Ic model (i.c. pollutant and 30-33 confounders aggrcgated

in a linear combinat ion but with zero collinearity).

Figurcs 5.2-5.4 show the three comparisons as a function of the collinearity estimated by the

ruil model, for each of the 67 relationships. Out of the 67 rclationships, 44 show redundancy

(R). 18 show PRS and 5 show NRS. No NS situations were dctccted, likely due to the strict

criterion (p<.OI in ruil model) used to select the 67 relationships. Under an S situation, the

pollutant generally presents a low (absolute) bcta -weight and there is no enhancement (Figurc

5.1) . As a rcsult, rclationships under an NS situation present low adjustcd associations with

the outcome and arc less likely to bc found statistically significant. just as many relationships

under redundancy were ccrtainly not selected for the same reason.

Figurc 5.2 shows the crude (whitc circle s) and thc adjustcd (black circles) association of

pollutants and hospitalisations, corresponding to the Simple and ruil model estimates

rcspectively, tor each of the 67 rclationships. as a function of collinearity. The distance

between the two types of circles (vcrtical lines) is the confounding bias . As cxpcctcd, the

more collinearity diverges from zero. the greater the confounding effect. Howcvcr, the

direction of the confounding bias differs, giving rise to the different types of confounding.
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Figure 5.2 Crude (white eircles) and adjusted (blaek eircles) assoeiation of pollutant and hospitalisation
in eaeh of the 67 relationships, as a funetion of collincarity (x-axis) . The line eonnecting thc white and
black circles is thc confounding bias . The dashed horizontal line den otes the 5% threshold for statistical
significanee of the crude association. R-redundancy, PRS-positive reciprocal suppression, RS
negative reciprocal suppression (encased by rectangles).

The five relationships under NRS (encased by rectangles) seem out of placc in Figure 5.2

because collinearity levels, while positivc, arc not particularly high. lnstead, this confounding

situation can be attributed to the fact that the pollutant's crude association is very low and

statistically not significant at p<.05 (white circles below the dashed horizontal line). In

addition to these 5 rclationships, 12 other relationships show crude associations that are very

low and non-significant at p<.05 . These relationships are the first 12 counting from the y-axis

and are c1assified as PRS. What distinguishes these 12 relationships from the 5 relationships

In RS is the sign of collinearity. Owing to the very low (near zero) crude association of

these 17 (5+ 12) rclationships, it seems likely that its sign is arbitrary, which implies that the

sign of their collinearity may easily rcvcrsc, and thus the fact they are classificd as NRS or

PRS is probably due to chance.

The relationships at the boundary of PRS and redundancy (R), on the other hand, have very

low collincarity levels (i.c . rxz '" 0). Again the sign of this low (near-zero) collinearity is

probably arbitrary and thus the fact that these relationships are classificd as PRS or

redundancy is also likely due to chance.

One of the most striking features of Figure 5.2 is that despite the fairly wide range of crude

associations (.004-.391) over the 67 rclationships, the range of beta-wcights is much smaller

(.101-.203). Furthermore, the higher the crude association of the pollutant the higher its

collinearity.
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Figure 5.3 shows the same as Figure 5.2 but for the association of the confounders

(aggregated into a linear combinat ion) with the hospitalisations. Inevitably if only due to the

large number of confoundcrs, the confounders show much greater crude associations (.591

.807), and much smaller confounding bias than the pollutants. The confounding types have

the same qualitative effect on the confounder's association as they have on pollutant's

association, except for NRS which show no reversal in the sign ofthe adjusted association.
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Figure 5.3 Crudc (whitc circlcs) and adjustcd (black circlcs) associations of thc confoundcrs (as a lincar
combination) in cach of thc 67 rclationships as a function of collincarity (x-axis). Thc linc eenneering
thc whitc and black circlcs is thc confounding bias . R-rcdundancy, PRS-positivc rcciprocal
supprcssion, NRS-ncgalivc rcciprocal supprcssion (cncascd by rcctanglcs).

The comparison of Figure 5.3 and Figure 5.2 highlight the fact that the weakest crude

predietor is more heavily affected by confounding bias and it is the one that may show a

reversal in the sign of the adjusted association.

Figure 5.4 shows the same as Figure 5.3 and Figure 5.2 but for the multiple correlation

coefficient (R2
) . The black circles represent the R,' of the Full model, whereas the white

circles represent the R.; of the Simple model when collinearity is zero (i.c . R; = r,~ + I~).

Again there is some tendency for the difference between the two to increase as collinearity

increascs; howcver, the direction of the difference varies. In redundancy, collinearity leads to

smaller R2
, whereas in PRS and RS, collinearity leads to larger R2

, the latter phenomenon

being known as enhancement (Friedman & Wall, 2005). However, in PRS and NRS situations

the increase in R2 is very small and does not appear to increase with collinearity as rapidly as

in redundancy situations.
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Figure 5.4 Multiple corrclation eoeffieient (R2
) estimated from the Full model (R i., blaek eirc!es) and

from the Simple model where eollinearity is zero (R;. white eirc!es). Rvrcdundancy, PRS-positive

reciproeal supprcss ion, RS-negative reciproeal suppression (eneased by reetangle s).

5.4.2 Interpr etation of confounding types

The 44 relationships found in redundancy situations are fairly easy to interpret. The cru de

association of the pollutants is not too low (> .15) and it is significant (p >.05). but is partly

infla ted by its positive correlatio n with the co nfo unders (Figure 5.2). The 6 re lations hips

under PRS which have fairly large pollutant crude associations (p<.05), have their effect

partly masked by the pollutant's negative correlation wi th the confounders (Figure 5.2).

T he re latio nships tha t cha llenge inte rpretation are the 5 und er N RS and the 12 under PRS that

have non-significant crude associations (p>.05) (Figure 5.2). How to interpret relationships

where the pollutant has a crude association that is indistinguishable from zero and an adjusted

association that is large (in absol ute tenns) and statistically significant? There appear to be

two possible interpre tations, one is co ngrue nt wit h a ca usa l mcc hanis m, the other is not. One

interpretation is that the crude association of the pollutant was completcly masked by the

confounders, and thu s the crude effect wa s nearly zero. In the case of the 5 relationships under

N RS, the original un -oriented data, had crude effects that we re ncgativc, whic h afte r con tro l

for confounding acquired the expected sign, posi tive. This observation may serve to reinfo rce

our belief that these relationships are causa\. An alternative interpretation is that the crude

association of the pollutant is un-confounded, and its adjustcd associatio n is large because the

pollutant ex plains error varianee in the co nfo unders (i.c . that part of the va ria nee of the

confounders that is not correlated wi th hospitalisations) (Cohen ct al, 2003 ; Tzelgov & Henik,

1991 ; Maassen & Bakker, 200 I) . This interpretation suggests that the pollutant has no causa!

effect on the outcome va riab ie.

The relationships at the bou ndary of PRS and redundancy (R) have very low co llineari ty, and

thus very small changes in all parameters (Figures 5.2-5.4). Because confounding is regarded
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as a detenninistie, rather than probabilistie bias, a thresho ld of 10- 15% ehange in the

assoeiation of the exposure of interest has been recommended as a sign of substantial bias

(Rothman, 2002; Robins & Morgenstern. 19S7; Jorgensen et al, 2007; Fewell et al, 2007;

Preaeher & Haycs, 200S). Nevertheless, several relationships appear to not be substantially

confoundcd, whichever cut-off eri terion is used (Fig ure 5.2) . The impli eat ion is that, for these

rclationships, the assoeiation of the pollutant is equally weil estimated by a Full model as by a

model with no confoundcrs, beeause collinearity is basically niJ. Thi s finding is somewhat

uneasy for, though possiblc, it is unlikely that these relationships are not confounded (Pcarl,

1995) .

5.4.3 Th e effect of confounding types on statisticaI significance

As seen previously (Fig urc 5.4) relationships in PRS and NRS situations show enhancement.

Sinee R2 is used in the calculation of SE, enhancement eould eause SE to deerease (Friedrna n

& Wall , 2005).

It is cornrnon knowledge that collinearity intlates SEs, however it doe s so only under a

redundancy or NS confounding situation. Under PRS and NRS situations, collinearity detlates

SEs. Many techniques have bec n deve loped to decrease SEs to more reasonable levels (e .g. :

variabie selection. ridge regression; Pitard & Viel , 1997; Cohen et al. 2003 Chaptcr 10;

Goldberger. 1991 Chapter 23), however none appears to deal with the issue of too optimistie

SEs.

Figurc 5.5 shows the eomparison between the esti mated SE and the theo retica l SE for the

pollutant ' s assoeiation in each of the 67 rclationships, as a function of co llinearity. It is

observed that, as cxpcctcd, pollutants under a redundancy situation show increases in SE,

which tend to become more pronounced as collinearity increases. Pollutants under PRS and

NRS, on the other hand, show decreases in SE, whic h tend to be sma ll and qui te invariant to

collinearity. A similar pattem is obse rved tor the t-valucs, except that they decrease in

redundancy and increase in PRS and NRS (not shown).
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Figure 5.5 SE of the pollutant's assoeiation with hospitalisation, cstimatcd frorn the Full model (SE""

blaek eircles) and frorn the Simpte model where eollinearity is zero (SEs ' white eircles). R

rcdundancy, PRS-positive reciproeal supprcssion, NRS-negative rcciprocal suppression (eneased by
reetangles).

5.4.4 A note on th e use of the linear combination method to identify

confounding types in the multivariate case

Before stating conclusions, a nole is feit to be required with regards to one aspect of the

methods used to identify confounding types : the linear combination method. All discussions

of confounding type s are restricted to the trivariate case (Friedman & Wall , 2005 ; Helling,

1983; Tzelgov & Hcnik, 1985, 1991; Cohen ct al, 2003). This is due to difficulties in

computation and intcrpretation, but probably also because the exposure of interest is usually

assumed to be a stronger crude predietor than the confounder(s) . In this case , it is not possible

to identify all confounding type s without knowing also the adjusted asso ciation of the

confounder (Figure 5.1). In order to obtain an overall adjusted association for multiple

confoundcrs, the linear combinat ion must be used .

However, when the exposure of interest is a weaker crude predietor than the confoundcrs, as

with the present dataset (Figure 5.2 and Figure 5.3), most confounding types can , in principle,

be identified by just observing the confounding effect ofthe expo sure of intere st and thus it is

not necessary to determine the adjusted association of the confounders through the linear

combinat ion method. As inspeetion of Figure 5.1 makes it clcar, if the weakest predietor

shows: I) r; > byx there is redundancy; 2) b,.x > 0 and r; < b,.x' there is PRS ; 3)

':'7> l-hy.1there is NS; and 4) r'7 < l-b17 1 there could bc either NS or NRS depending on

whether there is enhancement or not.

Thus, it should be possible to identify all confounding types by ju st observing the beta-weight

of the pollutants from the Full model specified with all indivi dual confounders:
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Y = by,X + b..1Z1 + b..2Z2 + ... + b..33Z33 , which is called here the "No-Lincar-Combination"

( LC) instead of the Full model speeified with the linear combination (LC) of eonfounders:

Y = b X +b .Z·, whieh was used thus far.yt y:

It was found that the two methods disagree in the identifieation of eonfounding types for 24

out of the 67 selected relationships. As Figure 5.6 shows, the confounding bias though

linearly correlated between the two methods, is somewhat larger for the LC method than for

the LC method in relationships under redundancy (botlom lef! quadrant) and somewhat

smaller in relationships under suppression (top right quadrant). Twenty-four relationships

(dashed botlom right quadrant) are identified as redundancy by the LC method and as PRS by

the LC method.
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Figure 5.6 Confounding effect on the pollutant of eaeh of thc 67 scleeted relationships as estimated
from the No-Lincar-Cornbination (NLC) mcthod and from the Linear Combination method (LC)
method. Dashed areas eorre spond 10 when thc Iwo mcthods in the confounding type identified. R
redundaney, PRS-positive reeiproeal suppression, NRS-negative reciproeal suppression (eneased by
rectanglcs).

The disagreement stems from the way collinearity is ealculated by the two methods. With the

LC mcthod, collinearity is calculatcd only tor that part of the confounders that is correlated

with the outeome variablo. i.c. the linear combinat ion of confounders. Whereas with the NLC

mcthod, collinearity is caleulated in the usual way, irrespective of the predictor's correlation

with the outcome variabie. In addition, while the collinearity calculatcd with the LC method is

bounded by the crude association of the two predietors with the outcome, through the

equation : r = r r ± /() - r 2
)()- r 2

), whieh ensures a non-negative definite correlation
u .' :1' yz " j'r yz

matrix (Friedrnan & Wall, 2005); the collinearity calculatcd with the LC rnethod is not

obliged to fall within this interval.
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As aresuIt, collinearity calculated by the LC method is always larger than that ealculated by

the NLC method, and may even have different signs. With simple arithmeties using equation

1, it is easy to sec that , comparcd to the NLC method, the LC method gives larger bcta 

weights in the case of redundancy and lower beta -wcights in the case of suppression, when

the two method yie ld co llinearities ofthe same sign, as confirmed in Figure 5.6.

Perhaps a better way to visualise the difference in the way collinearity is calculated by the two

methods is to con sider correlations (cru de and coll inearity) as proportions of variance, and

schematise them with a BallantineNenn diagram. Figure 5.7 shows that the collinearity given

by the NLC method correspo nds to the tota l varianee of X overlapping wit h the total varianee

of Z (area C+E), whereas the collinearity given by the LC method corresponds to the total

varianee of X overlapping with that part of the varianee of Z that is overlapping Y (area C).

With this framework, it can be seen that for the 24 relationships where the two methods

disagree in the type of confounding, area C+E is negative whereas area C is positive.

Although varia nce s cannot be negat ive and the Ballant ineN enn diagram is probably not a

reliable method to examine the problem (sec "a rea C problcm" in Cohen ct al, 2003), it is

shown here to help visualise th is curious problem.

NLC
No-Linea r

combinatien method

LC
Linear

combinatien method

Figurc 5.7 BallantinclVc nn diagram giving a tcntat ivc illustration of thc ca lculations pcrformcd with
thc Lincar combination mcthod (LC) and with thc o-Lincar combination rncthod (NLC), for thc
trivariatc lincar cascoCorrclations are considcrcd as proportions of varianee and are signallcd by grey

arcas. Thc crudc association of X and Z with Y «, and r ,, ) do nol diffcr between thc two mcthods,

but thc collincarity ( rx;: ) does. Sce Cohcn ct al (200 3) for more detail s on thc usc of Ballantinc

diagrams and thc "area C prob lcrn" .

5.5 Discussion

The aim of this study was to investigate how freq uent ly different types of eo nfou nding arise

and what was their impact on statistical significanee and on ca usa I interpreta tion using rca l

world data ; whieh is inter-conneetod and where correlations between variables are bounded

by physical, biological and socio-economie rules and contingencies. The study is meant only

as an exercise for what might be expected in more rigorous and complete environmental

epide mio logical studies, thus all association es tima tes should be interpreted with caution.
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This study found that suppression situations werc not uncommon. Signs of suppression in

similar epidemiological studies are difficult 10 find because researchers rarely report crude

associations nowadays, and most usc non-linear models whcrc identification of confounding

types may differ from the present linear case. although this is a matter in nced of more

research (e.g.: Lynn, 2003). The only recent report that hinted at this issue was one of the

follow-ups ofthe Washington's US Veterans cohort. which corrclatcd rcgulated air pollutants

and survival (Lipfert et al, 2000). In Table 5 of that artiele. peak 0 3 was not a significant

predietor of survival (p>.05) in simple rcgrcssion, whcrcas in multivariate analysis, it bccame

one of the most important predietors. among the pollutants. Both the crude and adjusted effect

of pcak-O, werc positivo. which suggests that thc relationships might have been under a PRS

situation: howcvcr the adjusted effect was estimated with a proportional hazards model and so

identification of confounding types, as described in the present work, nccd not apply.

Out ofthe 67 relationships analyscd, 44 were found to be in a redundancy situation, and 23 in

a suppression situation. Suppression in most relationships (17) was not so much due to

cxccssivc collinearity as to thc very low erude association of the pollutants. In this scenario,

only two suppression situations are likely to occur: PRS or NRS (Fricdman & Wall, 2005).

Unless substantive reasoning can dofend the possibility that the confounders eompletely mask

the pollutant 's effect on hospitalisations, and thereby lead to low crude associations, these

relationships are most likely non -causal and result from the faet that thc pollutant explain

error varianee in the confounders (Tzelgov & Herrik. 1991; Maassen & Bakker, 200 I). The

importance of PRS and RS situations lies not just on the faet that they challcngc a causal

intcrprctation, but also because they have the potential to inllate statistica I significanee by

inllating model fit (R 2
) (Fricdman & Wall, 2005). Howevcr, for the 23 relationships in a

suppression situation, the inllation of statistical significanee was very smalI, possibly owing

to the low collinearity levels shown by relationships in suppression situations comparcd to

relationships in redundancy situations: the latter showed more substantial dellation of

statistical significanee and higher collinearity levels.

Unless idcntification of eonfounding types is pcrformcd, one may bc misled to report their

large adjusted associations. with potentially inllated statistical significanee. without further

ado. By identifying relationships under supprcssion, the researeher is better equipped to

evaluate whether they are consistent with a causal mcchanism, for instanee whether it would

be acceptable that the pollutant's effect was completely masked by confounding. In addition,

the researcher is also equipped to evaluate the ex tent to which the statisticaI significanee of

such relationships might bc inllated.

Probably the main aspect that can inlluence the finding of different types of confounding is

the method used to select important relationships, and in this respect this paper followed a

cornrnon methodology of the epidemiological litcrature, i.e. select relationships where the

pollutant and model are statistically significant, aller controlling for a set of confounders

sclectcd a priori (e .g.: Lipfert et al, 2000; Jorgensen et al, 2007). One way to prevent

suppression situations from occurring. in particular those that involve complete masking of

the exposure of interest, is to select relationships on the basis that thcir crude effect is
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numerically large (c.g.: r ; >1. 151) and/or statistically significant at some probability level, in

addition to requiring that their adjusted effect is statistically significant, as is usual. Even then,

suppression situations may still crncrgc, but they are less Iikely to be cases of com plete

masking.

lt remains unclear to us, whether adjusted associations should be quantified on the basis ofthe

collinea rity between the exposure of interest and all individual confounders (NLC method) or

on the basis of the collinearity between the exposure of interest and the linear combination of

confounders (LC method). The two methods can, at times, identify different types of

confounding for the sarnc relationship. This issue has implications for the Change in Estimate

criterion. which appears to be currently based on the NLC method.

5.5.1 Strengths and Iimitations

This study is unlike many epidemiological studies of air pollution for three main reasons: it

uses a pure ecological design, linear mode Is. and atmospheric bicmonitoring data, which is an

indirect indicator of atmospheric pollution, and finally it uses prevalenee health data, and no

lifestyle confounders. Nevcrthclcss, it is believed that these aspects do not limit the study's

results scope and applicability. An aggregate eco logical study is nearly equivalent in methods

to the second stage of a multi-Ievel study of prospective cohorts (e.g .: Willis ct al, 2003),

although admittedly the fonner may require the inclusion of more confounders and thus show

greater collinearity than the latter (Morgenstcm, 2008; Salway, 2003). Linear estirnates, on

the other hand, can be accurately converted to log-linear cstimatcs, in most practical cases

(e.g. page 89 Cameron and Trivedi 1998). The exposure, health outcome and confounder data ,

despite their faults were the best indicators available at the time of the study, and

epidemiological studies are often affiicted by simila r issues of data representativity and

qua lity.

5.6 Conclusions

To the best of our knowlcdgc, this is the first study that applied modern techniques for

identifying confounding types, to a real dataset in the field of cpidemiology.

On the basis of the data used in this study, and in the context of an ecological design and

linear rnodc lling, it secms likely that a non- negligible fraction of the effect estimates reported

in environmental epidemiological studies may be cases of suppression. Consequently, those

effect estimates rnay be difficult to reconcile with a causal mechanism and their statistical

significanee may be overstatcd. lt is thercfore recommcnded that identification of not just the

exten t but the type of confounding affecting epidcmiological comparisons bccomcs routine .
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6 General Discussion

For want ofa nail the shoe was lost .
For want ofa shoe the horse was lost .
For want ofa horse the rider was lost.
For want ofa rider the battle was lost.

For want ofa battle the kingdom was lost.
And all for the want ofa harses/we nail.

English proverb

This thesis is set in the context of epidemiological studies of air pollution. Recent concerns

over the health risks of air pollution have shifted the focus onto its chemicaI composition,

especially metals. due to their inherent toxicity and because they allow discrimination

between different pollulion sources.

Atmospheric biomonitoring allied 10 nuclear ana lytical techniques could be instrumental for

epidemiology of air pollution with its wealth of historical data. as weil as in future sampling

surveys since it enables the measurement of a wide range of chemical elements at sampling

densities and geographical scales that are difficult to surpass in terms of cost and man-power.

Although it is tempting to "simply" provide effect estimates for health effects, this thesis has

focused instead on a critical approach to some methodological aspccts, including: I) data

quality in terms of outliers and noisc, 2) representativeness of sampling survey's with respect

to the units of analysis, 2) estimation and model selection uncertainty and 3) confounding.

6.1 Overview

Chapter 2 uses daily data on regulated air pollutants (PM IO• S02. O. O2 and 0 3) and

hospital admissions over 5.5 years in Lisbon. In such time-series studies it is believed that

short exposures 10 air pollutants can trigger acute health responses within days . Time-series

studies are ecological studies that are very suitable in two ways: first, they can access quite

disaggregated data (daily) and secend. they compare individuals under a rclatively constant

background and thus are bclieved 10 be less affected by confounding. It is the first issue that

concerned the investigations.

The traditional unilof analysis is thc day, with lags 10 account for multiple induction periods

in a heterogeneous population. lt has often been found that aggregation of the exposure

variabie over increasingly longer periods (several days or wccks), through moving averages

or distributed-Iag modcls, invariably leads 10 larger slopes than shorter periods. The

prevailing explanation for this phenomenon is conceptual: longer-exposure windows are able

to capture single-day responses due to single-day exposures at multiple lag-intervals.

However there are other more langible explanations for this phenomenon. Aggrcgation

smoothes the data, discarding errors and noise, and consequcntly decreases the dispersion of

the exposure. Under a surrogacy assumption (i.e. that the aggregated variabie contains no
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more information with respect to the health outcome than the original variabie), a deercase in

the varianee of the exposure must neccssarily increase slopcs (Lipfert & Wyzga, 1999).

Conversely, aggregation of the dependent variable, which is rarely pcrformed in thc litcrature,

undcr the sarnc assumption would tend to decrease slopcs. A ncw method where both the

exposure and response variabie are aggregated with moving averages, was compared with the

more conventional method of aggregating only the exposure variabie. It was found that thc

ncw method leads to regression eoefficicnts that are ncarly identical to these of the

conventional rnethod, but with greater precision and robustness to data changes. The most

likely conclusion, multiple induction periods notwithstanding, is that errors and noise are lost

to aggregation, but not the signa!. Smoothing data through moving ave rages with relatively

srnall time windows, are shown to have several advantages. First, the attenuation of extreme

values is greater when the latter are isolated than when they arc clustercd. This differential

smoothing is thus sensitive as to whcther extreme valucs are likely to be an cpisodic error or a

real phenomenon. Secend. it was shown to lead to more robust estimates than robust

rcgrcssion mcthods (Tukey and Huber weights). Fourth, when the moving window is of 7

days it provides an casy way to control for day ofthe weck effects.

This is an cxarnple of a situation where even though there are strong reasons to believe that

associations arise at somc disaggregated level (individuals or days), aggregation is beneficial

in that it provides identieal effect cstimatcs, but with greater precision and robustness.

Aggregation does, however, completely hinder our ability to locate or attribute associations to

the aggregated units, a problem that is part ofthe ecological fallacy.

Chapter 3 used solely simulated datasets to explore onc of the most fundamental questions:

how many samples to take in order to ensure a good representation of a survey and how the

answer to this qucstion depends on the sizc and other charactcristics ofthe sampling unit. This

is mostly dedicated to geographieal sampling. For epidemiological analyticaI purposcs, it is

necessary to aeeurately determine the avcrage exposure in eaeh sampling unit as they

colleetively rcflcct the between-area varianee (or survey variance) available for

epidemiological comparisons. But it is increasingly realised (Wolterbeek ct al. 2010; Salway,

2003) that it is also nccessary to accurately determine the within-area varianee (or local

variance) as this gives a rneasurc of the uncertainty inherent to the survey. The ratio between

the two variances provides a measure of the quality of the survey and provides a mcasurc of

the extent to which ecologieal estimates arc biased by thc aggregation (e.g .: Webster. 2007 ;

Salway, 2003).

This thesis provides numerical recommendations for thc sample size required to estimate the

survey's varianee and the local variances for a range of distributions. margins of error and

statistical significanee. It also provides a tooI (sampling without replacement) to calculate

sample sizes that, unlike sample size formulas, can be used irrcspcctive of the distribution

(normal, lognormal or others) of the population to cstimate the mcan, varianee and higher

momcuts. The tooi does, however, require some sort of sample data to start with .
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From these investigations it is clear that the sample sizes used to eharacterise air pollution

exposures in geographical epidemiological studies, be it with instrumental monitoring or

biomonitoring. are likely insufficient. Given the large areas often considered in

epidemiological studies, the within-area varianee in exposure is likely to be substantial, and as

aresuIt epidemiological effect estimates are Iikely to be heavily biased upwards from this

souree alone (Salway, 2003). Quantification of the within-area variances might provide an

estimate of the extent of the bias. but it requires a very large number of samples. whose

analytieal processing cannot be redueed by eomposite sampling.

Chapter 4 used munieipality-Ievel data on hospital admissions due to circulatory discases

summed over II years and the concentration of chemical elements deterrnined through lichen

biomonitoring. Single-pollutant linear regression with all confounders selected a priori were

used for estimation of associations, variabie selection and uncertainty estimation. The

parameters of greatest interest are the pollutant 's slope and its error.

In such epidemiological investigations three issues are important: I) the robustness of

estimates to sampling variability: 2) robustness of confounder selection to sampling

variability and 3) model selection uncertainty. The non-parametrie bootstrap was used to

investigate these issues by indueing some limited type of sampling variability. For the

relationships and data considcrcd, the standard error of the slope was fairly robust, indicating

that outliers are unlikely to be inl1uencing the slopc . One of the most ink or toner-spending

issues in epidemiology is that of variabie selection . Like others bcforc, this work found that

variabie selection in a way that does not induce residual confounding, is unlikely to yield

enhanced precision or goodness-of-fit. Thus it is best to select a model a priori on substantive

grounds. This was made all the more clear considering the multiple testing involved in

variabie seleetion (i.c. model selection uncertainty). whieh tends to render the models' p

values meaningless. This is only one of the fields where there is clear dissonance between the

aim of epidemiology and the methods it uscs to achieve those aims. Statistical analyses are,

for the most part, unsuited and even antagonist to causal analyses, even though deep down

statistical analyses are coneemed with causal associations, the latter eannot be deterrnined

from observational data alone. Howevcr, the method used to assess model selection

uncertainty does not appear to be entirely adequate for the purpose. Confounder selection was

remarkably vulnerable to sampling variability but was consistent within hospitalisation

categories. The latter seems thus more suited for model averaging.

Chapter 5 uses the same basic relationships and analyses as the fourth chapter to identify the

confounding situations affiicting each relationship. Confounding control is often conveyed as

an intensely conservative procedure whereby the effect (as measured by the slopc) is reduced

and ultimately prevails. Howcver, there are situations where the opposite can occur, this is

known as negative confounding or suppression. There are several reasons to distinguish

between different types of confounding, especially in the context of ecologieal studies : I)

negative confounding decreases errors and increases goodness-of-fit increasing the chance of

spurious associations, whereas positive confounding has the opposite effect and 2) negative

confounding is a likely scenario when the exposure of interest is a weak predietor of the
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dependent variabie (in terms of bcta-weight), a situation that is very co mmo n with air

pollutants. Givcn the widc variety of clcmcnts under analysis, it wou ld bc expected that they

would corrclatc with confoundcrs in a way that would lead to both ncgativc or positivo

confounding. Among the studicd rcla tionships most wcrc undcr rcdun dancy, followed by

positive reciprocal suppression and ncgative roe iproca l supprcssion. In many relati onship s

under suppression the crudc association of the poll utant with the hcalth outcome was nea rly

zero and non-significant. whercas its adjusted effect was large and significant. This may bc

interprered in two ways: cithcr thc pollutant was cornplctcly rnaskcd by thc cofou ndcrs or thc

pollutant was not associatcd with thc hcalth outcomc but instead cxplains error varianee in the

confounders. It is unclcar in many epidemiologica l studies whcther air poll utants are sclccted

on the basis of their crudc association with the hcalth outcomc, prior to rnultivariate analyses

or not (cxccption Lipfort ct al. 2003).

6.2 Final Remarks

It is common wisdom that often the most important fundamental things are thc most

undcrvalucd and ovcrlooked. This is clearly thc case with data colleerion (thc nail in the

battle). Sampling and analyses are thc raw materials of epidemiological analyses, and no

statistical procedure can rep lace good quality data.

Scvcral authors have hintcd, in different contcxts, at thc idea that thc data routinely used in

environmental epidemiological studies (even multi-level oncs) is not worthy of the arsenal of

incrcasingly sophisticated analytical tcchniques that are inflicted upon it (c.g. : Wakefield.

2003, 200S; Hayes, 2003; Chatficld, 1995) . The incrcascd computational power, thc

dcvclopmcnt of statistica I algorit hms and their prom pt inc lusio n in commercia l statistical

software have greatly expanded thc panoply of analyticaI tcchniques avai lable to researchers.

The multiple testing inherent to trying different approaches to the data rneans that p-valucs

begin to be meaningless. P-values are alrcady widcly disregarded in cpidemiology, but what

is therc to replacc it? Equ ivalent progresses in data qua ntity , qua lity and understanding has

not been observed.

It is somewhat pcrplcxing to realise that epidemiological comparisons are oftcn made across

units which are more variabie within themsclvcs than between thcmselvcs. What is the

mcaning ofsuch comparisons (Salway, 2003)'1

Rcgulatcd air pollutants, and possib ly also airbome chemical clcrncnts, are minor hca lth risk

factors compared to ether factors, both lifestyle and socioeconomie. If disease reduction is the

goal of public health, environmcntal air pollution does not strike as a priority, nowadays in

the devclopcd wor ld. Howcver, as regulations tightcn and industry and cmission sourees

strugg le to kee p up with them and deve lop new manufac turi ng tcchn iques and ncw fic lds,

other unregulated and/or unknown air pollutants may bc emi ttcd in increasingly largcr

amounts (e.g.: ultrafine particles) at thc cost of abating thc air pollutants that are under

regu lation. There is thercforc, the need for some dogree of suspicion as to what might be

co ntam inating our environment. To keep track and monitor suc h a wide range of chemieals is

clcarly an impossibi lity; howevcr with rega rds to scveral pollu tants, including chcrnica l
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elements, environmental biomonitoring is a canny if unpolished supplementary approach to

instrumcntal monitoring.

6.3 Future Research

The basic recommendations that can be derived from this study necessarily pertain to

directing efforts towards data of greater quality.

Atmospheric biomonitoring surveys should be carried out with epidemiological purposes in

mind and large concerted efforts should be made to harmonise and ensure good sampling and

analytical proced ures, perhaps even by having all ana lyses performed in a single laboratory

(Wolterbeek et al, 2010) . Ensuring that local variances are much smaller than the survcy's

varianee is one important aim of future surveys. Thus future sampling surveys will necessarily

have to be much dcnscr, tailored to areas where populations concentrate and thus health

cvents are more numerous, and wiJl necessarily have to be complemented by instrurnenta l

monitoring to at least calibrate biornonitor's accumulation to environmental factors and time.

Health institutes would, in an ideal world, would be able to provide health data at any desired

geographical scale and division required by the epidemiologist. The best way to minimise

eco logica l bias is to create the areas of comparison in a way that maximises the between-area

varia nee and minimises the within-arca varia nee in exposure. This also reduces (potentially)

the number of samples and of analyses. Health data should be able to match such defined

geographical arcas .

Diagnosis of confounding situations should be made for all relationships because large

collinearity and/or weak pollutant' s effects can give rise to paradoxical situations whic h

appear to be difficult to reconcile with causal mechanisms and that could lead to too

optimistic errors and model fit.
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List of abbreviations

Chemical c1ements

AI Aluminium Cs Caesium Mg Magnesium Sm Samarium

As Arsenie Cu Copper Mn Manganese Sn Tin

Au Gold Eu Europium Mo Molybdenium Sr Strontium

Ba Barium Fe Iron a Sodium Tb Tiberium

Be Berilium Ga Gallium d eodymium Th Thorium

Br Bromine Ge Germanium iekel Ti Titanium

Ca Calcium Hf Hafnium Pb Lead TI Thallium

Cd Cadmium Hg Mereury Rb Rubidium U Uranium

Ce Cerium I lodine S Sulphur V Vanadium

Cl Chlorine K Potassium Sb Antimony W Tungsten

Co Coball La Lanthanum Se Seandium Yb Ytterbium

Cr Chromium Lu Lutetium Se Selenium Zn Zine

Chapter I

AIC - Akaikc Informalion Criterion
ATSDR - Ageney for Toxie Substanees & Disease Rcgistry (USA)
BIC - Bayesian Information Criterion
BS - British Smoke
CE - Change in Estimatc eriterion
CO - Carbon Monoxide
EPA IRIS - Environmental Proteetion Ageney lntcgratcd Risk Information (USA)
IAEA - International Atomie Energy Ageney
IARC - Internationa l Ageney for Researeh on Caneer
MCTTFA - Monte Carlo Target Transform Faetor Analysis
PAH - Polyeyelie Aromatie Hydroearbons (e.g.: benzene)
PM - generaI partieulate matter of < IOurn aerodynamie sizc , ineludes PM 10 and PM2.5
PM 10- Partieulate matter of < IOum aerodynamie size
PM2.5 - Partieulate matter of <2.5f1 m aerodynamie size

0 - itrogen Oxide
N02 - itrogen Dioxide

UTS-III - Freneh aeronym for omenelature ofTerritorial Units for Statistics, level 3.
03 - Ozone
S02 - Sulphur Dioxide
TSP - Total Suspended Partieles
UN - United Nations
WHO - World Heallh Organisation

Chapter 2

ACSS - Administraçào CentraI do Sistema de Sa ûdc
AP - Air pollutant (PM 10, S02, NO, N02, CO and 03)
Bint- slope of aregression between the (mean) intereepl given by one model and the (mean) intereept
given by an allernative model, over a number ofrelationships
Bslopcs- slope of aregression bel ween thc slopes given by one model and the slopes given by an
allernative model , over a number of relationships
CO-Carbon Monoxide
CMA - Centred 7-day moving average
CMA & CMA - model where both thc health variabie and the air pollutant are expressed as 7-day
een tred moving ave rages
DLM - Distributcd lag mode l
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FMA - Forward 7-day moving avc rage
FMA&PMA - model whe re the hea lth var iabie is exp ressed with a 7-day forwa rd movi ng avcrage and
the air pollutant is expressed with a 7-day prior moving avcrage
HA - Hospital adrnissions
ICD9 -CM - International Classifieation of Discases, 9th revision, Clin ical Modifieation.
MA - Mov ing ave rages
M-estimation - robus t estimation (itera tive) based on weig hts sueh as Tukcy's and Hubcr ' s
MlE - Maximum Likelihoed Estirna tc

0- itrogen Oxide
02- itrogen Dioxide

0 - original daily value (no moving avcrages)
03-0zone
O&CMA - model where the health variab ie is éxpressed with its da ily va lue whe reas the air pollut ant
is cxprcsscd as 7-day cen tred movi ng avcrage
O&DlM - model where the health variabIe is expressed wit h its dai ly value whereas the air pollutant is
expressed as a distributed lag model of 7 days
O&PMA - model where the health variabie is cxprcsscd with its daily va lue whereas the air pol lutan t is
cxprcsscd with a 7-day prior moving avcrage
OlS - Ordi nary least Squares
PM 10 - Part iculate maller with aero dynamie size less than IOurn
PM2.5 - Partieu late maller with aerodynamie size less than 2.5~m

PMA - Prior 7-day moving avcrage
RF - risk factors
S02- Sulphur Dioxide
WHO - World Health Organisation

Chaptcr 3

B - Random-within-blocks sampling
B/W - between varianee to within varia nee ratio
G - Systematie-grid sampl ing
lV - loeal varianee
MSS - minimum sample size (usua lly refererring to the purpose of es timat ing the rncan or the varianee .
ME - margi n of erro r
N - number 0 observations
PlO, P25, P75. P90 - percontiles
R - Sirnplc random sampling
RSD - relative standerd deviation in %
SVilV - survey varianee to loeal varianee ratio
WA - within-arca varia nee in %

Chaptcr 4

ACSS - Administraçào Central do Sistema de Saûdc
aRD - Risk DifTerenee per ae hievablc change in chemica! clement
aRR - Risk Rato per achieva ble change in chcmical ele ment
B - Baekward model or naïve (unstandardised) slope of ehemieal element , sho uld be e1ear frorn context
B* - bootstrap (unstandardised) s lope of chcm ical element
B/W - between-area 10 within-area varianee ratio (also known as signal-to-noise ratio)
C t to C33 - confounders
CBV - eerebrovaseular discases (ICD9-CM : 430-438)
CE - change in cstirnatc criterion
CIRC - circulatory discases (ICD9-C M: 390-459)
E - Elastieity at the mcan
I' - Full model or Females, should be e1ear from context
1'1.1'2 and 1'5 - sclcctcd cmission factors ealculated frorn ehemieal clcmcnts database by MCTIFA.
IC D9-CM - International Classifieation of Discases 9th revision, Clinical Mod ifieation
IHD - ischemie hcart discases (IC D9-CM : 410-4 14)
ko, lNAA - lnstrum cntal Neutron Activa tion Ana lysis with ko mcthod
M - rnales
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MB - Mean Baekward model
MClTFA - Monte Carlo Target Transform Factor Analysis
OLS - Ordinary least squares
PIXE - Partic lc-lnduccd X-ray Emission
R2

- multiple eorrelation eoeflieient
S - Simple model
SE·(E) - bootstrap standard error ofthe elastieity at the meant
SE - naïve standard error of the slopc of ehemieal element
SP - bootst rap standard error of the slope of ehemieal clement
SEt E) - naïve standard error of the elastieity at thc mean

Chaptcr 5

CBV - Cerebrovaseular discases (ICD9-CM: 430-438)
CIRC - Cireulatory discases (ICD9-CM: 390-459)
I' I, 1'2. 1'3 and 1'5 - seleeted emission factors ealculated from ehemieal clements database by
MClTFA.
ICD9-CM - International Classifieation of Discases 9th revision , Clinical Modifieation
IHD - Ischemie heart discase (ICD9-CM: 410-414)
LC - linear combi nat ion rncthod
NLC - no linear combination method
NRS - negative reciproea l suppression
NS - negative suppression
PRS - positive reciproeal suppression
R2

- multiple correlation eoeflieient
SE - standard error of beta-weiglit
Y - dependent variabie
X - exposure of interest
Z - eonfounder
Z· - linear combination of 30 or 33 eonfounders
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Summary

The context for this thesis is the concern that exposure to environmental air pollution causes

adverse health effects in the human population. For the studies presented here data are used

on either the Lisbon 's population or of about half of the population of continental Portugal.

As exposure to air pollution exposure indicators either regulated air pollutants (PM 10, S02,

etc) are used or a wide variety of chemical elements measured through biomonitoring with

lichens. The primary aim of this thesis howcvcr, is not to estimate effects from air pollutants

but to explore how data and methodological uncertainties can affect results.

Chapter I summarises some ofthe most important and debatable issues in Epidemiology.

Chapter 2 uses time-series data to relate daily air pollutant levels with daily hospital

admissions in Lisbon over 5.5 years. Time series studies are very suitable in that they have

non-aggrcgatcd data (daily over many years). In time-series the unit of analysis is the day,

partly because this is the minimum unit for which health data is available and partly because

the aim is to investigate acute health effects. It is known that non-aggregatcd data can be

ridden with noise and outliers, which aggregation can help to improve. In many time-series

studies robust regression is used in order to deal with outliers in the health data . Chapter 2

shows that using a moving average on both the exposure and health variablc, does not affect

response estimates but greatly improves their precision and robustncss, and to a greater extent

than robust regression. This implies that, at least with our data, and for a 7 day moving

ave rage information was not lost by aggregation .

Chapter 3 is focused on geographical studies which present the opposite problem of time

series studies, the data is often very aggregated and consequently epidemiological studies may

be bascd on perhaps a small fraction of the total variability in exposures. Chapter 3 addresses

how many samples should be taken in order to represent populations with both normal and

lognormal distributions at a wide range of exposures. A bootstrap-based method is also

presented that enables investigators to simulate the necessary number of samples to represent

a population and effect variability. The rcsults show that presently used air pollution exposure

data, whether biomonitoring or instrumental monitoring, are insuffici ënt to represent the true

varianee of the population and especially of the margin of the uncertainty of the sampling

survey.

Chapter 4 uscs municipality-aggregated data to associate hospital admissions over I1 years

and chemical elements measured by biomonitoring. The bootstrap is used to investigate issues

such as data uncertainty and model selection uncertainty. Regression errors are shown to be

undcrestimated in about half of thc rclationships and a-priori model selection is misleading

duc the inability to account for the uncertainty in model sclcction. Despite the caveats of this

study. including thc fact that it is ecological and the likely large within -municipality

heterogeneity in exposure to the chemical elements, of these chcmical clemcnts can be

generally coneludcd that 1% increase in pollutants may be associated with an average 14%

increase in hospital admissions.
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Summary

Chapter 5 uses the same data as Chapter 4 to investigate the prevalenee of suppression, also

known as negative confounding. in a rather general dataset. Identifieation of the speeifie

eonfounding situation, that affects each relationship is important because it can help in the

eventual interpretation of outcomes and because suppression can lead to too optimistic end

results in terms of errors and model fit, in the same way that the more known positive

confounding leads to too pessimistic errors and model fit. Chapter 5 shows that suppression is

quite cornmon, and affects about 35% of the studied relationships. Chapter 5 also presents a

more detailed and clear description ofpossibilities to distinguish suppression.

Chaptcr 6 provides an overall summary and conclusions for the thesis .
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Samenvatting

De eontext van dit proefschrift is de bezorgdheid dat blootstelling aan omgevings

luchtverontreiniging negatieve gezondheidseffecten kan veroorzaken in de humane populatie.

Van de in dit proefschrift aangehaalde studies zijn data gebruikt van zowel de populatie van

Lissabon als van ongeveer de helft van de populatie van continentaal Portugal. Voor de

blootstelling aan luchtverontreiniging zijn ofwel gereguleerde luchtverontreigingen gebruikt

(PM 10. S02 enz), ofwel een grote variatie aan chemische elementen. gemeten via

biomonitoring met behulp van korstmossen. Het primaire doel van dit proefschrift is echter

niet de bepaling van de effecten van luchtverontreinigende stoffen maar het nagaan van hoe

gegevens en methodologische onzekerheden van invloed kunnen zijn op resultaten.

Hoofdstuk I vat enkele items samen die als het meest belangrijk zijn opgevat en beschouwd

als discutabel binnen de epidemiologie.

Hoofdstuk 2 gebruikt gevens in tijd-series waarin luchtverontreinigingen worden gerelateerd

aan dagelijkse ziekenhuisopnames in Lissabon. over een periode van 5.5 jaar. Tijd-serie

studies zijn zeer geschikt omdat zij bestaan uit niet-geaggregeerde gegevens (dagelijks. over

vele jaren). In tijd-series. de dag is de analytische unit. gedeeltelijk omdat dat de minimale

unit is waarvoor gezondheidsdata beschikbaar zijn. en gedeeltelijk omdat het doel is om acute

gezondheidseffecten te onderzoeken. Het is bekend dat nict-gcagrcgecrde data behept kunnen

zijn met ruis en uitschieters. wat via aggregatie verbeterd kan worden. In veel tijd-serie

studies wordt robuuste regressie gebruikt om om te gaan met uitschieters in de

gezondheidsdata. Hoofdstuk 2 laat zien dat gebruikmaking van "bewegende gemiddelden"

voor zowel de blootstelling als de gezondheidsvariabele geen effect heeft op de response

schattingen. maar dat hun precisie en robuustheid sterk verbeterd wordt. dit in een grotere

mate dan via robuuste regressiemethoden. Dit houdt in dat. in ieder geval met de gebruikte

data. en voor een 7-daags "bewegend gemiddelde". geen informatie verloren raakt als gevolg

van aggregatie.

Hoofdstuk 3 is voornamelijk gericht op geografische studies die een tegenovergeteld

probleem inhouden van de tijd-series studies: de gegevens zijn veelal in verregaande mate

geaggregeerd en als gevolg daarvan kunnen epidemiologische studies gebaseerd zijn op

slechts een kleine fraktie van de totale variabiliteit in blootstelling. In hoofstuk 3 wordt

ingegaan op de hoeveelheid samples die nodig zijn om populaties te representeren met

normale- en lognormale distributies ten aanzien van een grote verscheidenheid aan

blootstellingen. Een methode gebaseerd op boot-strapping is gepresenteerd die het

onderzoekers mogelijk maakt om de noodzakelijke hoeveelheid samples te simuleren om een

populatie (en effect-variatie) adekwaat te representeren. De resultaten laten zien dat de huidig

gebruikte gegevens ten aanzien de blootstelling aan luchtverontreiniging. of het nu gaat om

biomonitoring of instrumentele monitoring. ontoereikend zijn om de werkelijke variatie in de

effecten te weerspiegelen. en hierbij met name de omvang van de fout in de sampling survey.
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Samenvauing

Hoofdstuk 4 gebruikt gemeente-geagregeerde gegevens om ziekenhuisopnames over 1I jaar

te assoeieren met data ten aanzien van chemische elements verkregen uit biomonitoring.

Bootstrapping is gebruikt om gegevens te verkrijgen ten aanzien van onzekerheden in

gegevens en ten aanzien van de te selecteren modellen. Onzekerheden in regressies blijken te

worden onderschat in ongeveer de helft van alle gehanteerde relaties, en a-priori selectie in te

hanteren modellen is misleidend in die zin dat het onmogelijk lijkt om daarvan de

resulterende onzekerheden in te schatten. Ondanks het voorbehoud bij deze studie, waaronder

het feit dat het gaat om een ecologische studie en de waarschijnlijk grote gemeentelijke

heterogeniteiten in blootstelling aan de chemische stoffen, kan voor deze chemische stoffen in

algemene zin worden gezegd dat I % toename in verontreiniging kan worden geassocieerd

met een gemiddeld 14 % toename in ziekenhuisopname.

Hoofdstuk 5 gebruikt dezelfde gegevens als hoofdstuk 4 om de prevalentie van suppressie te

onderzoeken, ook bekend als negatieve confounding (verstoring), dit in een doorsnee dataset.

Identificatie van de specifieke confounding situatie die van invloed is op elke relatie is

belangrijk omdat dit kan helpen in de uiteindelijke interpretatie van uitkomsten, en omdat

suppressie kan leiden tot te positieve eindresultaten voor wat betreft zowel fouten als model

fits op dezelfde wijze als dat de meer bekendere positieve confounding kan leiden tot te

negatieve interpretatie van fouten en model-fit. Hoofdstuk 5 geeft aan dat suppressie een

algemeen verschijnsel is. en van invloed op ongeveer 35 % van alle bekeken relaties.

Hoofdstuk 5 geeft ook een meer gedetailleerde en duidelijke omschrijving van mogelijkheden

om suppressie te onderscheiden.

Hoofdstuk 6 geeft een algemene samenvatting en conclusies van het proefschrift.
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Appendix

Sample sizes needed for representing the population average determined by simulation

Normal distribution

~ver. cv Skewn . Kurt. Aver. CV Skewn . Kurt . iAver. CV Skewn . Kurt. Aver , CV Skewn . Kurt .

~.96 25.14 -0.04 0.06 10.03 49.37 0.01 0.06 10.01 98.58 -0.02 0.09 9.82 150.47 0.01 -0.05

margin of error margin of error margin of error margin of error
p.8-1 .2 0.85-\.15 0.9-\.1 0.95-\.05 0.8-1 .2 0.85-1 .15 0.9-1.\ 0.95-\.05 p .8-1.2 0.85-1.\5 0.9-1.\ 0.95-1 .05 0.8-1 .2 0.85-1.\5 0.9-1.\ 0.95-\.05

<> 85 ~ 9 19 72 19 32 73 259 ~3 131 256 744 165 283 528 1175<>c
" 90 ~ 11 23 89 23 40 89 308 89 153 301 844 194 340 616 1268<>
l;:

~ 30 261 1398'E: 95 14 30 117 52 111 376 114 194 405 964 432 721
::IJ

99 13 47 375 566 935 1556üi 22 43 182 82 178 514 168 280 549 1181
Log-normal distribution

~ver. CV Skewn . Kurt . Aver, CV Skewn . Kurt. iAver. CV Skewn . Kurt. Aver. CV Skewn . Kurt .

10.03 25.24 0.69 0.51 9.96 49 .91 \.92 8.19 10.14 112.61 6.60 93.22 10.22 153.82 7.20 98.68

~argin of error margin of error ~argin of error margin of error
p .8-1.2 0.85-1.\5 0.9-1.\ 0.95-1 .05 0.8-1.2 0.85-\.15 0.9-1.\ 0.95-\.05 p .8-1.2 0.85-1.\5 0.9-\.1 0.95-\.05 0.8-\.2 0.85-1.\5 0.9-1.\ 0.95-1 .05

o
85 ~ 10 20 72 18 31 68 259 ~8 150 321 876 150 254 512 1143u

c

" 90 ~ 1I 24 86 23 38 83 307 109 181 367 976 176 300 594 1234u
l;:

~ 29 237'E: 95 15 31 116 51 IiI 403 137 230 474 1089 370 701 1349
::IJ

99 12 22 49 178 51 ~20 326 513 896 1574,;; 73 162 549 354 663 1275



Appendix

Sample sizes needed for representing the population varianee delermined by sirnulation

Normal dis tribu tion

Aver . CV Skewn. Kurt. jAver. CV Skewn . Kurt. jAver. CV Skewn. Kurt . iAver . CV Skewn. Kurt .
9.96 25. 14 -0.04 0.06 10.03 49.37 0.0 1 0.06 10.0 1 98.58 -0.02 0.09 9.82 150.47 0.0 1 -0 .05
margin of error Imargin of erro r ma rgin of erro r Imargin of error
0.8-1.2 0.85- 1.15 0.9- 1.1 0.95- 1.05 ~.8-1.2 0.85- 1.15 0.9-1.\ 0.95 - 1.05 ~.8 - 1.2 0.85- 1.15 0.9 -1. 1 0.95 -1.05 p.8- 1.2 0.85- 1.15 0.9-1.1 0.95- 1.05

o
85 9 68 145 474 138 65 146 494 ~9 67 148 494 135 60 136 455"ces 90 ~8 82 174 536 ~7 78 175 558 ~7 85 181 551 k2 72 161 510"t.;:
95 ~4ï: 162 106 224 705 159 100 220 677 160 117 233 674 98 203 627ec
99 194 190 f79;:;; 153 348 935 159 325 852 104 176 313 890 138 285 860

oa-normal distr ibution

iAver. CV Skewn. Kurt. jAver. CV Skew n. Kurt . jAver. CV Skewn. Kurt. IAver. CV Skewn. Kurt.
10.03 25.24 0.69 0.5 1 19.96 49.91 1.92 8. 19 10.14 112.61 6.60 93.22 10.22 153.82 7.20 98.68
ma rgin of error Imargin of error m argin of erro r Imargin of erro r
p.8-1.2 0.85-1.\5 0.9-1. 1 0.95-1.05 p .8- 1.2 0.8 5-1.15 0.9-1.\ 0.95- 1.05 ~.8- 1.2 0.85 -1.15 0.9- 1.1 0.95- 1.05 kl.8-1.2 0.85-1. 15 0.9- 1.1 0.95 -1.05

" 85 ~4 80 173 554 143 251 510 1188 1'772 1080 1596 1710 ~23 1148 1601 1735"c
" 90 ~4 95 201 639 175 298 604 1264 ~26 1183 1720 1785 ~87 1284 1736 1822"t.;:
ï: 95 168 119 267 753 1240 383 709 1432 1921 1379 1872 1902 1004 1472 1876 1914eo

99 1348;:;; 106 186 389 1003 528 922 1667 1182 1669 1986 1987 1285 1710 1988 1988
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Appendix

Sample sizes needed for representing the average of an infinite population determined by StatGraphics

Normal distribution

Aver. CV Skewn. Kurt. iAver. CV Skewn. Kurt . Aver. CV Skewn. Kurt. iAver. CV Skewn. Kurt.
9.96 25.14 -0.04 0.06 10.03 49 .37 0.01 0.06 10.01 98.58 -0 .02 0.09 ~.82 150.47 0.01 -0 .05

margin of error margin of error margin of error ~argin of error
0.8-1 .2 0.85-1.15 0.9-1.1 0 .95-1 .05 ~.8-1 .2 0.85-1 .15 0.9-l.\ 0.95-1.05 0.8-\.2 0.85-l.\5 0.9-1.1 0.95-1.05 ~.8 - 1 .2 0.85 -1. 15 0.9- 1.1 0.95-1.05

o
85 8 15 54 15 25 203 803u 53 204 52 91 114 202 452 1799c

" 90 10 20 71 19 32 68 266 ó8 119 264 1048 149 263 590 2349u
'-=
c 95 9 14 27 100 ~6 45 97 377 96 168 375 1487 1211 373 834 3335eo

r.;; 99 15 23 46 172 145 76 166 647 165 290 643 2569 ~64 640 1440 5760
Sample sizes needed for representmg the varianee of an infinite population deterrnined by Statflraphics.

Normal distribution
Aver. CV Skewn . Kurt. IAver. CV Skewn. Kurt. Aver. CV Skewn. Kurt. IAver. CV Skewn. Kurt .
9.96 25.14 -0.04 0.06 10.03 49.37 0.01 0.06 10.0 1 98 .58 -0 .02 0.09 ~.82 150.47 0.0 1 -0.05
margin of error margin of error margin of error margin of error
0.8-1.2 0.85-l.\5 0.9-l.\ 0.95-1.05 ~.8-\.2 0.85 -l.\5 0.9-1.1 0.95-1.05 0.8-1.2 0.85-l.\5 0.9-l.\ 0.95-1.05 ~.8-1 .2 0.85 -l.\5 0.9-l.\ 0.95- 1.05

<>
85 0 rO rOu 65 130 465 65 130 465 0 65 130 465 65 130 465c

" 90 I 82 167 602 5 1 82 167 602 82 167 602 ~1 82 167 602c 51
'-='e 95 0 114 234 849 ~O 114 234 849 0 114 234 849 170 114 234 849
Ol)

99r.;; 118 193 398 1455 118 193 398 1455 118 193 398 1455 118 193 398 1455







Stellingen behorende bij het proefschrift

"Toepassing van atmosferische biomonitoring in de epidemiologie: aandach tspunten ten aa nzien van

darakw alireit, mons tername, aggregatie en co n founding"

Susan a F.l\l. Sarmento

I, Er is geen statistische techniek die goede data kan ven 'angen , Bijvoorbeeld, geaggregeerde data
leveren betrouwbaarder schattingen op dan robuuste regressie. Dil prorftchrift (HoofdsI11k 2)

2. Veel significante associaties in luchn'erontreinigings-epidemiologisch onderzoek betreffen
waarschijnli jk suppressieve situaties: de Iuchrveronrreinigingen hebben geen directe relatie met
ziekte; zij dragen slechts bij aan de verklaring van de foutvar iantie in de confounders. Dit prorftchrift
(HoofdsilIk 4)

J. Van alle wetenschapsgebieden die betrekkin g hebben op humane populaties (epidemiologie,
sociologie, economie, politiek and rechten), zijn rechten, econ omie and politiek de enige aan wie het
toegestaan is te experimenteren met humane populaties, en is epidemiologie de enige vanuit het
principe van voorzorg.

4. Het effect van vele tegenwoordig geaccepteerde risicofacto ren zoals luchtverontreiniging is
waarschijnlijk niet veel grote r dan dat van hun nocebo-effect, Zoals in de farmaceutische industrie
het effect van een nieuw medicijn groter moet zijn dan dat van de placebo, zou het effect van een
negatieve risicofacto r gro,er moeten zijn dan dat van de nocebo.

5. Hoe meer men weet over statistiek, hoe meer men dit weet te manipuleren. Bijvoorbeeld, het recept
om je p-waarden te verlagen: "ergroot ~ 1 .2, "ergroot de variantie in X2, "oeg variabelen toe of
verwijder deze" selecteer datapunrerr ' en probeer precisieverhogende procedures zoals ridge
regressie. I u h," j. Tbe ""lh . "an o.ff. IJ" D,«",btr 2010. S t»' Yorktr, 2 Upfrrt EU'é (1999) JOllmal of
Em;rr,.",mlal .\f,didn" I: 267,278, J 8rri",an L (1992) JOIImol oftbeA "" rican Statistical .Assodation, 87 (4 19): 738·
754, 4 [/111 E., Hams C , IFinki,/manP. & Pashkr H. (2009) Pmprctilt s onP!JcholO1fcal Sdmft, 4(J): 274-290.

6. De enige manier om iets echt te begrijpen is verstoring en observatie.
http://u'UY·' Ü-rd.com /fI/(lc,,'iucl 'Ql1/12(1 I'y/fsqtiou / . Karru, J., Toxicology 16Q, 87·96 (2QQI)

7. Als je iets niet uit de hand kunt berekenen (in een spreadsheet om het minder moeilijk te "olgen te
maken), reken het dan maar helemaal niet uit,

8. Iede re noodzakelijkheid die beantwoord wordt leven tenminste twee nieuwe op die beantwoord
moeten worden

9. Een burka is net zo shockerend en onaangepast als een bikini, we zijn alleen gewend geraakt aan de
een en niet aan de ander

IQ. " Informatie is geen kennis, Kennis is geen wijsheid, Wijsheid is geen waarheid,

\X'aarheid is geen schoonheid, Schoonheid is geen liefde, Liefde is geen muzie k,
en Muziek is HET BEST."

Frank Zappa

DeZe slellingen u-orde» opsponeerbaar en trrdedigbaar geachl en iiJl/ als zodanig goedgekeurddoor depromotorien}
Prof dr. H. Th, ll70llerbeek andProf dr. M. C. Freitas:



Propositions accompanying the thesis

"Application of Atmospheric Biomonitoring to Epidemiology;

Issues in D ata Qualiry, Sampling, Aggregation and Confounding"

Susana F. ;\1. Sarmento

t, . '0 statistical technique can replace good data. For exarnple, aggregate data provides more reliable
estirnates than robust regre sion. Tbis thuis (Chapttr 2)

2. Many significant assoeiations in current air pollution epidemiological studies are probably
suppression situations: the air pollutants have no direct assoeiation with disease; they only contribute
to explaining the error varianee in the confounders. Tbis thuis (Chapttr 4)

J. Of all sciences dealing with human populations (epidemiology, sociology, economics, politics and
Iaw), law, econornics and politics are the only ones entitled 10 perforrn experiments on human
populations, and epidemiology is the only one with a precautionary principle.

4. The effect of many currently accepted risk factors, such as air pollution, is probably not much greater
than their nocebo effect. As in the pharrnaceutical industry, where the effect of a new medicine must
surpass that of the placebo, adverse risk factors should surpass the nocebo effect .

5. The more one knou's staristics. (he more one knows how to manipulate it. For insrance. recipe to
deercase your p-values: increase • ' \ ,2, increase X variance-, add/rernove variablest, select data points'
and try precision enhancing procedures such as ridge regression.
/ uh",.J. Tht mab ..a/'1off /r Du,mh".20/0. St> ' Yorktr, 2 Upftrl F U': (/999) JOHmal of Environmrn/al M,dian"
/: 267-278,3 Bmman L (/992) JOHmal oflht Amtlican S/aJisacal.Assodatioe, 87 (4/9): 738-754, 4 VHIE., Hams C,
U"in/ei,/man P. & Pashltr H. (2009)p,rsp.rti,'tS onPsychologicalSamrt, 4(3): 274-290.

6. The only wa)' 10 trui)' understand amething is 10 interfere and cbserve.
http· /1 u"", • /red(n,,,1",«",,:inrl 'Q11 /f<fT (qH.rg/irll / , Kaau, J., Toxirology 16Q, 87-96 (2QQ /)

7. If you can't caleulate it by hand (in a spreadsheet to make itless fastidious), don't calculate it.

8. Living up to eve1')" necessiry generates at least rwo new ones 10 live up to.

9. A burka is as shoeking and awkward as a bikini, we just got used 10 one but not the other.

IQ. "Inforrnation is not knowIedge, Knowledge is not wisdom,
\Xïsdom is not truth, Truth is not beauty, Beauty is not IO\'e, Love is not music,

and Music is THE BEST."

Frank Zappa

These propositions a" "gardedas opposable anddefendable, andbat»been approved as SI/eh b thesupmisorsProf
Dr. H. Th. Wollerbeek andProf Dr. M. C. Freitas.






